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Dankwoord
Iedereen herinnert het zich nog wel: De zoektocht naar een geschikte studie nahet behalen van het diploma secundair onderwijs. Wat mij vooral is bijgeblevenis het beeld dat ik toen had van doctoraatstudenten. Tijdens de rondleidingop de infodag kwam je ze verschillende malen tegen. Ze zaten achter eenPC in een muf bureau in het technicum, gevangen tussen stapels boeken enmeetapperatuur. Af en toe was er dan eentje die uitleg mocht geven over ‘zijnonderzoek’ waar er naar verluid ongeveer vier jaar op gewerkt zou worden.Hoewel het meestal interessant klonk, leek het mij weinig aantrekkelijk omgedurende zo een lange periode in je eentje te zwoegen op een bepaaldonderwerp. Het besluit kwam er al snel. Die vijf jaar opleiding tot daar aantoe, maar vervolgens nog eens zo lang als een eenzaat werken? Dat zou nietsvoor mij zijn!Ongeveer tien jaar later wordt het tegendeel echter realiteit. De reden datik de stap zette om een doctoraat te beginnen heb ik vooral te danken aan mijnpromotor Jan Vanfleteren. Na mijn masterproef bij de CMST onderzoeksgroepwist hij me te overtuigen dat een doctoraal onderzoek wel degelijk een inte-ressante ervaring kan zijn op zowel wetenschappelijk als sociaal vlak. En hijheeft gelijk gekregen! Het stelde mij onder andere in staat om te werken opeen aantal interessante Europese projecten. Hierdoor kwam ik in contact mettal van mensen, werkzaam in onderzoeksinstellingen en bedrijven wereldwijd.Ook het presenteren van behaalde resultaten op internationale conferentieswas een unieke ervaring. Vooral de presentatie in Shanghai was zeer bijzon-der aangezien deze simultaan vertaald werd in het chinees. Kortom, bedanktJan om mij te overtuigen het doctoraat te starten en om mij ook de nodigevrijheid te geven tijdens het onderzoek!Ook wens ik André Van Calster te bedanken voor het leiden van de CMSTonderzoeksgroep. Mede door zijn jarenlange inspanningen is CMST een voor-aanstaande onderzoeksgroep geworden die beschikt over een goede infrastruc-tuur. Verder ook bedankt voor de leuke activiteiten zoals dé CMST barbecueen het jaarlijkse etentje. Dergelijke sociale activiteiten hebben zeker bijge-dragen aan de goede werksfeer die er is binnen de groep.Verschillende mensen hebben op de één of andere manier een bijdragegeleverd aan het uiteindelijke resultaat. In het bijzonder wens ik Frederickte bedanken voor de verschillende technische (en andere) discussies die ze-
ii
ker een positieve impact gehad hebben op de resultaten. Sheila wens ik tebedanken voor haar nauwgezette manier van werken tijdens het uitvoeren enrapporteren van een aantal processtappen die ze voor me uitvoerde. NaastFrederick en Sheila bedank ik ook de andere leden van ons stretch team,Michal en Bjorn voor de goede samenwerking. Guy van Centexbel bedank ikvoor de vlotte samenwerking rond de wastesten. Bedankt aan Bjorn om mebij te staan bij het manueel plaatsen van de talloze componenten, Steven voorde hulp bij het laserwerk en Filip voor de assistentie bij het tekenen en hetuitfrezen van de mallen.Verder wens ik gans het CMST team te bedanken voor de ongelofelijk toffesfeer die er altijd heerst zowel tijdens als na de werkuren. In het bijzonderdank aan de harde kern van het CMST minivoetbalteam van vroeger en nu:Bram, David, Dominique, Erwin, Frederick, Geert, Stefaan en Steven. Wehebben een aantal echte topmatchen gespeeld de voorbije jaren en de velemomenten in de bar achteraf waren ook in dik orde! Bedankt ook aan decollega’s en hun partner voor de schitterende drieweekse reis in India: Eveline,Ann, Alwin, Bram, Elien, Frederick, Adinda, Pritesh en Fabrice. Dit was echteen avonuur om nooit meer te vergeten! Ook dank aan mijn bureaugenotendie er nu nog zitten: Amir, David, Jeroen, Rik, Sandeep, Sanjeev, Sheila, enzij die er niet meer zitten: Benoît, Jindrich en Tom. We zijn een paar keerverhuisd van een tijdelijke bureau naar de volgende tijdelijke bureau, maar ditlaat niet weg dat we het altijd goed gehad hebben!Naast de mensen die ik ken via het werk bedank ik nog mijn familie envrienden. Jullie zijn voor mij zeer belangrijk en ik bedank jullie voor alle ple-zante bijeenkomsten. In het bijzonder wens ik mijn ouders Nadine en Marnixte bedanken. Zonder het enthousiasme en steun die ik van jullie kreeg gedu-rende mijn volledige bestaan was ik nooit de persoon geworden die ik nu ben.Zeker nu als jonge vader besef ik maar al te goed wat jullie vroeger, maar ooknu allemaal voor mij gedaan hebben. Ook mijn zus Heleen en broer Brecht,het is tof dat we zo een goede band hebben en ik hoop dat we samen nogveel leuke momenten mogen beleven!Ten slotte wil ik nog één persoon vermelden. Een persoon die er altijdis voor mij en waarbij ik mij ongelofelijk goed voel. Mijn allerliefste Eveline,merci voor alle steun en vreugde die je me brengt, en proficiat dat je zo eengoede mama bent voor onze schattige Enora! Ik kijk al uit naar alles wat wenog samen zullen beleven...
Gent, november 2012Thomas Vervust
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Nederlandse samenvatting–Summary in Dutch–
Zoals toegelicht in Hoofdstuk 1, is de belangrijkste doelstelling van dit proef-schrift het overwinnen van een aantal problemen die geconstateerd werdenin de huidige inspanningen om textiel geïntegreerde elektronica te creëren.Daarom worden bestaande en nieuwe technologieën gebruikt en verder ont-wikkeld die het mogelijk maken om textiel geïntegreerde elektronica te rea-liseren op zo’n manier dat de flexibele/rekbare aard van typische textielpro-ducten behouden blijft. Om de kloof tussen de elektronica en textielindustriete dichten wordt het concept van een technologie toolbox geïntroduceerd.Elektronica Textiel
Ontwerp principe
Proces zoalsPCBfabricage Textielintegratie
Interconnectie
Wasbaarheid
Rekbare module
Technologie to
olbox
De onderwerpen rond de toolbox geven enkele van de belangrijkste as-pecten tijdens het complete productieproces weer, gaande van ontwerp totrealisatie en testen. Dezelfde logische volgorde wordt bewaard in de inhoudvan dit proefschrift.
In hoofdstuk 2 blijven we binnen de wereld van de elektronica. In het eer-ste deel van het hoofdstuk wordt het ontwerpprincipe van een rekbaar circuit
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uitgelegd. Om rekbaarheid te verkrijgen, wordt de schakeling onderverdeeldin verschillende niet-rekbare functionele eilanden die verbonden zijn met rek-bare verbindingen (meanders). Dit rekbare circuit wordt geëncapsuleerd ineen elastomeer, wat resulteert in een rekbare module die in textiel kan wordengeïntegreerd. Het ontwerp van een textielproduct, met uitrekbare elektroni-sche modules, vereist het denken over bepaalde onderwerpen en een goedeplanning vanaf het begin. Een eenvoudig dertien stappen implementatiepro-ces wordt voorgesteld, dat gebruikt kan worden om geleidelijk aan tot eengoed ontworpen demonstrator of product te komen. Ook een meander ont-werptool voor de EAGLE PCB-software wordt gepresenteerd. Deze tool werdontwikkeld om de routering van de meanderende rekbare verbindingen te ver-eenvoudigen.De volgende twee delen van het hoofdstuk behandelen het productieprocesvan de uitrekbare modules. Deze productie wordt onderverdeeld in een sub-straatfabricagedeel en een encapsulatiedeel. De ontwikkelde substraat fabri-cage methode vertrekt van een standaard flexibele printplaat en maakt gebruikvan lasersnijden om de rekbare meanders en de functionele eilanden te struc-tureren. Na de substraatfabricage, wordt de ontwikkeling van twee encapsu-latiemethodes beschreven: encapsulatie door spuitgieten en door lamineren.Thermohardende PDMS materialen werden gebruikt voor het spuitgieten enthermoplastisch PU in het geval van laminatie. Naast de encapsulatiemetho-des wordt ook het belang van openingen in de encapsulatie aangehaald. Ditom het ademend vermogen van de module te verbeteren en om toegang totcontactvlakken te verkrijgen.Het laatste onderwerp van het hoofdstuk beschrijft de hechting tussenhet rekbare circuit en de encapsulatie. Een goede hechting is belangrijkom delaminatie van de encapsulatie tijdens de levensduur van het product tevoorkomen.
In Hoofdstuk 3 komen we terecht in de textielwereld en bespreken we hoe deuitrekbare elektronische modules geïntegreerd kunnen worden in textiel. Omde industrialisatie van de processen te vergemakkelijken, werden integratie-methoden ontwikkeld die makkelijk over te nemen zijn in textielproductie. Detwee verschillende encapsulatie materiaal types (thermohardend en thermo-plastisch) hebben geleid tot twee verschillende integratiemethoden. De eerstemethode maakt gebruik van een gezeefdrukte PDMS lijmlaag om PDMS ge-ëncapsuleerde rekbare modules en stoffen te verlijmen. Er wordt aandachtbesteed aan de penetratiediepte van de gedrukte laag. Door de penetratie inde stof zo veel mogelijk te beperken, werd de rekbaarheid van de stof zo goedmogelijk bewaard. De tweede methode maakt gebruik van een laminatiestapom een TPU geëncapsuleerde rekbare module te hechten aan een stof.Eenmaal de module aan de stof gehecht is, moet deze vast blijven zittentijdens de levenscyclus. Daarom moet de lijmlaag tussen de stof en de rekbaremodule betrouwbaar genoeg zijn om fysische vervormingen tijdens gebruiken reiniging te overleven. De hechting tussen Sylgard 186 (PDMS) of PE
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Krystalflex 429 (TPU) geëncapsuleerde modules en stoffen bleek voldoendete zijn. Stoffen met dummy geëncapsuleerde modules werden tot 50 keergewassen zonder delaminatie te vertonen.Met de nadruk op draagbaarheid, tonen we aan dat de bereikte realisatiesvan textiel geïntegreerde rekbare elektronica het heel goed doen. Technolo-gische ontwikkelingen hebben geleid tot lichte, rekbare modules die gebruiktkunnen worden in kledij, zonder afbreuk te doen aan het gebruikscomfort. Deverandering in rekbaarheid die ze veroorzaken, zijn van dezelfde orde als dezevan typische kleurenprints in hedendaagse textielproducten.
Het is mogelijk dat toepassingen vereisen dat verschillende rekbare modulesgeïntegreerd worden in textiel. Dit is het onderwerp van Hoofdstuk 4, waarwe kijken naar de interconnectie van rekbare modules. De stroomdistributie iswaarschijnlijk de meest voorkomende reden voor het verbinden van een rekbaremodule. Andere redenen zijn de signaaloverdracht tussen de verschillendemodules en de interconnectie van modules met geleidende textiel-elementen(bv. textiel sensor, textiel antenne). In alle gevallen zorgt de interconnectievoor een elektrisch pad tussen verschillende elektrische elementen. Daaromzijn de elektrische eigenschappen van de interconnectie van groot belang.Enkele belangrijke parameters bij de bepaling van de interconnectievereistenworden aan het begin van het hoofdstuk gegeven.Het aantal verschillende textielgebaseerde interconnectiemethoden die be-staan of die op dit moment het onderwerp van onderzoek zijn, is groot. Omeen beter overzicht te krijgen, worden ze ingedeeld naar het niveau waarop zegeïntroduceerd worden tijdens de textiel productie: via het intrinsieke textielproductieproces, via het textielveredelingsproces, via het textiel confectiepro-ces. Voor elk van deze categorieën worden verschillende voorbeelden gegevenen van commentaar voorzien.Tenslotte wordt de verbinding van rekbare modules met een bepaalde tex-tielgebaseerde interconnectiemethode besproken. Een rekbare module bestaatuit een volledig afgesloten encapsulatie. Daarom is er een manier nodig omtoegang te krijgen tot contactvlakken in de module. De eerste manier is decreatie van een opening in de encapsulatie om contact te maken met een con-tactvlak in de module. In een tweede manier om een contact te voorzien, stekende contacten uit module. Verschillende uitvoeringen van sommige voorgesteldeconnectie mogelijkheden worden getoond.
In de eerste hoofdstukken word uitgelegd hoe rekbare modules ontworpenkunnen worden, geproduceerd, geïntegreerd in textiel en indien nodig geïn-terconnecteerd met andere textiel geïntegreerde modules. Afhankelijk van deuiteindelijke toepassing is het mogelijk dat het textielproduct gereinigd moetworden tijdens zijn levenscyclus. Daarom onderzoekt Hoofdstuk 5 de was-baarheid van textiel geïntegreerde rekbare modules. In het algemeen kangesteld worden dat er twee grote uitdagingen zijn om wasbaarheid van rek-bare elektronica te verkrijgen: voldoende waterbestendigheid en een goede
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mechanische betrouwbaarheid. In dit doctoraat lag de focus op water geba-seerde reiniging. Voor watergebaseerde reiniging werd de ISO 6330:2000norm geselecteerd omdat deze representatief is voor huishoudelijke wasom-standigheden.Het eerste gedeelte van het hoofdstuk behandelt de waterdichtheid van demodules. Tijdens het reinigen, worden de elektronische modules ondergedom-peld in een warm water/zeep mengsel. De encapsulatie moet de elektronicabeschermen van dit mengsel om kortsluitingen en een elektrisch falen van hetapparaat te voorkomen. De Water Effect Test (WET) werd ontworpen om dewaterbestendigheid van rekbare modules te evalueren en is gebaseerd op lek-stroommetingen tussen geëncapsuleerde koperbanen tijdens de onderdompe-ling. Zes verschillende WET-staaltypes werden getest: zonder encapsulatie,met PDMS en met TPU encapsulatie, en dezelfde, maar met een extra sol-deermasker. Uit testen blijkt dat alle encapsulatie types het potentieel vaneen goede encapsulatie hebben, met betrekking tot waterbestendigheid. Inalle gevallen waren de lekstromen aanzienlijk lager in vergelijking met hetreferentiestaal zonder encapsulatie. De beste resultaten werden verkregenmet de PDMS en TPU encapsulatie in combinatie met het soldeermasker. Inbeide gevallen bleven de lekstromen stabiel rond de 10−9A. Dit bewijst eengoede waterbestendigheid tijdens de onderdompeling in water, gemeten tot55 uur.Naast waterbestendig, moeten de modules robuust genoeg zijn om hetmechanische ’misbruik’ die ze ondervinden tijdens typische textiel reinigings-processen te overleven. Deze wasbetrouwbaarheid is het onderwerp van hettweede gedeelte van het hoofdstuk. Ten eerste wordt de betrouwbaarheidvan textielgeïntegreerde knipperende LED-modules geëvalueerd. Elke knip-perende LED-module bevat een flexibel eiland met vier LEDs die per tweeafwisselend knipperen. Deze modules waren oorspronkelijk bedoeld om de in-terconnectie van verschillende PDMS geëncapsuleerde modules met een tex-tielgeïntegreerde elektrische draad te illustreren. In een later stadium werdendeze knipperende LED-modules ook gebruikt om een eerste aantal wasproe-ven uit te voeren. Op alle teststalen werd het defect na wassen gevonden aande interconnectie tussen de knipperende LED-module en de elektrische draadvoor het voeden van de modules, terwijl de modules zelf nog steeds functioneelwaren. Na de evaluatie van deze verkennende wastesten werd het duidelijkdat er meer specifieke testen nodig waren. De ontwikkelde wasbetrouwbaar-heidstest (WR-test) evalueert de soldeercontacten van SMD-componenten opeen flexibel eiland, waarbij een geëncapsuleerde module meerdere malen ge-wassen wordt in een standaard wasmachine. Een WR-test module bevat 50SMD weerstanden (0402 en 0603 behuizingen) en vier dummy IC’s (TSSOP28en QFN32 behuizingen). Er zijn in totaal 220 contacten die kunnen brekentijdens het wassen. Deze contacten zijn ingedeeld in ketens, wat resulteert in42 meetpunten bij elke module. Twee verschillende ontwerpen voor de WR-test modules werden gebruikt tijdens de tests. Het doel van de WR2-testwas het verbeteren van het WR1 ontwerp. Wijzigingen werden aangebracht
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in de 0402 en 0603 contactvlak lay-out en FR4 plaatjes werden gebruikt omde TSSOP-en QFN contacten te versterken. De WR-test modules werdengehecht aan een gebreide of geweven stof om een verschil te maken tussenrekbare (gebreide) en stijve (geweven) stoffen. Er wordt geconcludeerd dathet WR2 ontwerp een grote verbetering is ten opzichte van het WR1 ontwerp.In het geval van het WR1 ontwerp breken het grootste deel van de soldeercontacten na één wascyclus. Uit testen met het WR2 ontwerp bleek dat deWR2-modules die geplaatst werden op een breisel het best presteerden. Erwerden geen defecten geïntroduceerd tijdens de 25 wascycli die uitgevoerdwerden gedurende de test. Het verlies in geleidbaarheid in enkele van deketens van de WR2-modules op geweven stoffen werd in verband gebrachtmet vouwlijnen en scheuren in de flexibele printplaat en waren niet het gevolgvan gebroken connecties. Er wordt uitgelegd dat deze defecten ontstaan doorspanningen in de module wanneer deze naar binnen gebogen wordt.
Tenslotte worden in Hoofdstuk 6 verschillende demonstratoren voorgesteld dieontworpen en gerealiseerd werden om het gebruik van de ontwikkelde rekbareelektronica technologie voor textiel integratie te illustreren. Deze succesvollerealisaties zijn: een rekbaar LED-array, een 7x8 LED-display, knipperendeLED-modules, een RGB-kleurenscherm, een feest T-shirt en een draadlozeoplader. Deze demonstratoren kunnen beschouwd worden als bouwstenen,die mogelijk kunnen leiden tot een aantal eerste echte toepassingen in detoekomst ...

English summary
As explained in Chapter 1, the main objective of this PhD thesis is to overcomesome of the difficulties observed in today’s efforts to create textile integratedelectronics. Therefore existing and new technologies are used and furtherdeveloped to obtain textile integrated electronics in such a way that the typ-ical flexible/stretchable nature of textile products are preserved. In order tobridge the gap between the electronic and textile industries, the concept of atechnology toolbox was created.
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The topics surrounding the toolbox reflect some of the key aspects during thecomplete manufacturing process, going from design to realization and testing.This same logical order is preserved in the contents of this dissertation.
In Chapter 2 we stay within the world of electronics. In the first part of thechapter, the design principle of a stretchable circuit is explained. To obtainstretchability, the circuit is subdivided in several non-stretchable functionalislands, which are interconnected with stretchable interconnections (mean-ders). This stretchable circuit is encapsulated in an elastomer, resulting ina stretchable module that can be integrated in textile. The design of a tex-
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tile product, containing stretchable electronic modules, requires thinking oncertain topics and a good planning from the start. A simple thirteen-step im-plementation process is proposed, which can be used to gradually come to awell designed demonstrator or product. Also a meander design tool for theEAGLE PCB software is presented. This tool was developed to simplify therouting of the meandering stretchable interconnections.The next two parts of the chapter deal with the production process of thestretchable modules. This production is subdivided into a substrate fabricationpart and an encapsulation part. The developed substrate fabrication methodstarts from a standard flexible circuit board and uses laser cutting to structurethe stretchable meanders and the functional islands. Next to the substratefabrication, the developments of two encapsulation methods are discussed;encapsulation by injection molding and by lamination. Thermosetting PDMSmaterials were used for the injection molding and thermoplastic PU in thecase of lamination. Besides the encapsulation methods, also the importanceof openings in the encapsulation for breathability and contact pad access isaddressed.The last topic of the chapter describes the adhesion between the stretch-able circuit and the encapsulation. It is important to have a good adhesion toprevent delamination of the encapsulant during product life.
In Chapter 3 we enter the world of textiles and we discuss how the stretchableelectronic modules can be integrated into textiles. To facilitate industrializa-tion of the processes, the target was to develop integration methods thatare easy to adopt in textile manufacturing. The two different encapsulationmaterial types (thermosetting and thermoplastic) have led to two different in-tegration methods. The first method uses the screen printing of a PDMS gluelayer to bond PDMS encapsulated stretchable modules and fabrics together.Attention is given to the penetration dept of the printed layer. By limiting thepenetration into the fabric as much as possible, the stretchability of the fabricwas preserved as well as possible. The second method uses a lamination stepto bond a TPU encapsulated stretchable module to a fabric.Once the module is attached to the fabric it should remain attached duringthe product life cycle. Therefore, the adhesive layer between the fabric and thestretchable module should be reliable enough to survive physical deformationsduring use and cleaning. The adhesion between Sylgard 186 (PDMS) orKrystalflex PE 429 (TPU) encapsulated modules and fabrics was found to beadequate. Fabrics containing dummy encapsulated modules were washed upto 50 times without showing delamination.With a focus on wearability, we show that the achieved realizations oftextile integrated stretchable electronics are doing very well. Technologicaldevelopments have resulted in lightweight stretchable modules that can beused in clothing without compromising user comfort. The change in stretcha-bility they cause, is in the same range of changes introduced by typical colorprints in todays textile products.
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It is possible that applications require different stretchable modules integratedinto the textile. This is the topic of Chapter 4 where we look at the inter-connection of stretchable modules. Probably the most common reason forinterconnecting a stretchable module is the power distribution. Other reasonsinclude the signal transmission between different modules and the intercon-nection of modules with conductive textile elements (e.g. textile sensor, textileantenna). In all cases, the interconnection provides an electrical path be-tween different electrical elements. Therefore, the electrical characteristicsof the interconnection are of major importance. Some important parametersfor the determination of the interconnection requirements are given at thebeginning of the chapter.The amount of different textile based interconnection methods that existor are currently the topic of research is large. To get a better overview, theyare categorized according to the level at which they are introduced duringtextile manufacturing: via the intrinsic textile manufacturing process, via thetextile finishing process, via the textile confection process. For each of thesecategories, different examples are given and commented on.Finally, the connection of stretchable modules with a certain textile basedinterconnection method is discussed. A stretchable module consists of an en-tirely enclosed encapsulation. Therefore, a way to access contact pads in themodule is needed. The first way is to create an opening in the encapsulationin order to make contact with a contact pad. A second way to provide contactwith the module is to let the contacts protrude out of the module. Differentrealizations of some of the proposed connection possibilities are presented.
The first chapters explain how stretchable modules can be designed, pro-duced, integrated in textile and if required interconnected with other textileintegrated modules. Dependent on the final application it might be possiblethat the textile product needs cleaning during its life cycle. Therefore, Chap-ter 5 investigates the washability of textile integrated stretchable modules.In general, it can be stated that there are two major challenges to obtainwashability for stretchable electronics: sufficient water resistance and goodmechanical reliability. In this PhD the focus was on water-based cleaning.For water-based cleaning the ISO 6330:2000 standard was selected as it isrepresentative for domestic washing conditions.The first main part of the chapter discuses the water resistance of the mod-ules. During cleaning, the modules are immersed in a hot water/soap mixture.The encapsulant should protect the electronics from this mixture to preventshort circuits and electrical failure of the device. The Water Effect Test (WET)was designed to evaluate the water resistance of stretchable modules and isbased on leakage current measurements between encapsulated copper tracksduring immersion. Six different WET-sample types were tested: without en-capsulation, with PDMS and with TPU encapsulation, and the same but withan additional solder mask. The tests reveal that all encapsulation types havethe potential of being a good encapsulant with respect to water resistance.
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In all cases, the leakage currents were lowered significantly compared to thereference sample without encapsulation. Best results were obtained with thePDMS and TPU encapsulation in combination with the solder mask. In bothcases, the leakage currents remained stable around 10−9A. This proves goodwater resistance during water immersion, measured up to 55 hours.Next to being water resistant, the modules should be robust enough tosurvive the mechanical ’abuse’ they encounter during typical textile cleaningprocesses. This washing reliability is the topic of the second main part of thechapter. First, the washing reliability of textile integrated blinking LED mod-ules is evaluated. Every LED module is a flexible island with four LEDs thatare blinking two by two. These modules were originally designed to illustratethe concept of interconnecting different PDMS encapsulated modules with atextile integrated electric wire. In a later phase these blinking LED moduleswere also used to conduct a first number of washing tests. On all test samplesthe failure after washing was found at the interconnection between the moduleand the electric wire for powering the modules, while the modules itself werestill functional. After the evaluation of these exploring washing tests, it be-came clear that more dedicated tests where needed. The developed washingreliability test (WR test) evaluates the solder contacts of SMD componentson a flexible island when an encapsulated module is washed several times ina standard washing machine. One WR test sample contains 50 SMD resis-tors (0402 and 0603 packages) and four dummy IC’s (TSSOP28 and QFN32packages). In total there are 220 contacts that can cause failure during wash-ing. These contacts were grouped together in daisy chains, resulting in 42measurement pads on each sample. Two different WR designs were used inthe tests. The purpose of the WR2 test was to improve the WR1 test design.Changes were made to the 0402 and 0603 pad layout and FR4 stiffeners wereused to reinforce the TSSOP and QFN contacts. The WR test modules wereattached to a knitted or woven fabric in order to make a difference betweenstretchable (knitted) and less stretchable (woven) fabrics. It is concluded thatthe WR2 design is a major improvement compared to the WR1 design. Mostof the solder contacts in the WR1 design fail after one washing cycle. Thetests with the WR2 design revealed that the WR2 modules on a knitted fabricare performing the best. No defects were introduced during the 25 washingcycles that were conducted during the test. Conductivity loss in some of thechains of the WR2 samples on woven fabrics were related to folds and cracksin the flexible board and not because of broken contacts. It is explained thatthese defects arise due to stresses in the module when it is bent inwards.Finally, Chapter 6 presents different demonstrators that were designed andrealized to illustrate the use of the developed stretchable electronics technol-ogy for textile integration. These successful realizations include a stretchableLED array, a 7x8 LED display, blinking LED modules, an RGB color display,a party shirt and a wireless battery charger. These demonstrators can beconsidered as building blocks, possibly leading to some first real applicationsin the future...
1Introduction
1.1 Electronics in textiles
In our ever-changing world, we hardly realize how developments in the field ofelectronics have created the lives we are so used to. If we think about it, it ishard to imagine what our lives would be like without electronics. There wouldbe no computers, no Internet, no TV, no smart phones, no GPS, no tablets, no...Figure 1.1 shows an example of how electronic circuitry evolves over time.
Figure 1.1: Steve Mann’s ”wearable computer” and ”reality mediator” inventions ofthe 1980s have evolved into what looks like ordinary eyeglasses in the late 1990s. [1]
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These pictures show the evolution of wearable computer inventions fromthe 1980s till the late 1990s, made by Steve Mann who was a pioneer in thefield [2]. It is clearly visible how already at that time the electronic circuittechnology was getting smaller and smaller, whereas in the mean time thefunctionality increased. This trend, that is still ongoing today, has led to thevery compact and intelligent electronic devices that we use nowadays.Textile products are another established value in our lives. While we alsouse them every day, they are totally different compared to electronic products.Clothing and textiles have a much longer history. From ancient times to thepresent day, methods of textile production have continually evolved, whichhave led to new types of yarns and fabrics and new applications. Textiles arefound in our cloths, cars, interiors, agriculture, constructions,...The first time the younger electronics sector came in contact with the es-tablished textile industry was during new developments in the field of textilemachinery. As an example, the publication titled ‘The application of electronictechniques to textiles’ by Butler back in 1957 reports how ‘electronic tech-niques play an important part in the efficient production of modern textiles’[3]. The electronics were used in electronic control applications and electronictextile testing equipment. The next interesting situation where electronicsand textiles found each other, was in the realization of ESD (Electrostaticdischarge)-protective clothing. Electric charges that build up on clothing cancause a spark discharge that may completely destroy electronic chip devicesin the microelectronics industry. To overcome this problem, conductive threadsare woven into garments in order to discharge the static charge, ensuring thatthe components remain undamaged. The publication by Azoulay in 1988 re-ports for example ‘the electrical conduction properties of an antistatic 2/1 twillfabric textile, containing 10% of a new conductive fiber’[4]. This ‘new conduc-tive fiber’ had a thin conductive film, containing copper, sulfur and cyanogen,on an acrylic fiber surface.With further developments of conductive yarns and textile materials andthe continuing miniaturization of electronic components, the new field of elec-tronic textiles (E-textiles, smart textiles) was born. An example of early re-search with the goal of integrating electronic components in textiles was forexample the development of E-broidery, published by Post et al. in 2000 [5].They embroidered conductive stainless steel yarns onto a fabric to create con-ductive tracks and they attached printed circuit boards (PCBs) to these tracksto realize electronic systems. Over the years, research has led to numerousexamples of possible applications of E-textiles. It was found however, thatmost of these developments make use of rigid electronic modules. This dis-sertation contributes to the field of smart textiles, by presenting a stretchabletechnology that allows the integration of electronics in textiles in such a waythat the typical flexible/stretchable nature of textile products is preserved.
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1.2 Objectives for this PhD study
In order to realize products where electronics are integrated into textiles, twototally different industries should meet each other, namely the textile and theelectronics industry. One of the questions that arise around manufacturingsmart textiles is: At which point in the production process of the product willthe electronics be introduced? The answer will depend on the targeted levelof integration of the electronics in the textile.An option could be to connect small electronic components to conductivefilaments to create a yarn with integrated electronics. This yarn could be usedfor example in a weaving process to make the smart textile. It is clear that thisway of working introduces big challenges for electronic and textile industries.At first electronic packages should be designed that are suited for integrationin a conductive textile yarn. Secondly this yarn with the integrated electronicsshould survive the different textile processes (i.e. weaving). In the end thereis also a technology needed to interconnect the different conductive yarns ifthe circuit design has different electronic components. A complete productionprocess like this would create a high level of integration of the electronics intothe textile. However this means that industrial textile and electronic processesshould be mixed and a lot of know how should be exchanged. It is also notclear if it is possible to create electronic packages for integrated circuits (ICs)with multiple interconnections that are suited for integration in a single textileyarn. If not, this could limit the number of possible applications. An exampleof the chip in yarn concept is the diabolo chip package developed by CEA [6].At the moment this package is limited to two component contacts (Figure 1.2).
Figure 1.2: SEM (scanning electron microscope) views of a Diabolo Assembly [6].
Another option is to introduce the electronics at the end of the textile pro-cess. This makes it possible to maintain more or less the traditional electronicand textile processes. In the most simple form one could think of a rigid boxwith the electronics that is sewn into a pocket on the textile. Basically thismeans that an electronic company produces the rigid modules in a traditional
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way and that a textile company only needs to know were to put these modules.The circuit complexity can be a lot higher because the different electronic com-ponents are interconnected on a traditional printed circuit board. However,in this concept the look and feel of a textile product can be lost if the rigidmodule becomes to big.In this PhD it is the objective to overcome some of the difficulties observedin todays efforts to create textile integrated electronics. Therefore, existingand new technologies are used and further developed to obtain textile inte-grated electronics in such a way that the typical flexible/stretchable natureof textile products is preserved. Manufacturability was considered as an im-portant aspect when developing new technologies. This means it should bestraight forward for electronic and textile industries to adopt the new tech-nologies. In order to bridge the gap between the two different industries theconcept of a technology toolbox was created (Figure 1.3).
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Figure 1.3: Technology toolbox for stretchable and washable electronics in textiles
The topics visible in Figure 1.3 reflect some of the key aspects during thecomplete manufacturing process, going from design to realization and testing.This same logical order is preserved in the contents of this dissertation:
• Because this work contains stretchable electronics, a general introduc-tion is given in Section 1.3.• The first two topics in the scheme of Figure 1.3 will be covered in Chapter2. In this chapter we stay within the world of electronics. We discuss
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how a design is made and focus on the developed technologies used toproduce a stretchable module ready for textile integration.• In Chapter 3 we enter the world of textiles. We discus how the stretch-able module can be integrated into textiles.• Some applications could require different stretchable modules integratedinto the textile. This is the topic of Chapter 4 were we look to theinterconnection between modules.• The focus of Chapter 5 is on washability of electronics in textiles. Indeedone of the main challenges of integrating electronics into fabrics is thecleaning of the product that contains the electronics.• During the research described in this Phd different technology demon-strators where designed and realized. Some of them are described inChapter 6.• Finally guidelines for further research and development are given inChapter 7.
1.3 Introduction on stretchable electronics
At the end of 2007, on the commencement of this PhD, different research groupswere active in the field of elastic, stretchable electronics. Different conceptsand technologies for fabricating stretchable substrates were published. Mostof these technologies can be divided into two design types: Out-of-plane andIn-plane designs. The difference between the two is illustrated in Figure 1.4.ε
ε In-planeOut-of-plane
ε
ε
Figure 1.4: Difference between an out-of-plane and in-plane stretchable design.
The first method to make non-stretchable conducting materials stretchableis the use of out-of-plane designs to accommodate the applied strains. Thismethod was used at Princeton University [8]. In their work very thin filmsof gold were evaporated on pre-stretched or 3D-structured PDMS (Poly-dimethylsiloxane) membranes to obtain stretchable conductors. Work at the
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University of Illinois used inorganic materials (e.g. single-crystal inorganicsemiconductor materials) to realize the stretchable out-of-plane structures. Inthis way a stretchable silicon photodetector array was realized [9].In a second method the non-stretchable conductors are structured in aplanar horseshoe shape to accommodate the applied strains. Initial resultson this approach were published by Gray et al. and Brosteaux et al. in2004 and 2007, respectively [10, 11]. Gold was lithographically patternedto form meander shaped metal tracks. PDMS elastomer had been used tomechanically protect and electrically insulate the interconnections.Additional examples of stretchable technologies based upon these two de-sign types can be found in chapter one of the dissertation on ’Novel Tech-nologies for Elastic Microsystems’, submitted by Bossuyt in 2011 [12]. Morerecent technologies using the planar horseshoe shape were developed withinthe framework of the project STELLA (STretchable ELectronics for Large Areaapplications) [13]. The STELLA project’s duration was from 1 February 2006till 31 January 2010. Focus was on the development of stretchable elec-tronics for large area applications for use in healthcare, wellness and func-tional clothes, and for integrated electronics in stretchable parts and products.TUB developed a technology using thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) to sup-port stretchable copper meanders [14]. IMEC-UGent developed a technologywhere stretchable copper meanders and electronic components are completelyembedded in PDMS [15].The dissertation on ’Novel Technologies for Elastic Microsystems’, writtenby Bossuyt [12], is a good reference where the different IMEC-UGent stretch-able technology developments from 2006 till 2010 are described. An overviewof the main topics:
• Chapter 1: Literature study on stretchable electronics.• Chapter 2: Introduction on polymers and mechanical aspects of elasticmicrosystems.• Chapters 3,4 and 5: Different technology developments for large areastretchable electronics.• Chapter 6: Reliability study of the copper meanders in the differenttechnologies.• Chapter 7: Demonstrators of the different technologies.
The Phd on stretchable and washable electronics for embedding in textilespresented here, was done more or less in parallel with the work described byBossuyt (PhD) [12] and is therefore closely related. The current Phd willdescribe the development of stretchable technologies in the context of textileapplications. Shortcomings in previous technologies are explained and newsolutions are provided.
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1.4 Research context
The research which formed the basis of this dissertation was carried out mainlywithin the framework of the SWEET project. Developments within this projectwere the integration method by screen printing, the creation of openings tocontact pads and first washing experiments (blinking LED modules and WR1test). The development of the laser based substrate fabrication method wascarried out in the framework of the STELLA project. Within the Place-Itproject, the improvements from the WR1 design to the WR2 design were madeand the WR2 tests were conducted and evaluated. The results obtained dur-ing this PhD are now used and further developed in the framework of thePASTA project in order to create a stretchable electronic package that canbe assembled on fabrics containing conductive yarns. Also the first injectionmolding tests on an industrial machine were performed within this project.More information on these projects is given below:
SWEET (Stretchable and Washable Electronics for Embeddingin Textiles)
Belgian Science Policy (Belspo)-projectStarting date: March 1, 2007Finishing date: February 28, 2010Project coordinator: Prof. Dr. ir. Jan Vanfleteren (IMEC/UGent/CMST, Bel-gium)Partners: UGent, Centexbel, KULeuven, UCLouvain.Innovations from the proposed SWEET project include:
• Technology for stretchable electronic circuits, suitable for textile embed-ding.• Technology for surface modification and characterisation of elastic poly-mer base materials and metals to improve the polymer/polymer and poly-mer/metal adhesion.• Encapsulation technology for the electronic substrate and for bondingthe electronic substrate to the textile, including washability and typicaltextile handling tests.• Technology for connection of the stretchable circuits with textronics el-ements like for example conducting fibres.
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STELLA (Stretchable Electronics for Large Area Applications)
European IST-Project, Framework 6, 4th callStarting date: February 1, 2006Finishing date: January 31, 2010Project coordinator: Dr. Christopher Klatt (Freudenberg, Germany)Partners: Freudenberg, IMEC, TU Berlin, CEA, Philips, QPI, BESI, Verhaert,Urgo, Fundico, NXP, TNO.Innovations from the proposed STELLA project include:
• New stretchable substrates with stretchable conductor pattern.• Assembly technology on stretchable substrates, based on lead-free re-flow soldering.• Integration methods for electronics in stretchable products.
Place-It (Platform for Large Area Conformable Electronics byInTegration)
European IST-Project, Framework 7, 4th callStarting date: February 1, 2010Finishing date: January 31, 2013Project coordinator: ir. Koen van Os (Philips Corporate Technologies, TheNetherlands)Partners: Philips Corporate Technologies, TNO, TU Berlin, Freudenberg,IMEC, Centexbel, TITV Greiz, Philips Lighting, Grupo Antolin, Zentrum fürMedizinische Forschung, RWTH Aachen, Ohmatex.Innovations from the proposed Place-It project include:
• Development of an integration platform of foil, stretch and fabric tech-nologies with opto-electronic functionality.• Development of foil, stretchable and fabric-based devices for light emis-sion, electronics, sensing and with interfaces to other technology build-ing blocks.
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Pasta (Platform for Large Area Conformable Electronics by In-Tegration)
European IST-Project, Framework 7, 5th callStarting date: October 1, 2010Finishing date: September 30, 2014Project coordinator: ir. Johan De Baets (IMEC/UGent/CMST, Belgium)Partners: IMEC, CEA, Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, STFI, CSEM, PEP, ETTLIN,Peppermint Holding, SPS, Asyril, Fundico, FOV Fabrics, NikeTech.Innovations from the proposed Pasta project include:
• Combination of research on electronic packaging and interconnectiontechnology with textile research to realize an innovative approach ofsmart textile.• Development of new concepts for electronic packaging and module in-terconnect to obtain more comfortable and more robust integration ofelectronics in textile.• Development of a stretchable interposer serving as a stress relief inter-face between the rigid component and the elastic fabric.
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2Fabrication technologies forstretchable electronics
2.1 Introduction
Stretchable module
EncapsulationPCB process stepsDesign
• Electronic design• Lithography masks• Assembly info• Mold design Build up onrigid carrier
Figure 2.1: Chapter overview.
In this PhD thesis new technologies for textile integrated electronics arepresented. They are based on novel technologies for elastic, stretchable elec-tronic circuits. This chapter presents the starting point of the technologydevelopments and how these technologies were further used and improvedto fabricate stretchable modules, well suited for textile integration. First wediscuss a general implementation process for designing a technology demon-strator or a product that contains textile integrated electronics. The reader
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will learn the different steps to follow in order to design a stretchable moduleand how this design is thereafter translated into a stretchable module readyfor textile integration. The actual textile integration of these modules will becovered in the next chapter on integration.
SMI design principleThe general design principle of the type of stretchable circuits that we willuse was presented in 2005 in the proposal of the STELLA project [1]. In thisproject IMEC-UGent worked as a partner to develop a technology that imple-ments the proposed idea of a stretchable circuit. The IMEC-UGent technologywas differentiated from the other technology implementations in the STELLAtechnology platform by naming it Stretchable Molded Interconnect (SMI).The design principle of the SMI technology is illustrated in Figure 2.2.A traditional flexible printed circuit board (FCB) can bend or fold in onedirection. Over the years this property of flexible circuits was used in anuncountable amount of static and dynamic applications. The SMI technol-ogy pushes the conformability of the substrate to an even higher level byallowing it to stretch in different directions. To accomplish this, an electroniccircuit is subdivided in several non-stretchable functional islands, which areinterconnected with stretchable interconnections as illustrated in Figure 2.2.
Stretchable matrix Stretched matrix
Functional’non-stretchable’island Stretchableinterconnections
Figure 2.2: Design principle of the SMI technology: functional ’non-stretchable’ is-lands are interconnected via stretchable copper connections.
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These islands contain rigid or flexible electronic components. Conventionalelectronic component types can be used (Bare die, SOT, QFP, flip-chip, BGA,SMD,...). By interconnecting the islands with stretchable interconnections, thecircuit becomes stretchable. In the SMI technology, in-plane spring-shapedcopper connections are used. The stretchable circuit, which is the combinationof islands and stretchable interconnections, is encapsulated in an elastomer,resulting in a stretchable module.An implementation example of the design principle is shown in the picturesof Figure 2.3. This stretchable module is one of the technology demonstratorsdesigned and realized during this PhD thesis. A description of this demon-strator is given in Chapter 6.
(a) Before encapsulation. (b) After encapsulation.
Figure 2.3: Stretchable 7x8 LED matrix.
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2.2 Stretchable electronic design.
2.2.1 Implementing stretchable circuit technologies in textiles.Before we jump into the technology developments, we take a look at the ques-tion ‘How to design a textile product that contains stretchable electronics?’.This is an important question because whatever technology has been devel-oped, in the end it is the goal to make something with it. Real product designis far beyond the scope of this PhD. Nevertheless, realizing a technologydemonstrator will follow more or less the same design steps. In order to besuccessful in the end it is important to go through an implementation pro-cess which requires thinking on certain topics and a good planning from thestart. The implementation process for textile integrated stretchable circuitspresented here (Figure 2.4) is based on a simple thirteen-step approach forimplementing flexible circuit technology [2]. Flexible circuit technology de-velopment faced different pitfalls, but a lot of experience was gained over theyears, leading to new and better product generations. Fortunately, the processof implementing flexible circuit technology into a design is not as challengingtoday as it once was. We can draw a parallel between flexible circuit tech-nology and stretchable circuit technology. The stretchable technologies arenow in the early days with a lot of new challenges, and the experiences andlessons learned by flexible circuit technology pioneers can be used as guide-lines. Therefore, the implementation process for flexible circuits was changedand mapped to the needs for textile integrated stretchable circuitry.
1) Define end product requirements.The product, its application and performance expectations should be given asmuch definition as possible by the end user to ensure that they will get thevalue and/or features they seek. At this time, it is worthwhile to determine if astretchable circuit is even the best choice for the product. It is possible that abetter or more cost-effective solution can be found when other alternatives areexplored. For example, a thin encapsulated flexible module can be integratedinto the textile if the module can be made small enough to be unnoticeable forthe user. It is also not needed to design a stretchable module which can havea high elongation if the textile itself is not considered as very stretchable. Theuser should also consider the product’s cost targets or requirements, productlife expectations, size, etc., to make sure that the decision to use a certaintechnology is the right one in terms of cost and performance. At the time ofwriting this PhD, the stretchable technology is applied in a lab environmentand not yet on an industrial level. Therefore it is hard to make cost estimations.But even for demonstrators, with a certain product in mind, it is interesting tohave a cost target from an end user, to steer for example material selection.
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1) Define end productrequirements expectations,cost targets, size,...
2) Determine reliabilityrequirements level of reliability,product liabilitysize,...3) Determine operatingenvironment Where will the endproduct be used?
4) Define moduleconfiguration target stretchablemodule size andshape5) Define mechanicalrequirements static, bending,stretching, cycles,...
6) Define electricalrequirements power, current,voltage, EMI,...
7) Determine componentlocations components,connectors, modulessize,...8) Determine assemblymethods soldering, adhesives,...temperature limitations
9) Define electricaltesting needs type and level,how, when
10) Define mechanicaltesting needs Test depends onrequirements
11) Create a demonstrationcircuit verify electronicfunctionality
12) Create a mock-upcircuit paper, dummymodules
13) Generate CAD datapackage documentation anddigital design data
Figure 2.4: Thirteen step implementation process for stretchable circuit implementa-tion.
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2) Determine reliability requirements.Early consideration should be given to the reliability requirements for theproduct. What level of reliability is needed? IPC, the association connectingelectronics industries, uses three general end-product classes depending onthe ultimate use, life expectancy and operating environment of the electronicassembly [3]. Those classes are as follows:• Class 1 - General Electronic Products, which includes consumer prod-ucts and the major requirement is function of the completed assembly.• Class 2 - Dedicated Service Electronic Products, which includes com-munications equipment, sophisticated business machines, instrumentsand military equipment where high performance and extended life isrequired, and for which uninterrupted service is desired but not critical.• Class 3 - High Reliability Electronic Products, which includes the equip-ment for commercial and military products where continued performanceor performance on demand is critical. Equipment downtime cannot betolerated, and must function when required such as for life support items,or critical weapons systems.It is also worthwhile to consider product liability. What are the ramifica-tions of product failure due to a stretch circuit-related design problem? Whilenot a necessarily comfortable task, it is very important that liability is con-sciously addressed. For flexible circuits thermal cycling is considered one ofthe key determinants of electronic product life (along with flexural durability),and products from different markets must endure very different conditions. Asa guide, the IPC provides a chart to assess and approximate thermal cyclingconditions for electronic assemblies. It can be found in IPC-SM-785 Guide-lines for Accelerated Reliability Test of Surface Mount Solder Attachments[4]. The same tests should be used for stretchable electronics. Additionally,standards for accelerated reliability tests to assess stretch durability underdifferent conditions should be defined.
3) Determine operating environment.Product operating environment determination is an important factor that willinfluence later design and manufacturing choices. Where will the end prod-uct be used? In an outdoor application? At home? In an automobile? In amedical application? These questions will help to determine the likely op-erating environment for the product, what temperatures and relative humidityextremes are to be expected over product life and how often they might bethermally cycled. This will also help to define the stretchability needs, whatthe maximum elongation will be and how many cycles the modules might bestretched.
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4) Define module configuration.
The target size and shape of the stretchable module should be establishedearly in the process since it is the foundation from which many other decisionswill be made. In addition to size and shape, optimum locations for componentislands and stretchable meanders should be considered.
5) Define mechanical requirements.
It is necessary to consider the mechanical requirements that will be placedon the stretchable module. For example, will the application be static, requir-ing a one time stretch? Or will the application require active bending and/orstretching? If the application requires dynamic stretching, will it require con-tinuous or intermittent operation? Requirements for dynamic stretching varysince an application can require anywhere from hundreds of cycles per yearto hundreds of cycles per minute. Also the (maximum) elongation and thestretch rate will depend on the application. Design layout issues (e.g. me-ander shape) and material choices will be influenced by the answers to thesequestions.
6) Define electrical requirements.
Like any electronic product, it is necessary to determine what the key electricalrequirements will be as early as possible. For example, what are the powerrequirements? How much current is needed? At what voltage? What is theexpected maximum or peak current? Is electromagnetic interference (EMI) aconcern and is there a need for shielding? If the circuit is large, is voltage dropa concern? Are common electrical parasitic effects, such as capacitance andinductance, important to the performance for the design or application? Eachof these considerations can potentially affect material choice and/or circuitdesign/layout approach.
7) Determine module locations.
Integrating stretchable electronic modules into textiles requires determinationof the total product layout in an early phase. At what positions in or on thetextile can the modules be integrated? At what point in the textile productmanufacturing process will the integration take place? Is there more than onemodule and is there an electrical interconnection between them? In general,electrical component and meander locations will define the stretchable moduleshape. If interconnection between modules is needed, connection positionshould be defined and taken into account during module design.
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8) Define assembly methods.It is important to give early consideration to which type of component assemblymethod is to be used. The quantity of the product, the substrate material andthe size of the part will all help to determine the assembly method. Choicesfor electromechanical joining include soldering, using conductive adhesivesand even mechanical fastening. With the higher temperatures associated withlead-free solders, the temperature limitations of materials must be fully un-derstood. It is possible to perform assembly by hand or machine. If assemblyrequires special or individual handling, cost will greatly increase. Costs canbe better managed by carefully considering the best layout of the circuit tofacilitate the assembly process.
9) Define electrical testing needs.What type and level of testing will be required? How, when and where willtesting be performed? These questions are often ignored or are afterthoughtsin the design process. It is important that testing be given due considerationbefore embarking on a design. Some questions to raise in design are: Willtesting of the unencapsulated module be required? Will only the assembledmodule be tested? Or are both levels of test needed? How will the testcontacts be accessed? Design complexity will impact and steer decisionsregarding electrical test needs. Since stretchable circuits employ relativelysoft and highly flexible substrates, there are special concerns when it comes toelectrical test because the test probes can easily damage the circuit’s surfaces.On the other hand, because they are flexible, circuit test fixtures can be madesmaller than normal when necessary and the stretchable circuit can be shapedto fit the fixture.
10) Define mechanical testing needs.There are a number of different options for mechanical testing of flexible cir-cuits in dynamic flexure applications [2] (see Chapter 14 - Inspection and Testof Flex Circuits). Most stretchable circuits are also subjected to dynamic flex-ing, meaning that these flexural endurance tests can be considered. Cyclicstretching is the appropriate test to evaluate stretch requirements. In caseof textile products, cleaning needs will define additional mechanical require-ments and tests. Given the amount of different test possibilities, it is good tobe properly prepared with appropriate equipment.
11) Create a demonstration circuit.At some point, before committing the circuit to prototyping or production, it isworth taking the time to verify the electronic functionality of the circuit. This
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can be accomplished using long-standing empirical methods such as bread-boarding, but it is becoming more common to use simulation software. Cre-ating a demonstration circuit avoids wasting the time and expense of toolingfor manufacture until the fundamental circuit is proven. While this may notprevent all unforeseen incompatibilities between circuit elements in the finalform, it should reduce overall costs over time. Simulation tools are continuallyimproving, so in many cases this step can be satisfied by simulation.
12) Create a mock-up circuit.A mock-up of the final stretchable module should be used to minimize the po-tential for easily-avoidable errors and to expose eventual textile integrationproblems. The mock-up can go from a simple paper model up to an encap-sulated dummy FCB. Having a physical model also saves time and money byproviding an ergonomic check for circuit access and verifying the ease of finalassembly and field service.
13) Generate CAD (Computer-Added Design) data package.As a final step, it is necessary to generate appropriate documentation anddata packages with circuit features and circuit outline information. Today,most manufacturers prefer to receive data in digital form, which allows themto make needed adjustments to compensate for circuit processing. The datapackage should be double-checked for mechanical and electrical concerns aswell as accuracy to avoid a loss of time due to downstream problems.
The thirteen steps described encompass some important considerations fortextile integrated stretchable circuit implementation and provide an under-standing of the level of detail that must be addressed before entering intoa real product design. It is not the intention of this PhD to provide a so-lution for the large amount of requirements and design questions that areencountered during the implementation process. Nevertheless they were keptin mind during technology development and were applied to some extent dur-ing demonstrator design. Eventually, they should be addressed when a realproduct design is considered. Similar to the evolution FCB technology under-went, stretchable electronics for textiles will be adopted slowly, starting withsimple constructions before undertaking more complex designs.
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2.2.2 Meander design tool.
One of the differences in a stretchable electronic design compared to rigidor flexible printed circuit (FPC) design is the presence of meander shapedtracks instead of straight tracks. This provides additional requirements forPCB CAD design tools in order to route signals in a certain meander shape.General information on typical design tools used for PCB design can be foundin ‘Printed circuits handbook - The PCB design process’[5].
Here we present a meander design tool, developed during this PhD re-search, well suited for routing meanders in the EAGLE PCB design software[6]. The meander program was programmed as an ULP (user language pro-gram) and makes also use of EAGLE’s scripting possibilities. ULP’s are writtenin a C-like program language that can be executed by EAGLE. A screenshotof the tool is given in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Eagle meander tool
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This meander design tool can be used to:
• Draw meanders in the PCB design software. The meander shape isbased upon a few parameters (e.g. number of meanders, width, radius,angle, direction,...). This simplifies the drawing process for the user andavoids repetition of calculations and thus decreases drawing time.• Draw the beginning and ending structures of a meander.• Draw other structures like arcs, corners and splits.• Calculate the number of turns and meander parameters to draw a me-ander between two points on the layout.
During this PhD this meander tool was used to design technology demon-strators of which some of them are described in chapter 6. Also this tool wassuccessfully used in student projects and master theses. More information onthe features of this tool and the goniometric calculations behind it are foundin appendix A.
2.3 Substrate fabrication
Creation of a CAD data package, including circuit features and circuit outlineinformation, finalizes the design process. In a next phase these design filesare used in stretchable module production and textile integration. The SMItechnology differs itself from other stretchable technologies by separating thestretchable module production in a substrate fabrication part and an encap-sulation part. This way the encapsulating elastomer is introduced at the endof the process, making the substrate fabrication steps independent from theencapsulating material. Other stretchable technologies (e.g. [7]) tend to usean elastomer from the beginning of the process. This can lead to a more lim-ited choice of elastomer and to adaptation of processing steps if the elastomeris changed.In this section we cover the substrate fabrication part and the encapsulationis described in the next section (Section 2.4). The SMI substrate fabricationcan be done in different ways, using different materials, but they all havecommon properties:
• Standard PCB process steps are used.• The build up is done on a substrate carrier with an temporary adhesive.• After encapsulation the substrate carrier is removed.
Two different SMI substrate fabrication methods will be described. The firstone uses a photo definable polyimide (PI) as an island and meander supportlayer. The second one starts form a normal FCB and uses laserstructuring.
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2.3.1 Using photo definable polyimide
This SMI substrate fabrication method was described in the PhD dissertationon ‘Novel Technologies for Elastic Microsystems: Development, Characteriza-tion and Applications’ in Chapter 5: Peelable technology with local polyimidesupport [8]. This method was developed by Bossuyt, a colleague at IMEC-UGent. It looked a good candidate to start from, in order to evaluate themodules produced by this method in terms of textile integration. The reasonfor that is the presence of the local PI support. In general, the stretchablemodules we want to use for textile integration should be robust enough tosurvive deformations during product life and cleaning processes. The local PIsupport gives additional strength to the copper meanders and can be used todefine the flexible functional islands presented in the introduction (Section2.1). The process for this method is summarized in Figure 2.6.
Lithography
Flip
Cu-etch
Soldermask
Rigid carrier
Temporary supportduring process
Temporary adhesiveduring process.Melts when heated
Strong and flexiblePolymer
Flexible supportfor functionalislands andmeanders
SolderComponents
Wax layer
Laminate
Copper foil
Polyimide(c)(d)
(e)
(a)
(b)
(f)
(g)
(h)
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StandardPCBprocess
Figure 2.6: Process flow (from top to bottom) for stretchable substrate fabrication inthe SMI technology.
During this substrate fabrication process, the circuit is build on a rigidcarrier (a) with a wax layer on top (b). First a copper foil (c) is coveredwith a layer of photo definable PI (d). By lithography the PI is patternedto create non-stretchable, but flexible islands (e). The PI also supports thecopper meanders in order to give them additional strength. After patterning,the foil is flipped and laminated onto the carrier (f). The carrier and the waxare temporary and will be removed later on during the encapsulation process.At this stage of the process, the substrate looks like a standard single layercopper clad laminate, used in rigid PCB processing.
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The next steps in the process are the same steps used in PCB manufacturing:
• pattern the copper by lithography and spray etching (g)• screen print the solder mask (h)• mount electrical components and perform a reflow solder cycle (i)
The Printed Circuits Handbook [5] is a good reference for more informationon PCB process steps. At this point in the process the substrate fabricationpart is finished. The circuit can be tested and, if necessary (and feasible),repaired before proceeding with the encapsulation part. Remark: Duringreflow soldering the wax melts, but the structures are floating on the wax,making this step possible. However it is possible that their position shifts,which can cause problems in case accurate dimensions are requested. Toevaluate the SMI method with PI support, an actual design was made, usingthe meander tool (see Appendix A). This technology demonstrator has a 7x8LED display. Information on the design and functionality is described inChapter 6. Figure 2.7 shows the substrate at different moments in the process.
(a) PI support layer on a copper foil. (b) Substrate after copper etching.
(c) Substrate after solder mask printing. (d) Substrate after assembly.
Figure 2.7: Snapshots of the substrate during substrate fabrication.
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The encapsulation of this technology demonstrator is illustrated in thesection on encapsulation (Section 2.4). Besides the fact that it was possibleto realize this demonstrator, this substrate fabrication method seemed to beinadequate for our purpose. The PI support was too fragile and brittle, leadingto bad reliability of the stretchable module. In other words, the mechanicalproperties of the PI support were acceptable during processing, but were dis-appointing when the module was dynamically stressed (bending, stretching,twisting, crumpling,...). Cracking and tearing of the PI support layer resultedin discontinuities in copper tracks on the functional islands, eventually lead-ing to circuit failure. This problem was not reported nor solved in the referredPhD thesis [8]. For textile applications it is necessary to have robust stretch-able modules. In order to overcome this reliability problem, another way ofproducing the substrate was explored. This method is described in the nextsection (Section 2.3.2).
2.3.2 Using laser structuring
To obtain good reliability, it is important to have a support layer that with-stands multiple bending cycles. In fact we want something that acts like anFCB, so why do we not use an FCB? This idea was the starting point ofthis laser structuring fabrication method. The process flow for this method isillustrated in Figure 2.8.
Laminate
Laser cutting
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Flexible circuit board(flex)
Temporary supportduring process
Temporary adhesiveduring process.Melts when heated
Rigid carrier
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SolderComponents
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(b)
(d)
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Figure 2.8: Process flow for the laser structuring technology.
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The laser structuring method starts from a finished FCB (PI + copperpattern + solder mask + surface finish). This means that this circuit canbe produced in any PCB fab, capable of doing FCB manufacturing, whichnarrows the gap to industrialization. Another benefit is the avoidance of thewax adhesive during the PCB processes. The used wax starts to soften around70◦C. For PCB processes using a higher temperature this can be a problembecause the wax loses its adhesion and the structures come off. This makesit, for example, impossible to have a Ni/Au finish, as it requires using bathsat 80◦C. Also the curing temperatures for solder masks are too high. In thePhD thesis of Bossuyt [8], the temperatures were lowered, but then materialproperties became questionable because curing was done out of the advisedrange. So starting from a finished FCB avoids all these problems. In the sameway as was done with the PI support method, the FCB (c) is laminated (d) on atemporary rigid carrier (a) with wax adhesive (b). The meanders and PI islandsare structured in one step by laser cutting (e). After laser structuring the FCBresidues are removed by peeling them off (f). The substrate fabrication part isfinalized by assembling the electrical components (g). Figure 2.9 shows someexamples of laser structured FCBs.
(a) Laser structured 7x8 LED display. (b) Laser structured meanders.
Figure 2.9: Examples of laser structured FCBs.
The meandering tracks of the substrate in Figure 2.9(a) were not laserstructured. Instead they remain ‘fixed’ in the flexible matrix by only lasercutting some openings between the meanders. This was done to show thedifference in conformability with a completely stretchable module. In textileapplications where little or no stretchability is needed, this approach can besufficient. In the example shown in Figure 2.9(b), the meander shapes are cutout to allow stretching. Note that the structures are not bonded to the rigidcarrier with the transparent wax adhesive, but with a black tape. The use ofthis tape will be explained in Section 2.4.2 on encapsulation by lamination.
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IndustrializationMost of the test samples and demonstrators realized during this PhD weremade with this laser structuring method. The FCBs were mainly produced inthe lab or were outsourced in some cases. Laser structuring itself was alwaysdone at the lab on an automated laser platform, custom built by Optec [9].A software program sends CAD data of the cutting line to the laser setup.A Nd-Yag laser beam with a wavelength of 355nm follows the path providedby the software program. The 50 µm thick PI layer of the FCBs was cutby using a power of 150 mW. The width of the cut line is around 20 µm.Although this method yielded good results in a lab environment, the questionremains whether this is possible on an industrial scale. To do so, the followingconditions should be fulfilled:
• The laser cutting should be fast to achieve an acceptable throughput.• Alignment of the laser beam should be accurate and the laser spot fineenough in order to follow the meander tracks. This will define the small-est features that can be achieved.• Removal of the FCB residues should be easy, fast enough and preferablyautomated.
The used laser setup was sufficient for prototyping a few samples, butthe cutting speed of 5mm/s might be too slow for production on an industrialscale. Laser structuring a sample without a lot of complexity like the one inFigure 2.9(b) took around 10 minutes (sample on 10cm x 10cm carrier). Themain reason for this slow speed is the construction of the laser setup, that wasdesigned to use different laser types. In this setup it is the table, holding thesubstrate, that moves and these movements are too slow for fast laser cutting.An example of equipment that could meet the needed specs is the MicroLine6000P from LPKF [10]. This is a UV-laser system for cutting coverlayers,FCBs and PCBs. In this machine it is the laser beam that moves over thesubstrate, resulting in higher cutting speeds. The remaining industrializationissue is the FCB residue removal. In the lab this was done manually bypeeling out the residues with tweezers. Depending on the design this can bean easy or a difficult task. If there are only a few, big parts to remove thiscan go fast. If the design contains a lot of closely spaced meanders this canbe a slow and tedious job. Therefore, it is important to take this into accountduring the design phase. One should provide easily accessible points to startthe peeling. Figure 2.10 shows an example were the four peel points areindicated. The dotted arrow at peel point two illustrates the peel direction.A technology where similar ‘peeling operations’ are performed is the tech-nology to produce vinyl stickers and banners in the sign making industry.Letters and other patterns are cut in vinyl with a ‘vinyl cutter’. Solid colored
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Figure 2.10: Design tip: Provide additional features to facilitate the residue peel out.
rolls of vinyl film are fed into the cutter. These vinyl rolls are composed oftwo parts - adhesive vinyl on top of a waxy paper ‘carrier’. The software pro-gram sends the vector image to the knife blade of the cutter. This knife bladefollows the artwork ‘path’ instructions provided by the software program. Theblade cuts through the vinyl layer but not through the paper carrier producingthe desired graphic shape. The next step is ‘weeding’ the vinyl and this stepis similar to what we called ‘peeling’. It is called weeding because it is likeweeding a vegetable garden - all of the good stuff stays and all the ‘weeds’ orbad stuff gets pulled out and is thrown away. Weeding is hand done. Thereis no such thing as a weeding machine. Each unwanted element is picked outof the roll of vinyl and discarded. The more letters and graphics that are ona sticker or banner, the more time it takes to weed away the unwanted vinyl[11]. Figure 2.11 shows a picture of this weeding process [12].
Figure 2.11: Weeding a vinyl sticker. (Pictures obtained form [12])
While cutting with a vinyl cutter is automated, the question remains whythe weeding is still done manually. It could be that it is cheaper to perform thisstep manually than to design and buy a machine suited for the job. Different
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hand tools and techniques are used to speed up this weeding process [13]and software tools exist to reduce weeding time by the automatic creation ofweed borders [14]. It should be evaluated if the manual peeling in the SMIlaser structuring method is also acceptable for production. Of course this willdepend on the design (number of residual surfaces to peel out) and productquantities.One possibility to overcome the peeling step is to laser structure the FCBs,prior to laminating them to the temporary rigid carrier. Then the residues willfall out and no peeling step is needed. However, care should be given to thefact that laser structuring meanders results in a stretchable and thus difficultto handle FCB. Therefore additional features should be foreseen to fix thefunctional island in a frame, preventing them from moving. Depending on thedesign this may or may not be possible and maybe some zones in the designwould still need peeling. Figure 2.12 gives an example of ‘a frame’ that fixesthe functional islands. After encapsulation the islands can be ‘released’ by(laser) cutting or punching the additional structures away. Using a punchmakes it possible to punch out excess encapsulation material in the same step(see Section 5.4.5.2 for more info on punching).
punch
Figure 2.12: Functional islands of a stretchable module fixed in a frame by additionalfeatures.
2.4 Encapsulation
In Section 2.3 we described two methods to fabricate a substrate containinga stretchable circuit. This circuit consists of flexible islands, with electricalcomponents, interconnected by stretchable meanders. A temporary carrierwith adhesive holds this stretchable circuit (Figure 2.13).
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Flexible functional island Stretchable meanders
Wax adhesive layerTemporary rigid carrier
Figure 2.13: Substrate before the encapsulation part in the process.
In the second part of the SMI process, the stretchable circuit is encapsu-lated in an elastomer, to obtain a stretchable module which will be used fortextile integration. We will describe two encapsulation methods that were usedand investigated during this PhD study; encapsulation by injection moldingand by lamination.
2.4.1 Injection moldingIn this method the encapsulation of the stretchable circuit is done by injectingthe elastomer in a mold. The encapsulation is split up in two parts; top andbottom encapsulation. The process is illustrated in Figure 2.14.
Inject in top mold
Inject in bottom mold
Step 2:Removecarrier
Completelyembedded instretchable material
Step1:Mold top
Step 3:Mold bottomTop side alreadyencapsulated
Stretchablemodule
Figure 2.14: Encapsulating the electronics in PDMS by liquid injection molding.
In step one the upper mold is clamped onto the substrate containing thestretchable circuit. The liquid elastomer is injected into the mold and oncesolid, the upper part of the circuit is encapsulated. In step two the rigid car-rier is released from the stretchable circuit. To do this, the wax is heatedso that it loses adhesion and the carrier can be removed. The half encapsu-lated stretchable module remains fixed in the upper mold, so the support is
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no longer needed. In the last step the bottom part of the circuit is molded byinjection of the material into the bottom mold. This completes the encapsula-tion process, resulting in a stretchable electronic module. Figure 2.14 showsonly a simple scheme of the molding process to illustrate the principle. Theactual implementation of this scheme, to produce a stretchable module, canbe challenging and versatile depending on the design and user specifications.Some of the most important factors that will influence the molding process arelisted below:
• Choice of encapsulation material and its properties (thermoplastic orthermoset, melting or curing temperature, viscosity during injection,...).• Stretchable module dimensions (size, thickness, shape).• Production targets (quantities, cycle time, cost).
By using a temporary carrier during the substrate fabrication part, it ispossible to introduce the encapsulating material at the end of the process.This causes a great choice of encapsulation materials. On the other handthe material choice can have a big impact on the molding process. Injectionmolding of thermoset materials is totally different compared to molding ther-moplastic materials, resulting in different molding equipment needs. Wheninjection molding a thermoplastic material, the melted material is pushed intoa cold mold. The mold holds the shape of the material as it cools and solid-ifies. In some cases active cooling of the mold is needed. Injection moldingof thermoset materials is generally more difficult than the injection moldingof thermoplastic materials. Thermoset materials irreversibly chemically reactduring the molding process. The material is injected cold into the mold andthis mold is heated to start the chemical reaction in order to cure the material.For both, thermoplastic and thermoset, elevated temperatures are present.The melting temperature of the thermoplastic material or the needed curingtemperature in case of a thermoset material will determine if the material canbe used in the presented SMI process. The reason for that is the use of the waxadhesive that holds the stretchable circuit and the rigid carrier together. TheQuickstick T135 wax [15] used in the SMI technology has a softening point of71◦C and starts to loose its adhesion at temperatures above that temperature[8]. This means that the cold injection of a thermoset is no problem, butthe curing temperature should be limited to about 60◦C. For thermoplasticmaterials the temperature limitation of the wax can be a bigger problem,as these materials are injected at higher temperatures. We will see furtherthat in this case the wax melts during injection, causing delamination of thestretchable circuit from the carrier. This problem was solved during this PhDwork, for some materials, by the use of a different type of temporary adhesive.Another important material property is the materials viscosity at injection.
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Viscosity describes a fluid’s internal resistance to flow. As an example, waterhas a lower viscosity than honey. The less viscous the fluid is, the greaterits ease of movement. This implies that injecting a material with a higherviscosity requires higher injection pressure. If this injection pressure becomestoo high, the electrical components can shear off the rigid carrier.Besides the material choice, also the dimensions of the stretchable moduleare important to allow injection molding. Large modules will take a longertime to fill the mold, generally using higher injection pressures. Thin moduleswill also require a higher injection pressure compared to thicker ones.Lastly, the production targets will also influence injection molding choices.The injection cycle time will determine the number of modules that can beproduced per time unit. Therefore the cool down time for thermoplastics orthe curing time for thermosets should be as short as possible.Injection molding is a well established manufacturing process in the in-dustry, but is beyond the capabilities and knowledge of our research lab.However, two strategies were followed during this PhD in order to realizestretchable modules for textile integration. We will describe how the manualinjection molding of a silicone material was done at the lab and how later onalso injection molding tests were done in an industrial environment.
Injection molding in a lab environmentMost of the stretchable modules realized during this PhD were manuallyencapsulated with Sylgard 186 from Dow Corning [16]. Sylgard 186 is asilicone rubber which was found to be easy to handle in the lab because ofthe following properties:
• The material is provided in two components; a base and a curing agent.
• After mixing, the pot life is around 2 hours at room temperature. Thisgives sufficient time to use the silicone for manual injection molding.
• The viscosity of 66700 cP is low enough to make manual injection pos-sible, but at low injection speeds.
• The cured silicone is transparent, making visual inspection of the en-capsulated circuit possible.
• Mechanical properties are appropriate for the use in textile integratedelectronic systems; high tear strength, elongation till break of ∼400%.
In most cases molds are made from metal, usually either steel or aluminum.In our lab however, we use molds that are milled out of PMMA. PMMA (Polymethyl methacrylate) is a transparent thermoplastic and is sometimes called
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acrylic glass. Its transparency makes visual inspection possible while themold is closed. The PDMS is cured inside the mold at a temperature of 60◦C,preventing the wax from melting and mixing with uncured PDMS. At thistemperature we stay well below 109◦C, the heat distortion temperature underload of the used PMMA [17]. A limitation of the PMMA, used as mold materialin the SMI process, is that it dissolves in acetone. Step two as illustratedin Figure 2.14 shows the release of the rigid carrier from the stretchablecircuit after molding the top. This is done by heating up the wax above 135◦C(shortly to prevent mold deformation) and peeling off the carrier. After thisstep some wax residues remain on the top mold and on the PDMS of thetop encapsulation. Removing these wax residues is done by dissolving themin acetone, which consequently attacks the PMMA mold and creates crackson the PMMA surface. Dependent on the amount of acetone used duringwax removal, the PMMA mold can be used 5 to 10 times. An alternative,amber-to-transparent material with good chemical resistance to acetone isULTEM (polyetherimide). ULTEM has also a higher heat resistance and highmechanical strength, but is more expensive compared to PMMA. ULTEM moldswere used in cases were damage to the mold by the acetone was not allowed.
(a) PMMA mold for the 7x8 LED matrix demonstra-tor. (b) Mold filled with colored water without us-ing vacuum, showing air entrapment.
Figure 2.15: PMMA molds were used for PDMS encapsulation in the lab.
Figure 2.15(a) shows the PMMA mold for the 7x8 LED matrix demonstrator(info on demonstrator in chapter 6). The PDMS injection was done throughan injection hole in the mold, using a hand gun. In some cases, like this one,an additional connection for vacuum was necessary to prevent air entrapmentduring molding. The occurrence of this problem is illustrated in the pictureof Figure 2.15(b). Green pigmented water was injected into the mold to showhow air can be entrapped. By creating slight underpressure in the mold duringinjection, air bubbles can escape.
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Eventually we want to integrate the stretchable electronic modules intoa textile product. These modules add additional weight to the fabric anddecrease its breathability. To keep these changes to a minimum, the volumeof the PDMS encapsulation needs to be minimized. This is done by keepingzones without meanders or functional islands free from encapsulation (seeFigure 2.16). This will also improve the overall module stretchability.
Opening
Encapsulation
Figure 2.16: Open zones in the encapsulation lower the module weight and enhancethe breathability.
In order to create the openings, the upper mold half should close properlyonto the temporary rigid carrier with wax during the molding of the upper part.This is to avoid a thin layer of excess material exceeding normal part geometry.Also during encapsulation of the bottom part of the module, the upper moldshould close properly, but now onto the bottom mold. Figure 2.17 shows thedifference between a badly molded dummy module and a good molded module.
(a) Badly molded dummy module withexcess material in the open zones. (b) Good molded dummy module.
Figure 2.17: Pictures of a good and a bad dummy molded LED module.
To close the mold properly, the mold surface should be smooth. Thereforethe PMMA mold surface was polished after CNC (Computer Numerical Con-trol) milling. The mold polishing showed improved molding results but was
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not sufficient to eliminate excess PDMS in the openings. This was due to thewax surface on the carrier not being smooth and uniform enough to allow aperfect sealing of the mold. In order to solve this, the wax was melted slightlyby heating it to ∼ 80◦C. Then the top mold was pushed into the soft wax andwas cooled down until the wax was solid again. This way, a tight sealing wasobtained, resulting in good molding results as depicted in Figure 2.17(b). Aschematic representation of this principle is shown in Figure 2.18.
Zones should be free of PDMS moldwaxcarrierPDMS functional island Mold pressed into wax adhesivemelt wax
Figure 2.18: Pushing the mold in the molten wax to obtain a perfect seal. Drawingdimensions are not to scale.Next to openings in the PDMS for breathability, openings to access con-tact pads on the functional islands were needed in some designs. This wasespecially the case for the WR samples, which were used in washing reliabilitytests (Section 5.4.3). These samples had 43 contact pads requiring openingsin the encapsulation. In this case the trick to obtain a good mold closure, bypushing the mold into the wax, could not be used. To create a contact opening,the mold should close onto the contact pad. Figure 2.19 illustrates this.contact pad moldwaxcarrierPDMS functional islandFigure 2.19: Closing of the mold onto the contact pad to create an opening in thePDMS encapsulation. Drawing dimensions are not to scale.
For small 10cm x 10cm samples, using 13cm x 13cm molds, best resultswere obtained by additional clamping in the center of the mold. This gives amore uniform clamping force, compared to just clamping the edge with bolts.Figure 2.20 shows an example of the used clamps onto an ULTEM mold, whichwas used for the 7x8 LED demonstrator. For larger samples these clamps couldnot be used because they did not reach far enough. As a result, a thin film ofPDMS covered the pads in come cases (see Section 5.4.5.4 for an example).This layer was manually removed with a scalpel to free up the pad.
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Figure 2.20: A more uniform clamping force by using additional clamps.
Industrial injection molding
The PDMS techniques developed in the lab were sufficient for the successfulrealization of stretchable test modules and demonstrators. To obtain fastermolding cycles and higher clamping forces onto the mold, one should usededicated industrial molding equipment. This also allows better control ofmolding parameters like injection pressure, injection speed, mold temperatureand clamping force. First tests with industrial injection molding equipmentwere performed at Pôle Européen de Plasturgie (PEP) [18] in the frame of thePASTA project [19]. PEP is a private technical center dedicated to injectionmolding of thermoplastics. It was mentioned before that molding a thermoplas-tic material is different compared to a thermoset material. A general drawingof a machine for thermoplastic injection molding is given in Figure 2.21.
hopper
Fixed plateMovable plate
Mold Water cooling
Barrel
Barrel heaters
Materialpellets
ScrewNozzle
Figure 2.21: Drawing of an injection molding machine for thermoplastic materials.
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The thermoplastic material used in the plastic injection molding processis supplied in the form of small pellets. These pellets are loaded into thehopper, then gravity-fed into the barrel and the screw assembly. The barrelis the chamber in which the reciprocating screw is located. This barrel isheated by electric heater bands. The screw compresses and melts the plasticmaterial. It also moves the material toward the mold. The flights of the screwcompress the material against the inside of the barrel. This motion createsviscous (shear) heat. Although there are heater bands on the barrel, this shearheat is the primary heat that melts the plastic. The main function of the heaterbands is to maintain the temperature of the molten material. The nozzle formsa sealed connection between the barrel and the mold. The temperature of thenozzle is usually set near the plastic’s melt temperature [20].Two thermoplastic elastomers from BASF [21] were selected for the injec-tion molding tests. Their mechanical properties are listed in Table 2.1 [22].
Property Unit Test method value for 35A value for 45AHardness Shore A DIN 53505 37 46Density g/cm3 DIN EN ISO 1183-1-A 1,18 1,18Tensile strength MPa DIN 53504-S2 12 34Elongation at break % DIN 53504-S2 1150 950tear strength N/mm DIN ISO 34-1Bb 27 42Abrasion loss mm3 DIN ISO 4649-A 165 39
Table 2.1: Elastollan Soft 35A and 45A material properties.
Elastollan Soft 35A and 45A are thermoplastic polyester-polyurethanematerials with excellent mechanical properties and wear resistance. Moreinformation on elastollan TPU material properties is found in the technicalinformation brochure [23]. Compared to the Sylgard 186 PDMS, which hasa shore A hardness of 24 [24], the elastollan materials are a bit harder butwere found soft enough for stretchable applications. Their recommended melttemperature for injection molding is 205◦C, with a mold temperature of ca. 20to 50◦C [25].The injection molding was tested on an ENGEL victory 50 press, having aclamping force of 500kN [26]. The test substrates had an LED array with 16LEDs and 4 resistors (0603 SMD package). More information on the designis found in Section 6.1. Test substrates were made as described in the sectionon substrate fabrication (Section 2.3.1), but without the PI support. Figure2.22(a) shows how the substrates were attached with double sided tape to themold on the movable plate of the injection molding machine. Figure 2.22(b)shows the hopper and a part of the barrel of the machine.
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(a) Substrates attached to mold. (b) Barrel and hopper of the machine.
Figure 2.22: Thermoplastic injection molding tests on an ENGEL victory 50 press.
Both Elastollan materials were injected at a temperature of 200◦C with apressure of 577 bar into a cold mold (20◦C). The used mold was not designedspecially for this test, but was an existing mold available at PEP, well suitedfor our test. Figure 2.23 shows the substrate after injection molding.
Figure 2.23: Test substrate over molded with Elastollan 35 A (200◦C, 577 bar).
It was hoped that the molten material would cool down fast enough toavoid melting of the wax. From the picture it is clear this was not the case.The position where the material was injected can be recognized by the sprue.
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The sprue is the passage through which a molten material is injected into themold, refers also to the excess material which solidifies in the sprue passage.One can see that the meander positions were shifted in the direction of theinjected material (indicated by the dashed arrows). In order to overcomethis problem, trials at lower melt temperatures and injection pressures wereperformed. These parameters were lowered as low as possible to 180◦C and164 bar, but even with these test conditions the tracks shifted. Therefore wecould conclude that it was possible to do thermoplastic injection molding on anindustrial machine, but another temporary adhesive should be found. A goodwax replacement candidate was found during this PhD while doing researchon encapsulation by lamination of TPU. These developments are explained inSection 2.4.2. At the time of writing new injection molding tests are plannedusing this other temporary adhesive that can withstand higher temperatures.
2.4.2 LaminationA different encapsulation method developed during this PhD is the encapsu-lation of the stretchable circuit by lamination of a thermoplastic elastomer.This method was developed to obtain a technology that allows encapsulationof large and thin stretchable modules or multiple smaller modules processedon large carrier panels. A typical panel size used in PCB manufacturing is18x24 inch (45x60cm). It is expected that laminating a thin sheet onto a largestretchable circuit is an easier process compared to encapsulating the samecircuit by injection molding. Figure 2.24 illustrates this encapsulation process.In step one the upper part of the stretchable circuit is encapsulated bylaminating a thermoplastic material on top. First the material is melted byincreasing the heat in the lamination press. Next, pressure is applied ontothe top plate, which has a 3D shape that will define the module profile. Oncethe material is cooled down, the top part is encapsulated and the temporaryrigid carrier is removed in step two. In step three we repeat the laminationof step one to laminate a sheet of thermoplastic material at the back. Thestretchable circuit is now completely embedded in the thermoplastic material.In step four the module is punched out of the laminated stack. This punchingstep can also be used to create openings in the stretchable module to increasethe breathability and to decrease the module weight.The implementation of this process looks straight forward because of theaimed simplicity. However one aspect introducing some difficulties is thepresence of the temporary adhesive. In Section 2.3 we discussed the substratefabrication part. This process uses wax as a temporary adhesive and was usedas a starting point for this work on stretchable electronics for textiles. Bymaking use of this process some positive and negative properties of wax wereobserved and are listed in Table 2.2.
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Step 2:Removecarrier
Thermoplasticelastomer
Step 1:Laminate topin heat press
Step 3:Laminate bottomin heat press
Step 4:Punch outmodule
Completelyembedded instretchable material
Figure 2.24: Encapsulating the electronics in a thermoplastic material by lamination.
Positive Negativedoes not stick in solid state wax solution needs to be prepared (dilution in acetone)removable with acetone application by doctor blading is not straight forwarddoes not burn during reflow structures are floating on the wax during reflowresistant against development,etching and stripping chemicals molding temperature limited to ∼ 60◦C> 90◦C needed to melt wax for removing rigid carrier(can lead to PMMA mould damage)substrate needs to be cleaned with acetone before en-capsulating the back
Table 2.2: Positive and negative properties of the Quickstick 135 wax as a temporaryadhesive in the SMI technology.
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The wax is well suited for the substrate fabrication part because it resiststhe different process steps. The main disadvantages are temperature related.Indeed the wax starts to soften around 70◦C, which requires lowering of thetemperature during some process steps. During reflow soldering at 260◦C thewax melts completely, but does not burn. The stretchable circuit structuresfloat onto the wax during soldering. In some cases this can cause a shift instructure positions. When a thermoplastic material is used as an encapsula-tion, it is not possible to use the wax as a temporary adhesive. Thermoplasticmaterials are applied after they are melted at an elevated temperature. If thistemperature is higher than ∼ 70◦C, the wax starts to melt and loses its adhe-sion force. The picture in Figure 2.25 shows a test-sample with wax adhesivewhere a transparent thermoplastic polyurethane sheet (TPU, Krystalflex PE429) was laminated on top at 90◦C.
Figure 2.25: TPU lamination onto a carrier with wax adhesive.
The copper structures were floating on the heated wax and were pushedaway from the center by the molten TPU during lamination. This problem wasalso mentioned in the case when a stretchable circuit was encapsulated in athermoplastic material, using liquid injection molding (paragraph on industrialinjection molding in Section 2.4.1). Another problem was the removal of thecarrier. This was not possible without deforming the module, because the TPUstarts to melt when the wax is heated up to ∼ 135◦C. The idea was to replacethe wax with a pressure sensitive adhesive tape to overcome these problems.However the tape must meet the following conditions:
• It should be resistant against development, etching and stripping chem-icals.• The stretchable circuit should adhere to it during the whole process.
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• It should be resistant to lead-free solder reflow temperatures (up to260◦C).• The encapsulant may not adhere to the tape so that the module can bereleased by peeling it from the tape.
Taconic TacSil tapeThe TacSil tape from Taconic was selected as a good candidate to replace thewax [27]. This tape is normally used as a carrier tape for lead-free assembly ofFCBs. The build up of the tape is illustrated in Figure 2.26 and a propertiesoverview is listed below.
Polyimide release filmDurable resin compoundPTFE coated fiberglassHigh temperature resistant PSAPolyester release film
Figure 2.26: TacSil tape build up.
• PTFE (Polytetrafluoroethylene) impregnated fiberglass is used as a sub-strate, reinforcing materials. It offers highly credible dimensional sta-bility at high temperatures, up to 260◦C.• The side of TacSil that is to be attached to the carrier plate is composedof a silicone adhesive specially modified for continuous use in FCBapplications that leaves no adhesive residues at most lead-free surface-mount technology (SMT) temperatures.• The other side, to be attached on a FCB, is composed of well-balancedsilicone compound to maintain adhesion properties during the repeatingusage. TacSil tape can be used in over 500 cycles at a normal SMTprocess.• A PET (Polyethylene terephthalate) and PI film liner on both sides pro-tects and maintains performance without any contamination and makesdie-cutting easier.• TacSil tape is available in different adhesion levels.
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Due to the fact that the tape is composed of a silicone adhesive it wasexpected that a TPU encapsulant would not adhere to the tape. This wasconfirmed by laminating a Krystalflex PE 429 TPU sheet onto the tape. Thelaminated sheet could be peeled off without any problem.
Fabrication examples using the TacSil tape as a temporary carrier.The same process steps as presented in the two substrate fabrication meth-ods in Section 2.3 apply when using the TacSil tape as a wax replacement(processes are illustrated in Figures 2.6 and 2.8). But now instead of prepar-ing a wax solution and applying it by doctor blading, the TacSil tape is rolllaminated onto the temporary carrier. The copper foil with the PI support, orthe FCB in the laser structuring method are attached onto the tape by rolllamination. In the case of the wax, this step was done using a heat press. Thenext steps, which are typical PCB steps, remain the same. But now there isno need to lower process temperatures as was the case when using the wax.An example of a test sample after etching is shown in Figure 2.27.An 18µm BF-TZA copperfoil [28] was laminated onto a 1.2mm rigid FR4carrier with TacSil F20 HB tape. A Riston FX 920 dry film photoresist [29]was roll laminated onto the copper and was illuminated with an etch testpattern. The result after photoresist development and spray etching was verysatisfying. As can be seen in Figure 2.27, even the thinnest 30µm tracks arestill adhered to the TacSil tape. Note the grid pattern visible over the wholesubstrate, this is the fibreglass present in the tape.Another example of a test sample is given in Figure 2.28. The test maskhad dots with different diameters (1mm, 500µm, 250µm, 125µm and 62.5 µm).Figure 2.28(b) shows a detail of 125µm and 62.5µm dots after etching andstripping. Only some of the smallest 62.5µm dots were released at some posi-tions. The test samples with dots were used to evaluate the TPU lamination.
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Figure 2.27: Test sample with different track widths and spacings, processed on acarrier with TacSil, after etching.
(a) 10cm x 10cm test sample after photoresiststripping. (b) Detail of 125µ and 62.5µ dots.
Figure 2.28: 10cm x 10cm test sample, containing dots with diameters ranging from1mm to 62.5µm
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A Krystalflex PE 429 TPU sheet was laminated at 110◦C onto the samples.Figure 2.29(a) shows one of the laminated samples. The same laminationstep was also performed on test samples with wax adhesive and one of thesesamples is shown in Figure 2.29(b). On the TacSil samples the dots remainedin position. This was checked by placing the illumination mask on top of thesample. In the picture of Figure 2.29(c) the mask was slightly moved out ofposition to show the underlying copper dots. The dots on the wax sampleshad moved as expected. After lamination, the TPU encapsulated top partwas peeled from the carrier at room temperature (see Figure 2.30). This waseasy because of the low adhesion between the TPU sheet and the TacSiltape. Compared to the carrier removal in the case of wax adhesive, this stepimproved a lot. No elevated temperature was needed, no acetone cleaningwas needed and the carriers with TacSil could be reused.
(a) TacSil adhesive (b) Wax adhesive (c) Mask on top of the TPU laminated sample
Figure 2.29: Test sample after TPU lamination.
Figure 2.30: Peeling the TPU encapsulated sample from the temporary carrier.
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Once the process was proved to be ok, a test design containing SMDcomponents interconnected with meander tracks was designed (see Section 6.1for info on the design). The sample in Figure 2.31 was made using the laserstructuring method (see Section 2.3.2), with the TacSil tape as the adhesive.Note that the contact pads have a Ni/Au finish. In the case of wax adhesiveit is not possible to do a Ni/Au plating because the wax starts to soften atthe elevated temperatures used during the process. Lead free solder pasteis manually dispensed onto the contact pads, followed by manual placementof the SMD components. Vapour phase reflow soldering with a maximumtemperature of 260◦C is used to solder the SMD components. No shifts in thefunctional islands or meander positions were observed.
(a) Test sample with LEDs after soldering (b) Functionality check
Figure 2.31: SMD reflow soldering, using a TacSil tape carrier board.
After the assembly a Krystalflex PE 429 TPU sheet was laminated at110◦C. A 3D machined aluminum top plate was used during lamination. Figure2.32(a)) shows the aluminum plates used in the lamination stack.
(a) 3d shaped aluminum top plate (b) Dome shape
Figure 2.32: TPU lamination onto the stretchable circuit.
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It was important to achieve good alignment between the top plate with the3D cavities for the SMD components and the assembled stretchable circuit.Therefore the alignment of the illumination mask for the copper structures wasdone on the outlines of the 10cm x 10cm carrier board. This plate, in turn,fitted in an opening in the lower aluminum plate. By means of registrationpins, the top plate was aligned with the lower plate. Prior to lamination Poly90 mold release form Jacobson chemicals [30] was used onto the aluminumplates to prevent the TPU from sticking. A detail of the dome shape abovethe SMD components after lamination is shown in Figure 2.32(b).In Figure 2.33 the result after the punching step is visible. The punchingwas done using a steel rule die that was designed for this test sample. Moreinfo on steel rule die punching is described in Section 5.4.5.2, where it wasused to punch FR4 stiffeners. This stretchable module was at a later stageintegrated onto textile (see Section 3.3).
Figure 2.33: TPU encapsulated LED array after punching.
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2.4.3 Adhesion between stretchable circuit and encapsulation.An aspect we did not cover yet is the adhesion between the stretchable circuitand the encapsulation. It is important to have a good adhesion to preventdelamination of the encapsulant during product life. Adhesion was tested inaccordance with the ASTM D413 standard [31]. ASTM D413 determines theadhesion strength required to separate a rubber layer from a flexible substratesuch as a fabric, fiber, or sheet metal. In an adhesion test, a layer is strippedoff a test specimen using an applied tensile force - this results in tearing atthe bonded surfaces. The value of interest is the Adhesion Strength - definedas the average force divided by the width of the specimen. The tests weredone using 180◦ peel test samples (Type A). The sample build up is given inFigure 2.34(a). Every peel test was done using samples with a width W of1cm. PDMS injection molded test samples had a thickness T of 1mm. In thecase of a laminated TPU encapsulation the thickness depended on the sheetthickness of the TPU and the lamination parameters. Figure 2.34(b) shows a180◦ peel sample under test.
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(a) Sample build up (b) Sample under test
Figure 2.34: 180◦ peel tests to evaluate adhesion of the encapsulation.
Sylgard 186 adhesionA first set of peel tests was done to test the adhesion between Sylgard 186(a PDMS) and the different materials it interfaces in the SMI technology. Alltest samples were produced in the same way a stretchable module would beproduced (Upisel-N SE 1220 foil was used [32]). To obtain a good adhesionbetween the PDMS and other materials it was necessary to apply a primerprior to encapsulation. 1200 OS primer [33] from Dow Corning was used. Thisprimer improves the adhesion and accelerates adhesion build-up of silicone
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to various substrates. In Table 2.3 an overview is given of the different testsamples together with the average force needed to peel the 1cm wide stripsapart. In Figure 2.35 the graph for the Sylgard 186 adhesion to copper, withand without the 1200 OS primer, is given as an example. Without primerthe adhesion to copper was limited and peeling started at a force of about1N. Good adhesion was obtained with the primer and the PDMS strips inthe samples broke instead of peeling apart. Graphs of the other peel testsare given in Appendix B. Also for these other materials a good adhesion wasobtained with Sylgard 186 when using the primer. Without the primer therewas little or no adhesion.
Material interface primer use Average peel forceSylgard 186 - copper no 1.1Nyes PDMS strip breaksSylgard 186 - polyimide no 0.01Nyes PDMS strip breaksSylgard 186 - soldermask no 0.3Nyes PDMS strip breaksSylgard 186 - Sylgard 186 no 2.2N - 2.8Nyes PDMS strip breaks
Table 2.3: PDMS peeltest sample overview (1cm wide strips, 1mm PDMS thickness).
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Figure 2.35: Sylgard 186 - Copper adhesion results, with and without 1200 OS primer.
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Krystalflex 429 adhesionSimilar peel tests were done on test samples having a thermoplastic encapsu-lant applied by lamination. Different TPU materials were tested and it is notthe intention to report them all. As an example the results of Krystalflex 429are discussed. The TPU material was laminated at different temperatures ontoa FCB (Upisel-N SE 1220 foil was used), to test the adhesion with copper, PIand soldermask. Table 2.4 gives an overview of the test results. For all testedlamination temperatures, there was little or no adhesion between the 429 andcopper. Higher peel strengths were observed between the 429 and PI withor without solder mask. For both materials, there was better adhesion withincreasing temperature. In the case of lamination at 170◦C onto the soldermask, the TPU strips snapped before they could delaminate. The tests provedthat sufficient adhesion could be obtained with the Krystalflex 429 TPU ma-terial as an encapsulant. The fact that no adhesion was obtained with thecopper is not a problem because this situation does not occur in the materialstack of the stretchable modules (the copper features are covered with soldermask).
Lamination temperature Material interface peak load average load110◦C 429 - copper 0.1N 0.1N429 - polyimide 5.5N 3.3N429 - soldermask 4.3N 1.3N130◦C 429 - copper 0.1N 0.1N429 - polyimide 8.0N 5.7N429 - soldermask 6.7N 2.7N150◦C 429 - copper 0.1N 0.1N429 - polyimide 7.7N 6.6N429 - soldermask 22.8N 10.6N170◦C 429 - copper 0.1N 0.1N429 - polyimide 10.1N 9.3N429 - soldermask 31.6N sample broken
Table 2.4: Krystalflex 429 peeltest sample overview (1cm strips, average over 3 strips).
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In Figure 2.36 the graph of the Krystalflex 429 laminated at differenttemperatures onto PI, is given as an example. Graphs of the other peel testsare given in appendix B.
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Figure 2.36: Krystalflex 429 TPU - PI adhesion results for TPU laminated at differenttemperatures.
2.5 Conclusions
Different stretchable technology developments to fabricate stretchable mod-ules for textile integration were presented in this chapter. It was describedhow an electronic circuit is subdivided in several non-stretchable functionalislands and how stretchability is obtained by interconnecting them with me-anders. A simple thirteen-step implementation process is proposed, which canbe used to gradually come to a well designed demonstrator or product. Tosimplify layouting of the meanders, a meander design tool for the EAGLE PCBsoftware has been developed.
The stretchable module production was subdivided into a substrate fabri-cation part and an encapsulation part. Two different SMI substrate fabricationmethods were described. The fist one used a photo definable PI as an islandand meander support layer. This substrate fabrication method proved unsuit-able for our purpose. The PI support was too fragile and brittle, leading tobad reliability of the stretchable module. The second fabrication method wasdeveloped to overcome this reliability problem, by producing the substrate inanother way. Starting from a standard FCB, the meanders and PI islandswere structured in one step by laser cutting. Most of the test samples anddemonstrators realized during this PhD were made by use of this laser struc-turing method. Additionally we discussed some possibilities to industrializethe process.
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Next to the substrate fabrication methods, the developments of two en-capsulation methods were discussed; encapsulation by injection molding andby lamination. In a first phase, the injection molding of PDMS using PMMAmolds was investigated. This technique was successfully used to encapsulatedifferent test samples and demonstrators. The importance of openings in theencapsulation for breathability and contact access was addressed and it wasshown how this was accomplished. Later on, also first thermoplastic injectionmolding tests were performed on industrial equipment. A different encapsula-tion method developed during this PhD was the encapsulation of stretchablecircuits by lamination of a thermoplastic elastomer. Since the normally usedtemporary wax adhesive layer melts during lamination, the wax was not suit-able for this process. Therefore, it was replaced with a pressure sensitiveadhesive tape.
The last topic described the adhesion between the stretchable circuit andthe encapsulation. Examples of peel test results for PDMS and TPU encap-sulations were given. In case of Sylgard 186 (PDMS) encapsulation, goodadhesion onto copper, PI and solder mask was obtained using a dedicatedprimer. For Krystalflex 429 (TPU) there was only good adhesion on PI andsolder mask. Here, the lamination temperature played an important role. Oncopper there was no or little adhesion, but this is not considered as a problem,because this situation does not occur in the material stack of the stretchablemodules (the copper features are covered with solder mask).
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3Integration of stretchable electronicsin textiles
3.1 Introduction
Stretchable module
Textile integrationDesign
• Textile design• Module placementinfo Moduleon textile
Figure 3.1: Chapter overview.
In Chapter 2 we described how the stretchable modules for textile integra-tion were produced. The next step in our process to realize textile productswhich contain stretchable electronics is the textile integration. If we rememberthe technology toolbox (Figure 1.3), this is the point where we leave the elec-tronics world and enter the world of textiles. The goal is to fit our stretchablemodules in existing or newly designed textile products, to create a productwith added value because it contains the integrated electronics. One of thequestions is where to put these modules? Therefore, already during textiledesign, decisions need to be made on the location of the stretchable modules
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in the textile product. To facilitate industrialization of the processes in a laterstage, the target was to develop integration methods that are easy to adopt inthe manufacturing of finished textile products like clothing, furniture, carpets,curtains, car seats,... Two different encapsulation material types were used inthe SMI technology to produce the stretchable modules; thermosetting mate-rials (e.g. PDMS) and thermoplastic materials (e.g. TPU). This has lead totwo different integration methods which will be discussed in section 3.2 and3.3. In section 3.4 the reliability of the textile integration is described. Wewill check the adhesion of the modules to the textile and their resistance towashing. By introducing a stretchable module we may change the propertiesof the textile product. In section 3.5 we take a brief look at the impact of theelectronic module integration on the overall look and feel of a textile product.
3.2 PDMS adhesive layer screen printed on textile.
The selection of a technique to attach a stretchable electronic module to atextile depends on the encapsulation material of the module. In the case ofa thermosetting material like PDMS, it is not possible to remelt the materialin order to bond it to the textile. Instead a kind of (stretchable) glue layeris needed between the stretchable module and the textile. This was accom-plished by screen printing a PDMS layer onto the textile. Screen printingis a well known process in the textile industry where it is especially used toprint color patterns onto fabrics. Figure 3.2 illustrates how the screen printingtechnique was used in the textile integration process for PDMS encapsulatedstretchable electronic modules.
Step 1: Print PDMS pattern
Print maskPDMS
Printed patternTextile
Step 2:
Step 3: Cure PDMS
Place stretchable moduleon wet PDMS layer
Figure 3.2: Textile bonding by screen printing PDMS.
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A thin PDMS layer with a thickness of about 50µm was screen printedonto the textile. Screen printing allowed patterning such that only the spotswhere the electronic modules were placed, were coated. The printed PDMSlayer acted as an adhesive layer between the modules and the textile. Afterprinting, the module was manually positioned with slight pressure on the wetprinted PDMS layer. Next, the PDMS was cured, which resulted in a bondingbetween the textile substrate and the stretchable electronic modules.To obtain sufficient bonding between the textile and stretchable modulethere is the need for a thin layer of PDMS on top of the fabric. It is pre-ferred to limit PDMS penetration through the textile because this influences(negatively) the typical textile properties like feel and wearability. This ismainly due to reduction of stretchability, because PDMS that has penetratedtoo deeply clogs the gaps between normally free moving textile fibers. Dif-ferent parameters can influence the penetration depth. The key influence isthe type of PDMS used for printing, i.e. its viscosity. A higher viscosity willresult in less penetration into the fabric. Screen printing tests were performedin collaboration with Centexbel, a Belgian Textile Research Centre [1]. Forperforming the screen printing tests a Johannes Zimmer (mini MDI 482) ap-paratus was used [2]. The parameters used for optimizing the screen printingprocess were: the mesh properties (thickness, opening size and density), bartype (thickness, surface structure), magnetic force on the bar and velocity ofthe bar as it moves over the screen. After some initial trials, a mesh with 68lines/cm and a furrowed bar of 18mm diameter was chosen as this resultedin the easiest processing. Different commercially available PDMS materialsfrom Dow Corning were selected for screen printing: Sylgard 184, Sylgard 186and Textile Printing Inks 9600 and 9601. Sylgard 184 and 186 were selectedbecause these materials were also used for encapsulating the stretchable mod-ules. The 9600 and 9601 Textile Printing Inks were selected because they aremade for screen printing and it was expected that their higher viscosity wouldresult in less penetration through the fabric. The viscosities of the examinedPDMS materials are listed in Table 3.1. More detailed information on theproducts can be found on the suppliers web site [3].
PDMS Viscosity (cP)Dow Corning Sylgard 184 4575Dow Corning Sylgard 186 99700Dow Corning 9601 Textile printing ink 280000Dow Corning 9600 Textile printing ink 490000
Table 3.1: Viscosity of the different PDMS materials used in screen print tests.
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Sylgard 184 had too low viscosity to perform good screen printing. WithSylgard 186 it was possible to screen print onto a fabric, but it was diffi-cult to obtain a layer on the fabric which had sufficient thickness to bondthe stretchable modules. Figure 3.3 shows two cross sections of Sylgard 186screen printed onto a woven cotton fabric. In this test no stretchable modulewas attached to the wet printed layer prior to curing. These pictures illus-trate also the influence of the curing time onto the penetration depth of theprinted layer. When slowly cured at room temperature (was done to show theprinciple), virtually all PDMS penetrated into the fabric structure becauseof the longer curing time (Figure 3.3(a)). Curing at an elevated temperature(10 minutes at 100◦C, curing time not optimized) resulted in less penetrationand a thin layer of PDMS was formed on top of the fabric (Figure 3.3(b)).Nevertheless, this layer was found to be too thin to provide sufficient bondingbetween the fabric and the modules.
(a) Curing at room temperature. (b) Curing in oven (10min at 100◦C)
Figure 3.3: Cross sections of woven cotton fabric coated with PDMS (Sylgard 186)
The 9600 and 9601 Textile Printing Inks, with a higher viscosity, aredesigned for screen printing color prints onto fabrics. With both materials,good printing results were obtained. During machine set up, the PDMSwas printed on a PET (Polyethylene terephthalate) foil instead of on a fabric.Printing on PET foils avoids penetration of the printed layer and was thereforeused to check printed layer thickness during set up. The magnetic force andbar velocity were set in order that a cured PDMS layer of around 50µm wasobtained. Curing was done in an oven at 100◦C for 10 minutes. Besidesmaterial viscosity and curing time, also the type of textile substrate had astrong influence on the penetration depth: the higher the density of textilefibers in the fabric, the less penetration of the printed PDMS layer into it.Typically the penetration into the fabric was less for woven fabrics, comparedto knitted fabrics. Cross sections of PDMS sheets attached to a fabric withthe screen printed textile printing ink are shown in Figure 3.4.
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(a) Woven fabric (b) Knitted fabric
Figure 3.4: Cross sections of Sylgard 186 PDMS sheets attached to fabrics by ascreen printed PDMS layer of 9601 textile printing ink.In Figure 3.4(a) the cross section shows a woven fabric, the screen printed9601 PDMS layer and a Sylgard 186 PDMS sheet on top. The PDMS sheethad a thickness of ca. 200µm, the thin printed layer had an average thicknessof roughly 50µm. Note the smoothness of this thin layer on the side thatcontacts the PDMS sheet. This indicates that there were no or limited airbubbles trapped at the interface, which is important for good adhesion. Figure3.4(b) shows a knitted fabric. In this case the Sylgard 186 PDMS sheet ontop actually consists of two layers that form together the encapsulation of thestretchable electronic module. The thin screen printed layer is hardly visiblebecause it penetrated deeper into the knitted fabric, but still provided sufficientadhesion between the knitted fabric and the PDMS module. The differencein penetration can be understood from the surface structure of the woven andknitted fabrics (see Figure 3.5): the yarns of a woven fabric typically form atight alignment whereas the yarns of a knitted fabric typically show a moreopen structure (which is also represented by the voids seen in the cross sectionof the knitted fabric in Figure 3.4(b)). Hence, the penetration of the PDMSinto the fabric is stronger. This effect becomes more pronounced because ofthe larger thickness (i.e. more penetration capacity) of the knitted fabric.
(a) Woven fabric structure (b) Knitted fabric structure
Figure 3.5: Sketches of the surface structure for woven and knitted fabrics.
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Based upon the screen printing tests and reliability tests (see section3.4) the 9601 textile printing ink was selected as the adhesive layer to at-tach PDMS encapsulated modules to fabrics. The developed screen printingtechnique was used to attach the different PDMS encapsulated test samplesor demonstrators described in this PhD work. Figure 3.6 shows the PDMSencapsulated LED display module attached to a stretchable knitted fabric.
Figure 3.6: 7x8 led display on textile by screen printing a PDMS adhesive layer (9601textile printing ink).
3.3 Lamination
In case a thermoplastic material like TPU is used as an encapsulation materialfor the stretchable circuit, it is possible to slightly remelt the material in orderto laminate it to a fabric. Figure 3.7 illustrates the principle used.
Step 1:
Step 2:
Position stretchable moduleon the fabric.
Heat + pressure
Laminate the module onto the fabricby applying heat and pressure fromthe back of the fabric.
Figure 3.7: Textile bonding by lamination.
A completely encapsulated TPU module is positioned onto the fabric. By’completely’ we mean that the stretchable circuitry is surrounded by a top andbottom encapsulation, using the encapsulation method based on laminationas was presented in section 2.4.2. After positioning, the module is bonded tothe fabric by slightly remelting the TPU of the bottom encapsulation at the
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interface with the fabric. Light pressure is used, so the molten TPU layer canpenetrate the top layer of the fabric to create the bond. This pressure wascomparable with the pressure one applies when ironing. The key is to avoidcomplete remelting of the encapsulated module. Therefore the heat is onlyapplied from the back for a time short enough to prevent heat transport tothe top encapsulation. Dependent on the targeted application and productionflow, one can also bond half encapsulated modules to the textile. This principleis illustrated in Figure 3.8.
Step 1:
Step 2:
Position top encapsulated stretchablemodule and bottom encapsulation onthe fabric.
Heat + pressure
Laminate the module onto the fabricby applying heat and pressure fromthe back of the fabric.
Figure 3.8: Textile bonding and back encapsulation in one lamination step.
In this case the stretchable module is only encapsulated at the top. Tobond the module to the fabric it is aligned with the bottom encapsulation andpositioned onto the fabric in step one. In step two the bottom encapsulationmelts and bonds with the module and the textile in a single lamination step.Doing so can eliminate one lamination step, namely the bottom encapsulation(step 3) in the process flow that was depicted in Figure 2.24. This methodologywas followed to laminate a TPU encapsulated LED array onto a stretchableknitted fabric. A picture of the result is shown in Figure 3.9.
Figure 3.9: TPU encapsulated LED array, laminated onto a knitted fabric.
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It is possible that the temperature required to laminate the module to thefabric is too high for the used fabric. In this case a TPU with a lower meltingtemperature compared to the melting temperature of the encapsulation can beused. Using a TPU which requires lower temperatures for textile laminationcan also solve potential deformation of the top encapsulation. This is becauselower temperatures reduce eventual softening of the TPU top encapsulation.
3.4 Reliability of the adhesive layer between thefabric and stretchable module.
An important requirement for the developed textile integration methods is theirreliability during product life. Once the module is attached to the fabric itshould remain attached during use and cleaning (if needed). Therefore theadhesive layer between the fabric and stretchable module should be reliableenough to survive physical deformations during use and cleaning.When textile cleaning is required, the first step is to test whether the en-capsulation is in itself sufficiently resistant against washing. This means thatthe encapsulation should remain intact during several washing cycles. Next,the module should not delaminate from the fabric. Textile cleaning processescan be harsh and attention should be paid that the encapsulated circuitry doesnot fail because of mechanical defects introduced during cleaning. This topicwill be covered in Chapter 5 - Washability of textile integrated electronics. Inthis section we only examine the performance of the encapsulation and textileadhesive layer after several washing cycles.
PDMS encapsulationTo test the reliability in the case of a PDMS encapsulation, a module usingSylgard 186 has been attached to a knitted textile substrate, according tothe screen printing procedure described in section 3.2. As textile adhesivelayer the 9601 textile printing ink was used. The PDMS encapsulates acopper structure as shown in Figure 3.10. To test the adhesion between thePDMS module and the textile, a standard washing method was used: ‘Textiles- Domestic washing and drying procedures for textile testing (procedure 5A)- ISO 6330:2000’ [4]. More information on this washing method is given inchapter 5 in section 5.2 - Test standards.Test samples were placed in a protective textile bag during washing. Thiswas done to mimic the real life situation where it would be placed on theinner side of a garment or where the garment would be placed inside out. Thesamples were dried in open air (no tumble drying). The test sample shownin Figure 3.10(a) has been washed up to 50 times according to the standard
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(a) overview (b) detail
Figure 3.10: PDMS test structure on a knitted fabric. The picture in part b was takenafter 25 washing cycles. No damage or delamination occurred.
washing procedure. No visual damage of the washing was observed as canalso be seen in Figure 3.10(b) (picture taken after 25 cycles). This test andsimilar ones indicated that the Sylgard 186 encapsulation was very stable.Hence, it appears to be a good choice as encapsulant for the electronics. Inall cases the 9601 adhesive layer provided a good bonding between textileand module and no delamination was observed.
TPU encapsulationThe washing test was also repeated to get an indication on the feasibilityof laminating a TPU encapsulated module to a fabric in terms of adhesion.Figure 3.11 shows a picture of a dummy module (encapsulation of the LEDarray depicted in Figure 3.9) before and after 50 washing cycles.
0.4cmBefore After 50x
Figure 3.11: Krystalflex PE 429 encapsulated structure on a knitted fabric, before andafter 50 washing cycles.
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Originally they were placed on larger textiles, but were cut to smallerpieces to take the picture. It appears that this dummy module did not delam-inate from the fabric after several washing cycles, indicating that there wassufficient adhesion. However after the 50 washing cycles a little shrinkage ofthe TPU module feature was observed. As visible in Figure 3.11, this shrink-age was mainly in one direction. New tests should be done to investigate thiseffect in order to determine the amount of shrinkage of this material after anumber of washing cycles. This will eventually lead to the conclusion if thismaterial is suited for applications requiring this type of cleaning process. Onthe other hand it is also possible that the fabric itself shrinks too much after acertain number of washing cycles. There was also a color change of the TPUafter 50 washing cycles as can be seen in the pictures (Figure 3.11).
3.5 Wearability
The integration technologies for electronics in textiles presented in this PhDmake use of stretchable electronic modules attached to fabrics. While it is theintention to make these modules as conformable as possible, attaching themto a fabric will always change the fabrics properties to a certain extent. Howmuch the textile properties are allowed to change will depend on the type ofapplication where the modules will be used. For technical textiles measurableproperties like water permeability, flexibility, stretchability, drapability andweight can be of importance. While these properties are also important in thecase of clothing, the perceptions of the wearer are dominant, making it morechallenging to achieve a sufficient level of integration. For wearable computersystems, the term ’wearability’ has been defined as the interaction betweenthe human body and the wearable object [5]. Note that a distinction should bemade between wearable technology and portable technology. In the case ofwearable technology, the device is attached to the body and does not requiremuscular effort to remain in contact with the body (you do not have to hold it).The device remains also attached to the body while performing different tasks,also when it is not in use. With these criteria, wearable systems differ fromportable technologies, such as mobile phones and PDA’s, which are designedto be carried [6].During this PhD, we did not consider all the aspects of wearability indetail. Instead, the focus was on two aspects: simple tensile testing whichwas performed to check if there was a significant influence of a PDMS sheeton the stretchability and an assessment of the extra add-on weight. Indeed,an important factor in wearability is the fabric thickness and its total weight(expressed in grams per square meter). The cross sections that were shownin Figure 3.10 show clearly that the attachment of the PDMS sheets can
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have a large influence on the textile/garment. We can see that the totalthickness easily doubles. But, when looking at the weight, the relative impactis even stronger. For a textile substrate, one can take a typical density of100-200g/m2. For a PDMS sheet of 1.0mm thick and assuming a density of1.12 g/cm3 (Sylgard 186 density, TPU densities are comparable), we obtaina total weight of 1120g/m2. This means that the patches where the electronicmodules are attached can be ca. 10 times as heavy as the textile itself.Hence, it should be clear that such patches can only be added as relativelysmall areas and at strategic places. In a study by Gimperle et al. the mostunobtrusive locations for placement of wearable objects were determined [5].They are depicted in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: The general areas found to be the most unobstructive for wearable objects:(a) collar area, (b) rear of the upper arm, (c) forearm, (d) rear, side, and front ribcage,(e) waist and hips, (f ) thigh, (g) shin, and (h) top of the foot.
Because this study was more related to larger and heavier boxed elec-tronics, these same positions could be good candidates to position stretchablemodules in case they are found to be too heavy. In order to keep the weightadded by the modules to a minimum, the volume of the encapsulation needsto be minimized. This is one of the reasons for focusing on openings in themodules (see Figure 2.16 in section 2.4 on encapsulation). Also the thicknessof the encapsulation should be as low as possible. In case the modules cannot be made thin enough by injection molding, the developed lamination tech-nique could provide a solution here. Of course also the electrical componentswill add additional weight to the fabric. Therefore components should be assmall as possible and integrated circuits are preferred to reduce the numberof components.
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Table 3.2 gives some examples of typical module weights that were achievedwith the developed technologies.
part weight [g]7cm x 8.5cm knitted textile patch 0.77cm x 8.5cm woven textile patch 1.4LED array module (size ∼7cm x 8.5cm, design in section 6.1) 2.17x8 LED display module (size ∼7cm x 7.5cm, , design in section 6.2) 4.31 cent Euro coin (diameter 16.25 mm) 2.3
Table 3.2: Examples of typical module weights.
These modules add a weight that is a factor 2 to 5 times higher compared tothe weight of the textile area containing them. Nevertheless this added weightcan be considered as very low and unnoticeable for the wearer. Especially ifyou compare it for example to the weight of a 1 cent Euro coin (comparableweight on smaller surface). Feel free to tape a 1 cent Euro coin to your T-shirtto convince yourself that this added weight does not hinder during wearing.Even though the weight can have an influence on wearability, it is alsointeresting to look at the stretchability. It is likely that the stretchablility of afabric will change at the location of a stretchable module. In order to evaluatethe influence of the modules on the overall stretchablility, tensile tests wereperformed on different test pieces. The test pieces had a width of 50mm and alength of 100mm, the effective test length between the clamps was 50mm. Forwoven fabrics the rate of movement of the clamps was 0.1mm/sec, for knittedfabrics it was 0.5mm/sec. Only the influence of Sylgard 186 PDMS layerswith different thicknesses on different types of fabrics was tested. The sametests could be repeated for other stretchable materials on textile. Table 3.3gives an overview of the fabrics used in the test.
Label Fabric composition mass[g/m2] Fabric type producer + qualityK1 lycra 160 knitted Liebaert (2)(63% polyamide + 37% el)K2 polyester/cotton 70 knitted PlastibertK3 polyester 100 knitted SeyntexTechmaflex T116WW1 100% cotton 246 woven -W2 cotton DOW XLA CO/Tencel 230 woven Alsico (3)W3 50% cotton + 50% coolmax 185 woven Alsico (2)
Table 3.3: Overview of the different knitted and woven fabrics used for the tensile tests.
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Sylgard 186 PDMS sheets with thicknesses of 100µm, 200µm, 500µmand 1mm were bonded to the different fabrics, using the previously describedscreen printing technique (Section 3.2). Three test pieces were used for everyfabric/PDMS layer combination. As a reference, Figures 3.13 and 3.14 depictthe tensile test results of the different fabric types without the PDMS layers.Figure 3.13 contains the data of the knitted fabrics, Figure 3.14 the data ofthe woven fabrics.
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Figure 3.13: K1 - K3 tensile test.
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Figure 3.14: W1 - W3 tensile test.The measurement data illustrates the great versatility in stretchability onecan encounter amongst various fabrics. It is needless to say that a typical knit-ted fabric is more stretchable than a woven fabric because of its construction.From the tensile test data we observe that a force of about 100N results inelongations ranging from 50% to 290% in the case of knitted fabrics. For wo-ven fabrics the elongations at the same force are a lot smaller and are in therange of 2% to 8%. There is not only a difference in stretchability betweenknitted and woven fabrics, but also between the different fabrics in their owncategory.
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Because there is such a great spread in stretchability between fabrics,different textile products have a different feel when handled. This makes itdifficult to speak about comfort related to stretchability in general and is thusmore application dependent. Nevertheless it is possible to investigate theinfluence of the PDMS layers on the stretchability by comparing tensile dataof fabrics with and without the PDMS. Dependent on the application thechange in stretchability should be considered as acceptable or not. Tensiletest data of the most stretchable knitted fabric K1 is given in Figure 3.15.
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Figure 3.15: K1av tensile test.
Results are given for the reference fabric without any PDMS, for the fab-ric with only the screen printed glue layer and for the fabric with the PDMSlayers of different thicknesses. The presented data was averaged over 3 testpieces. It is easy to see the influence of the applied PDMS. Whereas forexample the reference fabric elongated more or less 195% using a force of20N, adding only the printed glue layer reduced the elongation to approxi-mately 120%. The elongation at 20N further decreased with increasing PDMSthicknesses to about 55% for a Sylgard 186 layer thickness of 1mm.The K2 and K3 knitted fabrics were less stretchable compared to the K1fabric as can be seen in Figures 3.16 and 3.17. Also for those two fabrics theinfluence of the PDMS was clear. Screen printing the PDMS layer reducedthe elongation at 50N from 40% to approximately 20% in the case of K1 andfrom 60% to about 26% in the case of K2. Further reduction of the elongationdue to additional PDMS layers was less pronounced. Adding a 1 mm PDMSlayer decreased the elongation of the K2 fabric to 17% at a force of 50N andto 24% in the case of the K3 fabric. Given the spread on the different testpieces, these small changes can be ingnored compared to the bigger changewe observed between the knitted fabrics with and without PDMS.
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Figure 3.16: K2av tensile test.
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Figure 3.17: K3av tensile test.
In comparison with knitted fabrics, woven fabrics have a different construc-tion. They are much less elastic, resulting in lower elongations. This makesthat the stretchability of woven fabrics is less affected by the presence of astretchable PDMS layer on top. Figures 3.18, 3.19 and 3.20 depict the tensiletest results of the woven fabrics.
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Figure 3.18: W1av tensile test.
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Figure 3.19: W2av tensile test.
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Figure 3.20: W3av tensile test.
As expected, no major influence of the PDMS layers was noticed. For W1the elongations of the different test pieces at 100N were around 9%, for W2around 4% and for W3 around 2.5%. On all pieces the woven fabrics brokeat their maximum elongation, long before the PDMS sheets were affected.Due to the PDMS on top of the fabrics, the maximum load increased slightly.From these tensile tests, it follows that regarding the stretchability the in-fluence of a PDMS sheet is negligible for a woven fabric but significant fora knitted structure. Nevertheless, the results might be acceptable for mostapplications from the viewpoint of wearability, especially because in realitymore open structures are envisioned instead of plain PDMS sheets coveringa large surface (see openings in encapsulation in section 2.4.1). Also the factthat the stretchable PDMS gluing layer is a printing ink, used in commer-cially available textile products, proves that the change in stretchability isacceptable in terms of wearability. This Dow Corning 9601 textile printingink is used to screen print color prints on most natural and synthetic fabrics,including elastic fabrics. Typical products containing such color prints areswimsuits, hats, jackets, pants, T-shirts, sweaters, undergarments and so on.This means that in all these daily products the stretchability of the fabrics
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is reduced to a certain extent by the PDMS prints, indicating that the samechange of stretchability by the stretchable modules will also be acceptable.Additionally, some of the key features and benefits used in the marketing ofthis printing ink are its high elongation, superior wash durability, good tactil-ity and good adhesion [7]. These same properties are also applicable for thestretchable modules, making them well suited for textile integration.
3.6 Conclusions
Two textile integration methods for the different types of stretchable elec-tronic modules, discussed in Chapter 2, were developed. The first methodused the screen printing of a PDMS glue layer to bond PDMS encapsulatedstretchable modules and fabrics together. This bonding technology is easyto adopt by the textile industry, because the same printing process, with thesame PDMS material is used today in color printing on fabrics. Attention wasgiven to the penetration dept of the printed layer. By limiting the penetrationinto the fabric as much as possible, the stretchability of the fabric was pre-served as well as possible. The second method was developed to bond TPUencapsulated stretchable modules to textiles. These modules were attachedto a fabric, using a simple lamination step requiring heat and light pressure.Also this technology can easily be transfered to the industry as textile lam-ination is a commonly used process. This process can even be as simple asironing the modules onto the textile.The adhesion between Sylgard 186 (PDMS) or Krystalflex PE 429 (TPU)encapsulated modules and fabrics was found to be adequate. Fabrics con-taining dummy encapsulated modules were washed up to 50 times withoutshowing delamination. Some change in color and some shrinkage were ob-served in the case of Krystalflex PE 429 encapsulated modules. New testsshould be executed to further examine these findings.With a focus on wearability, the achieved realizations of textile integratedstretchable electronics are doing very well. Technological developments haveresulted in lightweight stretchable modules that can be used in clothing with-out compromising user comfort. The change in stretchability they cause are inthe same range of changes introduced by typical color prints in todays textileproducts.
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4Interconnecting stretchable modules
4.1 Introduction
InterconnectionDesign
• Signal type• Communication speed• Distance• Module position• Wire location
Interconnectionproperties• Electrical• Physical
Figure 4.1: Chapter overview.
All electronic components must be interconnected and assembled to form afunctional and operating system. The electrical interconnections in a systemcan be assigned to different levels of interconnection. At the lowest level, theinterconnections are found inside the plastic packages of active and passivecomponents. One level higher these components are interconnected with eachother at board level by the copper tracks in the stretchable modules. In Chap-ter 2 it was explained that these interconnections are routed straight ontothe flexible functional islands and have a meander shape at the stretchable
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zones. It was explained how the stretchable modules can be integrated withfabrics in Chapter 3. It is possible that a certain application requires multiplestretchable modules, distributed at different positions on a textile. This en-sures that interconnection at module level may be necessary. In this chapterwe describe how the textile integrated electronic modules can be intercon-nected with each other. These same techniques can also be used to connectstretchable modules with conductive textile elements, like for example textilesensors, heating elements, antennas, etc.
4.2 Requirements for the interconnection
Interconnection requirements can differ a lot and are dictated by elements likesystem function and the operating parameters of the system (e.g. clock speeds,power consumption, operating environment). Table 4.1 lists the three main rea-sons why an interconnection to another element outside a fully encapsulatedstretchable module may be needed. Without trying to be complete, some im-portant parameters for the determination of the interconnection requirementsare given for each category.
Reason for the interconnection: Important parametersPower distribution Maximum current and voltage, allowedvoltage drop, voltage stabilitySignal transmission Analog or digital, frequency (speed),rise time, impedance, noise budgetInterconnect with conductive textile element Type of the textile element
Table 4.1: Categorization of the different reasons to establish an interconnection witha textile integrated stretchable module.
Probably the most common reason why an interconnection is required isthe power distribution for the stretchable modules. In practice, this is forexample the interconnection between a battery and a module. An adequatepower distribution is needed to ensure an efficient, low-resistance flow ofcurrent. The resistance of the electrical conductor that provides the inter-connection should be as low as possible to limit the voltage drop across theconductor. The DC resistance of the conductor depends upon the conductor’slength, cross-sectional area, type of material, and temperature. The longerthe conductor, the more of the voltage is ’lost’ (unavailable to the load), dueto the voltage drop developed across the resistance of the conductor. Thisimplies that the overall product layout may influence the interconnection re-quirements. During the design phase the specific locations of the modules inthe textile product are defined. Together with the provided space to route the
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intermodular interconnection, this will define the length of the interconnection.The longer the interconnection becomes, the higher the constraints will be onthe material type and cross-sectional area of the interconnection, in order tostay below the maximum allowed voltage drop. Also the maximum load currentis an important parameter, because when this increases, the voltage drop inthe supply conductor also increases.Signal transmission between different stretchable modules will be in mostcases over a digital bus, because of the modular system approach. In casethe module is interconnected with for example a textile sensor or a textile an-tenna, the signals are more likely to be analog. As is the case for the powerdistribution, also in case of signal transmission, the electrical properties of theinterconnects are of great importance. Careful design of the interconnection isnecessary to maintain signal integrity and thus avoiding problems related totiming, noise and electromagnetic interference. To do so one needs to under-stand how the physical design of the interconnections might influence signalintegrity. An interesting read on this topic is the book ’Signal and Power In-tegrity - Simplified’ by Eric Bogatin [1]. This book brings together techniquesfor finding, fixing, and avoiding signal integrity problems in designs. It em-phasizes intuitive understanding, practical tools, and engineering disciplinerather than concentrating on theoretical derivation and mathematical rigor.For analog signals, an important technical factor is the frequency of thesignals. Maintaining good signal integrity becomes more challenging withincreasing speed. Also here the length of the interconnection plays an impor-tant role. The signal propagation over the interconnection, the so-called timeof flight, is directly proportional to the length of the conductors and must bekept short to ensure the optimal electrical performance of a system operatingat high speeds. If the wavelength λ of a sinusoidal signal is in the same orderas the length l of the interconnection, the energy tends to radiate off the con-ductor as radio waves, causing power losses. In that case the interconnectionsmust have good transmission line characteristics to minimize signal losses anddistortion. As a rule of thumb, transmission line effects should be taken intoaccount if l > λ10 . For a sine wave signal of 300MHz and assuming that ittravels at the speed of light, this is the case if the length becomes larger than10cm.For digital signals, an additional important parameter, next to the fre-quency of the signal, is the rise time. Signal integrity effects begin to beimportant when the rise time of the signal is very short compared to the timedelay of the transmission line. For most electronic products, this is for risetimes shorter than about 1 ns. In most digital signals, the time allocated tothe rise time is about 10% of the clock period. This ensures that, when theclock frequency is 100 MHz, the rise time is roughly 1 nsec. But even if theclock frequency is low, there is still the danger of shorter rise times as a direct
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consequence of the chip technology. As all fabs migrate to lower-cost, finer-feature processes, all fabricated chips will have shorter rise times. Ironically,the lowest-cost chips will always have ever-shorter rise times, even if they donot need it for the specific application.In general, to keep signal-integrity problems at a minimum, the lowestclock frequency and longest edge rate should be used. Possible distortion ofa signal traveling over an interconnect will not only depend on the propertiesof the signal, like frequency and rise time, but also on the electrical propertiesof the interconnection itself. The impedance of the interconnection, which isdefined as the ratio of the voltage to the current, will determine all signalintegrity effects. The instantaneous impedance a signal sees as it propagatesdown the line is dependent on the geometry and material properties of theinterconnect. One of the goals in designing for optimized signal integrity isto design all interconnects as uniform transmission lines and to minimize thelength of all non-uniform transmission lines. While this is common practice andwell described for interconnects in PCB designs, the electrical characteristicsfor textile based interconnections might be totally different.
4.3 Textile based conductive interconnections.
Creating a list of all different interconnection possibilities, used to form a sys-tem of electronic components which are found in today’s electronic products,would almost be an endless job to do. Different types of interconnectionsare possible, dependent on the level of interconnection. At the level of boardto board interconnections or intermodular interconnections, a variety of typesmay be used including board-to-board and wire/cable-to-board. Subsystemsmay be interconnected at this level using different cable and connector con-figurations. While these interconnection types are robust and mature enoughto be used in a wide range of existing electronic products, the story for textilebased electrical interconnections is totally different. Figure 4.2 categorizesdifferent techniques, found in literature or commercially available textile prod-ucts, that could be used to establish conductive intermodular interconnectionsbased on textile solutions. Some short comments on these conductive textileinterconnections are given in this section.Keeping overall product manufacturability in mind, it is interesting to cat-egorize the different textile techniques by the level at which the interconnectsare introduced. In principle, the introduction of the interconnects can be doneat 3 levels:• Via the intrinsic textile manufacturing process• Via the textile finishing process• Via the textile confection process
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Figure 4.2: Conductive interconnections in textiles.
4.3.1 Interconnections at the intrinsic textile manufacturingprocess.
At this level the conductivity is already added during the manufacturing ofthe basic textile substrate. Typically conductive yarns are introduced whileknitting or weaving the fabric. The number of conductive ‘tracks’ and theirlocation in the fabric will depend on the used knitting or weaving process,providing different possibilities. Besides the selected process or technique,also the type of conductive yarn provides an additional degree of freedom.Conductivity can be established with different yarn types, including metal
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yarns (100% pure metal, e.g. a pure Ag yarn), hybrid yarns (metal twistedyarns or for example PET fibre spun with inox fibre) or coated yarns (e.g.PES yarn with Ag cladding). It is important that the yarns are strong andflexible enough to withstand the weaving and knitting process and are reliableenough to ensure functionality during product life. Today, different conductiveyarns are commercially available:The metal yarn shown in Figure 4.2 is a multifilament conductive stainlesssteel yarn produced by Bekaert and sold under the trade name Bekinox. Theirmain application is found in the field of electromagnetic shielding textiles,where the conductive yarns provide a high level of electromagnetic shielding[4]. The knitted fabric in Figure 4.2 is a fabric produced by Heathcoat fabrics[2] and probably contains multifilament stainless steel yarns (picture was foundon the do it yourself site ‘How to get what you want’ [13], no info was foundon the yarn type). Another popular type of metal yarn, used for clothingin shielding applications, is the Textile Wire (TW) developed by ElektrisolaFeindraht AG. The core of the TW is a single metal wire and is chosen fromvarious pure metals and alloys. The outermost layer of the TW is an enamelcoating, which works as an insulation for the bare wire [14]. The picture ofthe woven fabric in Figure 4.2 shows an example of a fabric with pure metalwires as conductors. This fabric is produced by Sefar, under the name ofPowerMatrix [3]. PowerMatrix is a hybrid fabric consisting of PET, metal andmarker monofilaments in warp and weft. The metal wires have a thin polymercoating to serve as insulation. This type of conductive fabric was used as asubstrate to build electronic circuits as was published by Locher and Troster[15]. Their process involves: point by point selective removal of the yarncoating by laser ablation; cutting and joining (named as textile via’s) of theconductive yarns to create tracks made up of yarn segments in warp and weftdirection; placement of rigid interposers with electrical components onto theopened conductive yarns. Interesting is that they also evaluated electricalproperties of transmission lines and interconnections using this woven fabric.The fabric allows transmission line configurations with controlled impedancesaround 250Ω and with flat frequency response up to 2 GHz (length of the linewas 15cm). Introducing the textile via’s lowered the flat frequency responseto 600MHz.The hybrid yarn in Figure 4.2 is a PES yarn that was twisted with onecopper thread (diameter 40µm). The copper threads are insulated with apolyesterimide coating. This yarn was used in a publication by Cottet et al.,in which they also presented results on the electrical characterization of textiletransmission lines [5]. They achieved characteristic impedances between 120Ωand 320Ω. These transmission lines could be used for frequencies up to 1.2GHz and 120 MHz with the maximal lengths of 10 and 100 cm, respectively.Furthermore, by using this type of yarn, the copper wire locations are not
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precisely defined within the woven fabric because of their helical path aroundthe yarn. This makes it more difficult to make interconnections with the copperwire.A third type of conductive yarn consists of metal coated yarns. The picturein Figure 4.2 shows the crossection of a silver-coated nylon yarn produced byStatex under the trade name of SHIELDEX [6].
While it is currently possible to use these different types of conductiveyarns at the level of manufacturing by knitting or weaving, it is importantto know the limitations if they are used for interconnection technology inelectronics:
• Fixed structure: Introducing the conductive yarns/tracks at manufactur-ing level implies that the conductive interconnections in the fabric havefixed positions in the fabric structure. For woven fabrics the tracks canonly be parallel in vertical or horizontal direction (warp and weft). Forknitted fabrics the routing of the conductors has a bit more freedom, butis still limited by the positions of the yarns in the knitted fabric struc-ture. The predetermined yarn positions in woven and knitted fabricsputs also constraints on the achievable pitches between the conductors.• Tolerances: Generally speaking, the tolerances on yarn dimensions andpositions in a knitted or woven fabric are a lot larger than those foundin typical technologies for electronic components and products. Thevariations in the fabric are caused by the deformability of textile ma-terials and degrees of freedom during the manufacturing processes. Atthe level of fibers and yarns there are for example variations of diam-eters and densities (along a thread but also from thread to thread).At the level of fabrics, for example, the distance between yarns varies.As textile material has viscoelastic behavior, inner tensions relieve overtime and geometry may change. As an example, Cottet et al. have re-ported wire spacing variations of ±6.7% on yarns with 481µm spacing(σ = 32.2µm) in their paper [5]. These variations must be taken intoaccount when an interconnection is made between the conductors in thefabric and electronic interposers or modules. They also have an impacton the electrical characteristics of the textile based interconnections.Dimension variations can put limitations on transmission lines betweenmodules, because impedance matching becomes more difficult.• Conductor length: The actual length of the conductors used for theinterconnections in a fabric will be longer than when a straight point topoint interconnection would be used. The wires in a woven fabric followa wavy pattern, so that the actual length increases. For knitted fabricsthe effective length of the conductors will be even larger, because of the
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many loops in the fabric structure. Also the yarn type will play a rolehere. The effective length of the conductor in a hybrid metal twisted yarnwill be longer than the effective length of a straight monofilament yarnbecause of the helical path of the conductor in the hybrid yarn. As theDC resistance of the conductors increases with the length, this shouldbe taken into account when designing interconnections in textiles.• Insulation: Dependent on the application, the conductors used shouldeither have insulation or not. Whenever conductors are crossing, as canbe the case in woven fabrics if orthogonal tracks are used, insulation isnecessary. Due to the fact the conductors are introduced at the fabri-cation level, a technique is required to selectively remove the insulationin order to make electrical contact with the conductive yarns.• Fabric to fabric connection: If the final textile product is made from dif-ferent pieces of fabric and an interconnection should run from one fabricto the other, fabric to fabric connection of the conductors becomes neces-sary. This can be particularly difficult because the conductor positionsare fixed in the fabric and proper alignment can be a challenge.
Dependent on the application, the introduction of conductive interconnec-tions at the intrinsic textile manufacturing process can be a good or a badchoice. In my opinion it is for example a bad idea to use the PowerMatrix asa circuit substrate as was done in the work of Locher and Troster [15]. Theproblem with this approach can be noticed in the graphical representation oftheir technology (see Figure 4.3).
Pads
Interconnect Cut wires
Wire grid
IC1
IC2
Figure 4.3: Electrical components interconnected via the wire grid in the fabric(polyester threads omitted) [15].
This approach needs a lot of wire cuts and textile interconnections if youwant to do the routing of all signals in a real circuit. Even for the three routedsignals in the drawing, one needs already 14 wire cuts and 7 interconnectionpoints that require selective laser ablation to create them. The complexity ofthe circuit will also be limited because only orthogonal wire segments, which
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are fixed in position, can be used to perform the signal routing. On the otherhand, their technology developments are interesting and could be used if moremodularity would be introduced into the system. This is exactly what we havetried to accomplish with the presented stretchable technology for textiles inthis PhD. If an overall distributed system is designed using sub-assembliesof stretchable modules, the textile routing problems can be reduced and lim-ited. This means that most interconnections between electrical componentsat board level stay within the modules. Only a small amount of intermod-ular interconnections are needed then among the modules to provide dataexchange and power distribution. In that case the woven PowerMatrix couldbe used, together with the techniques described by Locher and Troster, tointerconnect stretchable modules with each other. Doing so would serve awider range of applications. A concept drawing is given in Figure 4.4. Thedifferent stretchable modules are made up of several functional islands, whichare interconnected with each other by stretchable interconnections as wasdescribed before (section 2.1). Contact paths at the back of the module, whichhave the same spacing as the conductors in the wire grid, are then used forthe textile-based interconnection. As most of the signal routing is kept in-side the stretchable modules (where there is also more routing freedom), thenumber of textile based interconnections can be limited. As a sidenote, notethat the electronic components in the SMI technology are already protectedand insulated by the used encapsulant, whereas the direct mounting of elec-tronic components onto textile may induce reliability issues if no additionalmechanical protection is provided.
Wire grid
Stretchable modules
Functional islands
Textile interconnections
Stretchable interconnection
Figure 4.4: Stretchable modules interconnected via the wire grid in the fabric (conceptdrawing). A higher level of circuit complexity is possible using this modular approach.
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4.3.2 Interconnections at the textile finishing process.
Conductivity in textiles can also be introduced during the textile finishing pro-cess. A first method is to coat/plate the entire fabric with a certain metal (e.g.silver, copper/nickel). A wide range of different metalized fabrics is commer-cially available and their main application field is found in EMI shielding (e.g.produced by: Statex [7, 16]; LessEmf [17]). As these fabrics are conductiveover the whole surface, they are not really suited to establish interconnec-tions. However they are used a lot in research on different types of textilebased patch antennas [18, 19, 20, 21],etc. In this application field the metal-ized fabrics are cut into shape and used as ground plane and antenna patchin an antenna assembly. The metallic plating of fabrics could be used fortextile based interconnections if the plating would be done selectively. Li etal. have published a method to construct frequency selective surfaces ontofabrics, based on selective electroless plating of PET fabrics [22]. Similarselective plating techniques could be used to pattern conductive tracks ontofabrics, which might be used as textile interconnections. Another possibilitycould be to start from the completely metalized fabrics and to structure themby etching, as is done in PCB manufacturing. An example of such a processwas found in an online instructable of the MIT Media Lab [23]. In general,attention should be given to the preservation of conductivity of the platedmetal layer during use or cleaning processes. Cho et al. did a study on theapplication of PU-sealing onto Cu/Ni electroless plated polyester fabrics [24].They have shown that the electrical durability of their untreated fabrics is notenough to be used as textile conductors. Whereas the unsealed fabrics hada significant increase in resistance after a first washing cycle (5 to 9 timeshigher), the fabrics sealed on both sides with PU tape had a doubling of theresistance after 10 washing cycles.A second method to create textile based interconnections at the level oftextile finishing is based on screen printing. The example of a screen printedconductive pattern, depicted in Figure 4.2, was published by Kim et al. [25].In this work they presented a healthcare monitor chip which was integratedon what they named a Planar Fashionable Circuit Board. The chip was wirebonded to the screen printed electrodes and thereafter overmolded as is il-lustrated in Figure 4.5. They also used the screen printed patterns for acapacitive based moisture sensor and LED-display in their system. In morerecent work on this technology, Kim et al. published the electrical charac-terizations of these screen printed structures [8]. A silver based conductiveink was screen printed on different fabric types. Minimum track widths of200µm, with a thickness of 10µm were obtained. Printed signal transmissionlines were used to investigate DC resistance, AC impedance and maximal sig-nal frequency. Characteristic impedances were between 180Ω and 230Ω, and
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they observed a 3-dB bandthwidth of 80MHz. The feasibility of this methodwill mainly depend on the conductivity and mechanical properties of the usedink. They reported for example a DC resistance of 4.6Ω for a trace width of1mm, length of 2cm and a thickness of 10µm. This resistance might be toohigh in case of long interconnections. Especially if it is compared to the typ-ical DC resistance (R) of a copper trace with same dimensions, which wouldbe about 34mΩ (R=resistivitycopper*length/(width*thickness)). With regard tothe endurance of the printed tracks, they reported an increase in DC resis-tance up to 40 times or even loss in conductivity after washing the samplesabout 20 times. As was the case in the selective plating method describedbefore, a passivation of the tracks improved the washing endurance. With thepassivation material coated, the variation of the resistance values was lessthan 2 times that of their original value after 50 washes.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.5: Healthcare monitor chip integrated on a Planar Fashionable Circuit Board.(a) Chip wirebonded to screenprinted pattern. (b) Molded package. (Pictures from [8])
As a third method, digital printing of conductive materials could be used tomake interconnections at the textile finishing level. Just like screen printing,this method can print in a selective way conductive materials onto a fabric. Thedifference lies in the method of applying. In digital printing a digitized patternis directly printed to the substrate, without the need for a specially madescreen as is the case in screen printing. This makes it a more flexible method,with a shorter and less expensive turn around time. The picture in Figure 4.2is an example of the direct metal printing process developed by TNO [9]. Theirprocess uses inkjet printing technology to print conductive copper tracks onvarious substrates. As is illustrated in the picture, this technology can be usedto print conductive copper tracks onto fabrics. An additional advantage of thisflexible method is the possibility to print on surfaces with height differences.This can be made possible by moving the printing head up and down duringprinting. Also for this method it is likely that the tracks should be passivated,to improve their durability under cyclic mechanical loading.
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4.3.3 Interconnections at the confection process.At last, we can consider to introduce interconnections during the textile con-fection process. A first method is to use electrical wiring that is standardlyused in electronic products (i.e. wires, cables, ribbons). These types of in-terconnections can be fixed at several positions on the textile by stitches, orintegrated into the textile by sewing them into a piping. The picture in Figure4.6 illustrates the piping of electrical wires into textiles.
Figure 4.6: Electrical wires in a piping. (picture from [26])
An obvious advantage of this method is that one can rely on the well-knownproperties of the used electrical wiring. As a trade-off, the fabric becomesstiffer at the position of the cables (this will depend on the type of wiring).For that reason it is important to route the wires through the textile productat well thought out positions. The RGB (red green blue) color matrix that wasintegrated into a jacket (presented in section 6.4) made use of this methodto establish the interconnection between the battery and the display. In thisdesign, the power wires were integrated into the turquoise pipings of thejacket and were positioned such that there was no hindrance during wearing.The pipings were running from the battery pack at the back, over the shoulder,to the display at the front. The locations of the pipings are visible in Figure4.7 as the turquoise lines in the technical drawings of the textile design.
piping
front back
Figure 4.7: Locations of the pipings in the jacket. The pipings were used to route theelectrical wiring in the jacket.
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Besides traditional electrical wiring, also textile based wiring can be used.Typical wiring solutions in this second method for interconnection at the textileconfection process are for example conductive textile ribbons as the one shownin Figure 4.2. These textile ribbons are well suited for sewing into garmentsas conductors between electronic units. They are more flexible than standardribbons used in electronics and are a closer match to textile products becauseof their textile construction. Conductive yarns are integrated during weaving orknitting of the ribbons. This is similar as the introduction of conductive yarnsat the intrinsic textile manufacturing level described before. The same types ofconductive yarns can be used, but are in this case running in a single directionalong the length of the ribbon. Instead of using the fabrics as an electronicsubstrate, they are used as ribbons for interconnection and are introducedat the end of the production chain when the textile product is assembled.Different types of ribbons are commercially available and produced by forexample, Ohmatex [11] or Fabrick.it [27]. Figure 4.8 shows an interconnectionexample of the Fabrick.it ribbon to different electronic modules.
Battery Connection Snaps
LED
Ribbon
Recharge
Figure 4.8: 3-wire conductive fabric ribbon from Fabrickit, connected to several elec-tronic modules. (picture from [27])
The last interconnection method at the textile finishing process involvesembroidery of conductive yarns. Interconnections between electronic modulescan be formed by employing a CNC embroidery machine using conductiveyarns. Also in this case different yarn types can be used. As was the case withthe digital metal printing method described before, embroidery of conductiveyarns on textile substrates is a very attractive approach due to the freedom ofcircuit design and ease of fabrication. The embroidery example given in Figure4.2 was published by Roh et al. [12]. They realized and characterized circularand square spiral inductors that were embroidered on a textile substrate.The inductance, self-resonance frequency and quality factor were investigated
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under three different environments, i.e. in free space, on a human body, andwith a metal fabric ground plane. The embroidered inductors showed the sameinductive behavior as general conventional inductors. Looking to the shapeof the conductors, it is clear that such conductor patterns are only possiblewhen methods with enough freedom are used. Considering the various definedcategories, these methods would be the selective plating, screen printing,digital printing and embroidery. An example where embroidery of conductiveyarns was used to establish interconnections between FCBs is given in Figure4.9 and was published by Linz et al. [28].
Figure 4.9: Flexible electronic module connected with conductive yarn by embroidery.(picture from [28])
An interesting feature of this embroidery technique is that the intercon-nection among the modules and the electrical connection between the yarnand the flexible circuit are made in one process step. The connection is madeby stitching through the conductive pads on the flexible circuit boards. Linzet al. investigated the reliability of such embroidered connections and devel-oped a theoretical model of the contact mechanism underlying embroideredcontacts [29]. Based on this model, potential failure mechanisms were iden-tified and the model was validated using embroidered test samples. Theyconcluded that embroidered contacts are not reliable intrinsically - at leastnot with conductive embroidery yarns available today. To improve the reli-ability they encapsulated the embroidered contacts to preserve the contactduring temperature cycling and washing.
4.3.4 Usability and design freedom as selection criteria of atextile based interconnection method.Choosing an appropriate interconnection method to be used in a certain prod-uct depends a lot on the application and the interconnection requirements.Different aspects related to the design and manufacturing of the product shouldbe taken into account in order to select the right interconnection method. The
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main purpose of the interconnection is to provide an electrical path betweendifferent electrical components or modules so that signals can propagate overthem with good signal integrity or a stable power network can be provided.This will determine if a certain interconnection method is usable or not. Forthat reason the first thing to ask in selecting a method should be: What doI need in terms of electrical characteristics for the interconnection? Basedon this question a first selection of methods and materials can be made andevaluated by electrical characterization. The next decisions will be based onthe overall product design. This will determine the design freedom needed toestablish the different interconnections between the electrical components ormodules. Together with product design, also the production chain is of greatimportance. This will determine at what production level the interconnectionscan be introduced. Dependent on the complexity of the product or circuit, a mixof different interconnection methods might be deployed to cover the differentinterconnection needs.With this simple decision process in mind it is easy to understand whycertain interconnection methods are more popular or more found in existingsmart textile products or in application oriented research on smart textiles. Inthese cases all aspects of the interconnection method have to be addressedto provide a good solution. If the electrical properties of the interconnectionsare not sufficient, you can not build a working system and if you can notmanufacture it, you have no product. Most of todays smart textile products useinterconnection methods that introduce the interconnections at the end of theproduct chain, at what we call the textile confection level. Why? Well, becausethis level has the highest degree of freedom to select conductor materialsand topologies to provide a working solution. We could say that the laterthe electronics or interconnects are introduced in the production chain, themore the design freedom increases and the overall manufacturing problemsare reduced. This is summarized in Figure 4.10.
Intrisic textile manufacturing process
Textile finishing process
Textile confection processDesign freedom& ease of use
Figure 4.10: The later the interconnections are introduced in the textile product chain,the higher the design freedom.
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Note that this same reasoning was used to come to the solution of thetextile integrable stretchable electronic modules. It was chosen to producethe stretchable modules in a process close to PCB processing and totallydecoupled from textile processes. The stretchable modules are introduced(and eventually interconnected) as late as possible in the production chain ofthe textile product, using simple joining methods. This avoids manufacturingdifficulties as much as possible and is still able to allow a diversity of workingsolutions. Like Albert Einstein once said... "Make everything as simple aspossible, but not simpler".
4.4 Interconnection of textile integrated modules.
It would be too much work for this PhD to investigate solutions for the con-nection between the stretchable modules and all the previously mentionedtextile based interconnection methods. Therefore a more general approachwas followed. The goal was to determine the basic features needed to realizethe different connection possibilities. Later on these principles can be fur-ther developed and optimized for specific cases in projects or in a PhD studyon this interconnection topic. Some interconnection methods were exploredalready to illustrate the principles. They will be presented during this dis-cussion. A stretchable module consists of an entirely enclosed encapsulation,so a way to access contact pads in the module is needed. The first way is tocreate an opening in the encapsulation in order to make contact with a padin the module. An opening can be made at the top side of the module or atthe bottom side. A second way to provide contact with the module is to letthe contacts come out of the module. With these two access methods imple-mented, it should be possible to find solutions for the connection between thestretchable modules and all the different textile based interconnection meth-ods. Figure 4.11 illustrates the different connection possibilities. The dotsrepresent the connections, and can be realized by using soldering, conduc-tive glues, embroidery, crimping, connectors, wire bonding, etc. to make thecontact. An explanation of the different options is given below:
(a) Openings to contact pads are made in the top encapsulation of the module.The top side of the module is considered as the side where the componentsare mounted. The bottom side of the module is attached to the textile, sothe contacts are facing away from the textile. This case is well suited toprovide an interconnection solution for the textile based interconnectionmethods that were categorized as interconnections at the textile confectionprocess.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
Figure 4.11: Connection possibilities from module to textile interconnections.
(b) Here the openings are also made in the top encapsulation of the moduleas was the case in (a). But now the module is flipped up side down andbonded to the textile with the top side. Hereby, the contacts are facingdown to the textile. This case is well suited to provide an interconnectionsolution in case the conductors are already in or on the textile at themoment of module placement. This is true for the textile based intercon-nection methods at the level of textile manufacturing and textile finishing.This can also be true for the methods at the confection level when theseare established prior to module placement. Note that the drawing of thisconnection possibility shows that by flipping the module it is possible tobond the module only locally to the textile. The idea behind this is that ingeneral the electrical components on the functional islands will make thetop encapsulation of the module locally thicker. Between the functional is-lands, we have stretchable interconnections with an encapsulation as thinas possible to provide good stretchability. If this part of the module is notattached to the textile it remains freestanding and can stretch freely andthus preserve the stretchability as much as possible. This same principlecould also be applied when the module is bonded with the bottom sideto the textile. But then thickness should be added locally at the bottomencapsulation to provide studs that bond with the textile. Alternativelythe bond between a flat bottom encapsulation and the textile could alsobe made at selective positions.
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(c) Instead of creating openings to contact pads in the top encapsulation,openings can also be made in the bottom encapsulation. To do so, thefunctional islands of the module should have contact pads at the bottomside. This can be realized by using a double sided flex in the laserstructuring process that was presented in section 2.3.2. When the moduleis bonded with the bottom side to the textile, the contact pads are facingdown to the textile, which is similar to possibility (b).
(d) Here the module with the openings at the bottom side of the encapsulationis flipped upside down to bond to the textile. In this case the contact padsare facing away from the textile, which is similar to possibility (a).
(e) The stretchable module can be encapsulated in a way that the contactsstick out of the module. A flexible functional island can be extended sothat it comes out of the encapsulation. When double sided islands areconsidered, the contact pads can be at the top or bottom side of the flex.
(f ) This interconnection possibility is the same as the one in (e), but here themodule is flipped and bonded with the side of the top encapsulation tothe textile. Again, the interconnection pads can be at both sides.
4.4.1 Implementation of connection possibilitiescases (e) and (f)The implementation of cases (e) and (f) is straight forward. When the encap-sulation is done by liquid injection molding, a flexible island (or e.g. wires ora ribbon) should extend the mold cavity, so it ends up out of the encapsulation.For example, the power wires coming out of the encapsulation of the 7x8 LEDmatrix (see section 6.2) are an implementation of interconnection possibility(e). Figure 4.12 shows a picture of this implementation.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.12: Power interconnecion of the 7x8 LED matrix: (a) power wires solderedprior to encapsulation. (b) result after encapsulation.
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Wires were soldered to the contact pads on the functional island, priorto injection molding. Slots in the mold were foreseen so the wires extendedthe mold cavity. A connector was added to the power wires. After textileintegration the connection was made to electric wires that were routed in thetextile (at confection level).Similar techniques could be used in case of encapsulation by lamination.It is also possible to mask contact pads with a tape, prior to lamination. Afterlamination the encapsulant sticks to the tape, which can be peeled from thecontact pads to free them up. This was done to solder the power wires tothe stretchable LED array (see section 6.1) that was encapsulated by TPUlamination (see Figure 4.13). This is also an implementation of possibility (e),in which the flex with connection pads protrudes out of the encapsulation.
Figure 4.13: Power interconnection of the LED array: Contact pads are coming out ofthe TPU encapsulation.cases (a) to (d)The implementation of cases (a) to (d) requires openings in the encapsulation,making their implementation equal in that sense. One possibility to createthese openings could be to laser ablate holes in the encapsulation at the loca-tion of the contact pads. An ablation method like this was not investigated inthis PhD as it is dependent on properties like the encapsulation material andits thickness above the pads. Instead it was attempted to create the openingsduring the encapsulation step, so that a process to create openings after theencapsulation is not necessary. The method used to create the openings isdifferent depending on the type of encapsulation process, i.e. by liquid in-jection molding or by lamination. In the case of liquid injection molding, thecreation of the openings at the encapsulation step was discussed in section2.4. Enough clamping force of the mold onto the contact pads was requiredto keep the pads free from encapsulant. This was made possible in a labenvironment, using two PMMA mold halves which were held together usingscrews at the side and additional clamps in the middle. In order to illustratethe possibilities of making openings in the encapsulation during the moldingstep, the blinking LED modules were designed (see Figure 4.14). The shapeof the opening to the contact pad is determined by the mold shape.
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The different shapes that were included in the design are highlighted inFigure 4.14. Cable slots with different shapes were used to demonstrate thepossibilities of this molding technique.
PDMS openingscontact
open zones
Figure 4.14: Indication of the different types of openings in the PDMS encapsulationof the blinking LED modules. Openings were created to access contact pads and torealize open zones in the center of the module at locations without functionality.
The pictures in Figure 4.15 are details of some of the openings in therealization of the blinking LED modules.
Figure 4.15: Blinking LED openings to the contact pads.
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The power wires in the left picture of Figure 4.15 were placed and solderedto the contact pads of the module after the module was placed onto the fabric.The right picture shows openings to contact pads and open zones in the moldedencapsulation that were included in the design for testing purposes. Becausethe openings were made in the top encapsulation and are facing away fromthe textile, this is an implementation of connection possibility (a).Another implementation of possibility (a) was used to examine the feasi-bility of interconnecting stretchable modules with an embroidered conductiveyarn. A general view of the test circuit is depicted in Figure 4.16 and a detailof the center pad is shown in Figure 4.17 (left).
Figure 4.16: Embroidered conductive yarn, connected to pads in a stretchable module.
Figure 4.17: Detail of the center pad opening (left) and an embroidered contact (right).
Openings in the PDMS top encapsulation were foreseen to provide accessto the contact pad surface onto which an embroidered connection could bemade. The diameter of the star-formed structure was about 100mm and thecircular copper pads were 10mm in diameter. The detailed photograph alsoclearly shows the meander shaped stretchable interconnections between the
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pads. In this way the center pad is connected to each of the 8 ’satellite’pads. After stitching this provided an easy way to check continuity of theinterconnections. This test vehicle was attached onto a knitted fabric with thecontact pads facing away from the textile.The embroidered connection was realized by Centexbel, a Belgian TextileResearch Centre [30]. A silver coated polyamide yarn (Shieldex 235 f34 dtex2 ply) was sewn forward in the direction of the pad, then through the pad andfinally continuing away from the pad. Zig zag sewing was used to prevent thereduction of stretchability of the knitted fabric as much as possible. A detailof the connection is shown in Figure 4.17 (right). Several stitches through thecontact pad were made to have sufficient contact area between the conductiveyarn and the copper pad. Note that it was possible to stitch through thePDMS encapsulation, from the side of the module to the contact pad, locatedabout a centimeter away from the border.To protect the connections, they could be encapsulated. The goal of contactencapsulation is then to increase the reliability of the connection. Figure 4.18depicts how the openings in the modules were filled with PDMS for protection.
Figure 4.18: Contact openings in the modules filled with PDMS to protect the contacts.
The creation of openings, using encapsulation by lamination, was not in-vestigated in this PhD. However, Figure 4.19 illustrates how this could bemade possible. The encapsulation step would start from a sheet of the ther-moplastic material, using the same lamination steps as presented in Figure2.24 in section 2.4.2. But now openings would be punched in the sheet at thelocations where openings to the contacts are desired. The picture illustrateshow the sheet and the stretchable circuit are placed in the lamination stack.Note that this stack is drawn ’up side down’ compared to what was presentedin Figure 2.24. The thermoplastic sheet is placed at the bottom because thelamination requires preheating of the thermoplastic material, prior to pressingit onto the stretchable circuit. This is done in order to soften the materialso that it can deform around the components. If the sheet would be placedat the top, it could come down because of gravity and possibly flow onto the
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contact pads. The key to create the openings in the encapsulated module isto design the surface of the lamination plate so that the encapsulant does notflow onto the pads during lamination. To do so, the plate should stick throughthe punched openings in the sheet so that it closes on the contact pads. Assaid before, this was not tested yet, but could be a feasible way to implementthe creation of contact openings in modules encapsulated by lamination.
pad component
closed
thermoplastic sheet
punched opening
contact opening
Figure 4.19: Concept to create contact openings in a thermoplastic encapsulatedstretchable module during the lamination step.
In preceding sections, only examples of connection possibilities were shownwith contact pads facing away from the textile. The main reason is that itwas sufficient to connect the modules designed in this PhD with standardsoldered wires that were integrated in textiles. In all demonstrators theseconnections were needed to provide power to the used modules. Soldering andthe embroidery of conductive yarns were used to make the connections in thepresented examples. The implementation of this was easy, by using moduleson textile with opened contact pads facing away from the textile. Implementingconnection possibilities (b) and (c) of Figure 4.11, with contact pads facingdown to the textile, requires the same encapsulation techniques to realizethe modules containing the openings. However, the connection itself betweenthe contact pad in the module and the textile based interconnection can be agreater challenge. This is because the connection is hidden underneath themodule. The realization of this type of interconnection is at the time of writingunder investigation in the frame of the Pasta [31] and Place-it [32] projects.
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4.5 Conclusions
Various reasons can imply that interconnections with stretchable modules arerequired. Probably the most common reason is the power distribution for thestretchable modules. Other reasons include the signal transmission betweendifferent modules and the interconnection of modules with conductive textileelements (e.g. textile sensor, textile antenna). In all cases the interconnectionprovides an electrical path between different electrical elements. Thereforethe electrical characteristics of the interconnection are of major importance.
Different textile based interconnection methods exist or are currently underdevelopment. We have categorized them according to the level at which theyare introduced during textile manufacturing: Via the intrinsic textile manu-facturing process, via the textile finishing process, via the textile confectionprocess. The later the electronics or interconnects are introduced into theproduction chain, the more the design freedom increases and the overall man-ufacturing problems are reduced. In most of the cases this is at the cost of alowered integration level.
In order to connect the stretchable modules with a certain textile basedinterconnection method, one should be able to make contact with contact padsof the module. We discussed the different connection possibilities from moduleto textile interconnections. These possibilities are all based on the creationof openings in the modules or on contacts that protrude out of the module.Different implementations of some of the proposed connection possibilitieswere presented.
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5Washability of textile integratedelectronics
5.1 Introduction
• Meanders• Component contacts• Transition zones between rigid, flex and stretch• Interconnections
Washability
Water resistance
WatertestSalt
Soap Time
TemperatureEncapsulant
Bending
CrumplingMechanical forcesStretchingMechanicalReliability
Figure 5.1: Chapter overview.
Previous chapters explained how stretchable modules can be designed,produced, integrated in textile and if required interconnected with other tex-tile integrated modules. Dependent on the final application it is likely that thetextile product needs cleaning during product life. In case the electronic cir-
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cuits are textile integrated in an irreversible way, all the electronic componentsshould be well protected in order to wash or clean the product. One propertyof the stretchable modules is that they are encapsulated in a (stretchable)polymer. It is this property that opens the potential for washability, becausethe encapsulant acts as a conformal coating to protect the electronics againstmoisture and mechanical forces that are introduced during typical cleaningprocesses. In general, it can be stated that there are two major challenges toobtain washability for stretchable electronics: Sufficient water resistance andgood mechanical reliability. This is illustrated in Figure 5.1. In this chapterwe will discuss both these washability aspects.An encapsulant should protect the electronics from water during the clean-ing process. This water resistance will depend on factors such as the tem-perature of the water, the type of cleaning agent that is used and the im-mersion/cleaning time. The encapsulant needs to be chemically resistant tothe cleaning agent and also the adhesive layer between the fabric and thestretchable module should survive the several cleaning cycles. Next to beingwater resistant, the stretchable modules should be reliable enough to survivethe physical deformations during the cleaning process. This cleaning processmight induce other deformations than those present during normal productuse. Note that, for example, the meanders are subjected to other movementsthan the uniaxial elongation, typically evaluated in cyclic stretch tests. Dur-ing cleaning in a washing machine they are stressed due to a combinationof stretching, twisting, bending, crumpling... Not only the reliability of themeanders itself but also the reliability of the contacts of the rigid SMD com-ponents on the islands in the stretchable circuit are important. Mechanicalfailure of these interconnections needs to be avoided to ensure proper func-tioning of the device. Other fragile zones in the stretchable circuits are thetransitions between rigid, flexible and stretchable elements in the design, to-gether with the interconnections between different stretchable modules. Thisdiversity of mechanically critical subparts in a stretchable module leads tothe expectation that different mechanical failure modes might be encounteredwhen investigating the cleaning of textile integrated stretchable modules. Inthis chapter we will focus on some of these mechanical failures.
5.2 Test standards
First question to be asked is: How will we test/evaluate the washability ofthe stretchable modules? At the time of writing there are no real standardsavailable for testing the washability of (stretchable, conformable) electroniccircuits. In (reliability) testing, the test should be designed in such a waythat it mimics reality as closely as possible. Therefore, a well suited test is
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to evaluate the modules after they are cleaned in the same way as wouldbe done with the actual product. The eventual cleaning process and thetargeted number of cleaning cycles will depend on the final product and itsrequirements. It is obvious that there will be differences in cleaning processesbetween, for example, an industrial or a medical device or a device for theconsumer market. Typically a textile cleaning standard will be selected toevaluate whether the fabrics that are used in the textile product meet therequirements. This same cleaning standard should be a good candidate to testthe washability of the stretchable modules that are used in the product forwhich the standard applies. Using these standard textile cleaning proceduresin an early phase of the research or product development, will reveal thedifferent failure mechanisms. Given the hostile environment for the electronics,it might be a challenging task to meet the requirements of existing textilecleaning methods. As a general rule in the textile industry, clothing textilesshould be able to endure at least 30 washing cycles to be commercially viable[1]. But again, specific requirements will depend on the targeted application.In this chapter on washability we focus on common water-based laundry.The ISO 6330:2000 standard [2] was selected as it is representative for do-mestic laundry conditions. This standard describes several common washingtests (it even includes a procedure for hand wash, see Table 5.1) at severaldifferent temperatures.More specifically, procedure 5A of ISO 6330:2000 was selected because itseemed to be a good compromise between the cleaning requirements and thetechnical challenges for the development of embedded, stretchable electronics.The details of procedure 5A are:
• The use of a front-loading washing machine (type A) which is mostcommon in Europe (90%)• A washing test at 40◦ C.• Normal agitation during heating, washing and rinsing.• Standard detergents (IEC or ECE which are slightly alkaline (pH ∼10)).
Next to domestic washing, also some industrial washing tests were per-formed. These industrial washing tests are considered as more severe testsas the washing temperature is higher and the washing machine is filled witha higher loading ballast. For industrial washing, procedure ISO 15797:2002was used [3]. This is a standard with industrial washing and finishing pro-cedures for testing of workwear. All standardized cleaning tests, performedduring this PhD, were done at Centexbel (Belgian Textile Research Centre)[4].These cleaning tests were used to evaluate the washing reliability of thestretchable modules as is described in section 5.4.
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5.3 Water resistance
5.3.1 Introduction
As explained in the introduction of this chapter, washability can be split upinto water resistance and mechanical reliability. In this section we will discusswater resistance and the next section (5.4) will be on the mechanical reliability.During washing the stretchable modules are in a mixture of water andsoap. The encapsulant should protect the electronics from this mixture toprevent short circuits and electrical failure of the device. It should be notedthat the level of encapsulation is also determined by the type of application:Should the device be functional in wet environments? (rain, sweat, underwater,...) Should the device function during washing or is it only powered up afterwashing? In this Phd the water resistance of the worst case scenario where thestretchable modules are functional during immersion in a water/soap mixturewas investigated.Evaluating the functionality of an encapsulated electronic circuit that isunder water is not as easy as it seems. It is the goal of this section to informthe reader on problems that may occur when determining water resistance.A measurement method to investigate the water resistance is described andevaluated. The measurement results are used to formulate conclusions on thewater resistance of stretchable electronic modules.
5.3.2 Basic concept of the Water Effect Test (WET).
In order to understand the principle behind the water effect test we first spenda few words on what is called an electrochemical cell (Figure 5.2). Electricalconductivity is the ability of a material to conduct electric current. An electriccurrent results from the motion of electrically charged particles in responseto forces that act on them from an applied electric field. Within most solidmaterials a current arises from the flow of electrons, which is called electronicconduction. In all conductors, semiconductors, and many insulated materialsonly electronic conduction exists, and the electrical conductivity is stronglydependent on the number of electrons available to participate in the conductionprocess. Most metals are extremely good conductors of electricity, becauseof the large number of free electrons that can be excited in an empty andavailable energy state. In water and ionic materials or fluids a net motion ofcharged ions can occur. This phenomenon produces an electric current and iscalled ionic conduction [5].Electrochemistry studies chemical reactions which take place in a solutionat the interface of an electron conductor or electrode (a metal or a semicon-ductor) and an ionic conductor (the electrolyte), and which involve electron
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Anode CathodeElectrons
Oxidation Reduction
Power supply+ -
Figure 5.2: In an electrolytic cell, electrons are forced through the circuit by an externalsource.
transfer between the electrode and the electrolyte or species in solution. Bydefinition an electrochemical cell consists of two electrodes (in our case cop-per) in contact with an electrolyte (in our case water+soap). And finally wecome to the electrolytic cell which is an electrochemical cell in which a non-spontaneous reaction is driven by an external source (Figure 5.2). It will befamiliar from introductory chemistry courses that oxidation is the removal ofelectrons from a species and reduction is the addition of electrons to a species.The electrode at which oxidation occurs is called the anode; the electrode atwhich the reduction occurs is called the cathode. In an electrolytic cell elec-trons have to be withdrawn from the anode because oxidation does not occurspontaneously, and at the cathode there must be a supply of electrons to drivethe reduction. Therefore, in an electrolytic cell the anode is relatively positiveto the cathode. More information on this matter can be found in Atkins bookon physical chemistry [6].In this writing we are not interested in the exact reactions that take placewhen one puts a stretchable electronic module in an electrolyte like wa-ter+soap. But we will use this concept of the electrolytic cell to design ameasurement setup that provides us some information on the level of protec-tion of the encapsulant used around the modules. Two electrically isolatedcopper tracks with a different potential (e.g., a power line) can be consideredas the electrodes of an electrochemical cell.Figure 5.3 shows a detail of the Water Effect Test sample design (WETsample). The WET sample has two closely spaced copper tracks that are
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routed across the sample surface. Total track length is about 1 meter and thepitch is 200 µm (100 µm width, 100 µm spacing). In the ideal case, when thesetracks are unprotected and not placed in water, no current can flow betweenthe two tracks when a voltage is applied. In a real situation, however, therewill always flow a small current between the tracks through some alternatepath. In an electronic circuit this leakage current should be small enoughto ensure proper circuit operation. The threshold to consider the leakagecurrent as acceptable will depend on the circuit itself. When we place theseunprotected tracks in a water/soap mixture a measurable current will flowthrough the circuit, which is the sum of the leakage currents and the currentflow created by the reactions that take place in the electrochemical cell. It islikely that the portion of the total current attributed to the ionic conductionthrough the water will be significantly larger than the original leakage currentobserved before immersion in water. Encapsulating the tracks (like is donein the stretchable modules) should create a physical barrier for the water toavoid the unacceptable increase in current between the tracks.To mimic a stretchable module, the test structure was made on a FCB (18µm copper on 50 µm polyimide). The copper tracks were covered with OSP(Organic Surface Protection) to provide corrosion protection. This FCB wasthen encapsulated with a certain stretchable polymer to evaluate its protection.Evaluation was done by measuring the (leakage) current while the test samplewas immersed in a water soap mixture at a certain temperature.
V Voltagesource
Current measurement +
-
on hotplate
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A
Figure 5.3: WET sample.
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5.3.3 Measurement setup.A schematic drawing of the measurement setup is shown in Figure 5.3. A dishwith the water/soap mixture was placed on a hotplate. In order to preventevaporation of the water during the test, a cover plate was used. The WETsamples were placed in the water through slits in the cover plate. By doingthis, the contact pads of the WET sample are positioned at the other side ofthe cover plate, preventing water condensation onto the contact pads. Figure5.4 shows a picture of eight WET samples hanging in the dish.
Figure 5.4: Water Effect Test setup.
The setup to measure the leakage current was built around a Keithley2400 source meter (SMU) [7]. The SMU sources the voltage and measures thecurrent. A Keithley 7001 switch system [8] with a 7011C quad 1x10 multiplexercard [9] was used to measure multiple samples. Only one of the 4 availablebanks was used to multiplex up to ten WET-samples. The interconnectionscheme between the SMU and the switch system is illustrated in Figure 5.5.A Lab Windows [10] program was written to automate the measurements andto log the data in an excel file. This program was named WET-program.Communication with the equipment was done using GPIB (General PurposeInterface Bus) [11]. A National Instruments GPIB-ENET/100 Ethernet-to-GPIB controller [12] was used to allow communication between the PC andthe measurement setup on an Ethernet-based TCP/IP network.
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Figure 5.5: Schematic drawing of the measurement topology.
A typical WET-measurement cycle contains the following steps:
• The WET-samples are placed through the slits in the cover plate.• The contacts from the WET-samples to the switch system are soldered.• The different parameters (see Table 5.2) for the WET-measurement areconfigured in the WET-program.• The measurement is started and the measured data is displayed andlogged in real time by the WET-program.
In a WET-measurement we want to monitor the leakage current betweenthe tracks of different WET-samples over a certain amount of time. A few pa-rameters need to be defined before starting a measurement. These parametersare listed in Table 5.2.
Parameter [unit]Voltage[Volt] 5Number of channels 8Measure delay [sec.] 1Time between measurements [sec.] 300 (=5min)Number of measurements not fixed
Table 5.2: Measurement parameters of the WET-tests.
The voltage (V) defines the voltage between the tracks of the WET-samples, applied by the voltage source. The number of channels (N) is equalto the amount of WET-samples we want to measure. In the current setup this
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number was limited to ten because only one of the four banks of the multi-plexer card was used. A measurement of the WET-samples was done at apredefined interval. The parameter for this interval was named the time be-tween measurements (TBM). During a measurement of the leakage current ofN WET-samples, the voltage source is switched from sample to sample. Thiscreates transition effects and therefore we allow the system to settle beforetaking the measurement. The waiting time between switching and measuringwas named the measurement delay (MD). At last we have the number ofmeasurements (Mnbr) that are done during the water effect test. A tool wasincluded in the WET-program to calculate this number based upon the totalmeasurement time and the TBM and MD. The different parameters are shownon the diagram of Figure 5.6. This diagram shows the voltages on the differentchannels over time. The WET-measurement starts with applying the voltageon channel 1. After a time equal to MD the current is measured and logged.Next the voltage is switched to channel 2. Again we wait MD seconds beforeperforming the current measurement. This continues till we have measuredthe current on the last channel N. After this sequence, we measured the leak-age current of the WET-samples on the different channels for the first time.Now we wait for the time determined by parameter TBM before we repeat thesequence to measure the samples for a second time. During the waiting timeTBM the voltage stays on the last channel N, making this channel differentfrom the other N-1 channels. When the sequence ends for the second time wewait again TBM seconds. This is repeated till we reach Mnbr measurementsequences.
Voltagesource
Measurement 1 (Ch1-ChN) Measurement 2 (Ch1-ChN)
V
Channel 1 V Switch SwitchVChannel 2
Switch
V MDMeasureChannel N
MD
Measure MD
Measure
Switch MD
Measure MD
Measure
SwitchSwitch
TBM
Switch
MD
Figure 5.6: Timing diagram of a WET-measurement.
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5.3.4 Overview of the different WET-measurements.
First trials
The WET-sample described and illustrated in section 5.3.2, Figure 5.3 was notthe version that was designed and realized at the beginning of the WET-study.Also the WET-setup described in section 5.3.3 evolved from measurements ona single sample to the measurement of more samples simultaneously. Firstversions of the WET-samples were made without the polyimide support, thusstarting from a copper foil in stead of a FCB. This resulted in broken cop-per tracks in the straight segments of the test structure, proving again theimportance of the polyimide support. A next version with polyimide supportwas robust enough, but another problem came up during the measurements.Figure 5.7 shows the current measured between the tracks on eight PDMSWET-samples hanging in the air. These samples were not immersed in wa-ter but even then we can observe an increase in leakage current over time.Note also the difference between the WET-sample on channel 8 and the otherseven WET-samples. Channel 8 is the last channel in the measurement se-quence and differentiates itself from the other channels because the voltagestays on this last channel between the measurements (see section 5.3.3). Thismeans that there is more time for electrochemical reactions on channel 8 incomparison to the other channels.
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Figure 5.7: One of the first measurement with WET-samples hanging in the air.
The reason for the increase in leakage current over time can be foundin the way the samples were interconnected to the switching card of themeasurement setup. Figure 5.8(a) shows the soldered interconnections of theWET sample. Two problem zones are indicated on the picture. In these zonesan (unwanted) additional leakage pad is created between the two tracks at adifferent potential. The reason for this leakage pad is contamination betweenthe contact pads. One of these contaminants are flux residues from the solder.
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Therefore the design was changed as is shown in Figure 5.8(b). By separatingthe contact pads physically from each other, we eliminate the possible creationof an additional leakage pad between the contact pads. Doing so has resultedin much lower, stable leakage currents when the samples were hanging in theair prior to placing them in the water (see section 5.3.5)
(a) Problem zones in the first layout. (b) Difference between the old and the newer ver-sion.
Figure 5.8: Change in the contact layout of the WET-samples because of leakagecurrents at the interconnection.
Final WET-tests
It took several iterations in changing/making WET-samples and optimizing themeasurement setup to achieve the measurement results that will be describedin this writing. The FCB design of the WET-samples was the one with theseparated contact pads that was shown in Figure 5.3. The measurement setupthat was used to measure the leakage current was the one described in section5.3.3. Different types of encapsulation were tested. Table 5.3 gives an overviewof the different tests.WET A was a first test where the WET-samples were not protected withan encapsulation. It is obvious that this is the worst case which resulted inthe highest leakage currents. InWET B the WET-samples were encapsulatedwith PDMS. This was done by casting PDMS onto the flexes. The 1200 OSprimer from Dow Corning was used prior to encapsulation. The casting plateshad a thickness of 1mm to achieve an encapsulation of about that thickness.TPU was used as an encapsulation in the WET C test. A 0.6mm thick sheetwas laminated on each side of the FCB. This was done in a vacuum laminationpress at 110◦C using a light ‘kiss pressure’ to limit the flow of the TPU. Thedifference in the next three tests WET D, E and F is the additional protectionof the copper tracks with a solder mask. This solder mask should act as anadditional barrier to shield the tracks from water. An ELPEMER SD 2463FLEX-HF [13] solder mask was applied by screen printing with a thickness
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Test name Description Used samplesWET A Flexfoil (with test structure) without any encapsu-lation. (type A) 4 of type AWET B Flexfoil encapsulated by casting 1mm sylgard 186(PDMS) on each side. (type B) 7 of type B, 1 of type Aas a referenceWET C Flexfoil encapsulated by laminating 0.6mm PE 429(TPU) on each side. (type C) 7 of type C, 1 of type Aas a referenceWET D Flexfoil covered with soldermask and without anyencapsulation (type D) 7 of type D, 1 of type Aas a referenceWET E Flexfoil with soldermask, encapsulated by casting1mm sylgard 186 (PDMS) on each side. (type E) 7 of type E, 1 of type Aas a referenceWET F Flexfoil with soldermask, encapsulated by lamina-ting 0.6mm PE 429 (TPU) on each side. (type F) 7 of type F, 1 of type Aas a reference
Table 5.3: Parameters of the WET-measurement.
of 20µm. In order to compare the leakage currents of the encapsulated WET-samples in tests B to F with a sample without this protection, an additional‘reference sample’ of type A was added to the test batch. Pictures of a WETC and a WET F sample are shown in Figure 5.9.
(a) WET C sample (b) WET F sample
Figure 5.9: (a) Picture of a WET-sample with PDMS encapsulation. (b) A WET-samplewith solder mask and TPU encapsulation.
In every test the samples were placed in a water/soap mixture at 40◦C ina dish on a hotplate. The mixture was prepared in the same way as a mixturein a washing machine in accordance with the ISO 6330:2000 standard forwater-based cleaning (see section 5.2). A ratio of 2.5 g/l of the ECE soapwas added to soft water with a ppm (parts per million) lower than 3. The
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mixture was gently stirred during the measurement. A fresh mixture was usedfor every test. The parameters of the measurement configuration were thesame for every test and are listed in Table 5.4
Parameter [unit]Voltage [Volt] 5Number of channels 8Measure delay [sec.] 1Time between measurements [sec.] 300 (=5min)Number of measurements not fixed
Table 5.4: Measurement parameters of the WET-tests.
A voltage of 5 volt was chosen because this is more or less the expectedvoltage for battery powered electronics in textiles. Every 5 minutes the leak-age current between the tracks of each WET-sample was logged. The numberof measurements was not fixed. This was because the total measurement timewas depending on the time that the used equipment was available in the laband on the measurement itself (measurement was stopped if no significantchanges in the data were observed).
5.3.5 Measurement results.
WET A results: no encapsulation.Four WET A samples without encapsulation were tested. The measured cur-rent is shown on the graph in Figure 5.10. In the first part of the measurement,indicated with (1), the samples were hanging in the air and a low leakage cur-rent of about 10−11A was measured. From the moment the samples were putinto the water (2), the measured current value shoots up to about 100mA be-cause of the ionic conduction through the water. A drop in the current of abouta factor of ten was observed immediately after the samples were taken out ofthe water. During the rest of the drying period (3) there was only a smallreduction of the current. It has to be noted that the samples were hangingin a dish without water during the drying period. At the end of the test thesamples were still wet, probably because of the humid atmosphere inside thedish, which was closed with the cover plate. In the next tests the sampleswere dried in the air, outside the dish. Finally we observe the difference be-tween channel 4 and the rest. Channel 4 is the last measured channel in thesequence. The voltage stays on this last channel between the measurements(see section 5.3.3). This means that there is more time for electrochemicalreactions on channel 4 in comparison to the other channels.
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Figure 5.10: WET A.
A picture of the samples after the test can be seen in Figure 5.11. Copperoxidation took place on the ‘inner track’ which was at a higher potential thanthe other track. This is in line with the theory of the electrolytic cell explainedin section 5.3.2; oxidation took place at the anode, reduction at the cathode.Also the difference between the WET-sample on channel 4 and the others wasvisible. The sample on channel 4 (Figure 5.11(b)), where the voltage was alsoapplied in between the measurements, was oxidized much more aggressivelythan for example the one on channel 3 (Figure 5.11(a)).
(a) After WET A on channel3 (b) After WET A on channel4
Figure 5.11: Copper oxidation at the anode (+) of the unprotected WET A samples.
WET B measurement: PDMS encapsulation.In this test, 7 type B samples with PDMS encapsulation were used togetherwith one reference sample of type A. The reference sample was measured onchannel 7 of the measurement setup. The data is plotted in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12: WET B.
In the first part of the measurement (1), when the samples were hangingin the air, the leakage currents were in the order of 10−7A. Compared to theother five WET-measurements this initial leakage current is a factor 100 to1000 higher. One of the reasons for this higher value can be that the primer+ the PDMS lowers the electrical isolation between the copper tracks. Another possible explanation is the fact that the PDMS encapsulation was doneoutside the cleanroom, thus increasing the risk of contamination and dustcollection prior to encapsulation. Immediately after the samples were put inthe water (2), the current of the reference sample on channel 7 increased toa value of ∼ 100mA. On the other hand, the rise in current for encapsulatedsamples was a lot smaller. Here the current rise was also immediately visible(after the first measurement in water). Then the current increased furtherwith a factor 10 in about an hour. From then on the current remains more orless stable in the order of 10−6A. A sudden drop in the leakage current wasobserved when the WET-samples were taken out of the water (3). The currentdropped further during the drying time of the sample.Looking back to the current data measured during the time that the WET-samples were in the water (2), we observe a ripple on the data. This ripplehas a constant period of ∼1 hour and 55 minutes and is in phase on allsamples. It is believed that this was a temperature effect caused by thetemperature regulation of the hotplate. Therefore, the temperature of thewater/soap mixture was measured in the next WET C measurement. Thismeasurement was done with a type K thermocouple and the data was loggedwith a laptop next to the measurement setup. The measured temperature wasmapped onto the graph in Figure 5.12. The temperature difference betweenthe maxima and minima was around 1.6◦C and the period was in line with theripple in the current measurements. If we can observe these small temperaturedeviations in our current measurement, then it is for sure that we should also
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observe the big temperature difference of ∼ 20◦C when the WET-samples gofrom ambient temperature to a temperature of 40◦C in the water bath and visaversa. This can explain the sudden changes in current when the samples wereput in or taken out of the water.
WET C measurement: TPU encapsulation.The difference between this test and WET B was the use of TPU encapsulationinstead of a PDMS encapsulation. Again a reference sample of type A wasadded to the 7 WET C samples. The measured data is plotted in Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13: WET C.
The leakage currents during the first phase of the measurement (1) werein the order of 10−9A which is a lower initial value compared to WET B. Fromthe moment the samples were put in the water the measurement blocked. Thecurrent values were not stable enough for the SMU to perform the measure-ments using the AUTO RANGE function of the equipment. This function wasused to span the large range of current values that were expected; from thelow leakage currents to the high currents of the reference sample. This workedfine in the previous WET A and B measurements. The reason for the problemwas found later during the WET E measurement (see further). It was the ad-ditional laptop for the water temperature measurement that caused too muchnoise. During the WET C measurement the problem was solved by fixing therange instead of letting the SMU search for the right range. This implies thatthe range is limited now to five decades. The measurement range is indicatedon the graph. It was manually changed from time to time to check channelswith currents limited by the upper boundary of the measurement range.We observe large current peaks in the period when the WET C sampleswere immersed in water (2). Especially on channel 6 and 8, where the mea-sured current was as high as the current in the reference sample on channel7. The reason for the bad result can be seen on the pictures of Figure 5.14.
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(a) After WET C on channel1. (b) After WET C on channel6. (c) After WET C on channel8.
Figure 5.14: Oxidation of copper tracks because of delamination of the TPU
Apparently there was bad adhesion between the FCB and the TPU, caus-ing the TPU to delaminate during the measurement. The reason for the badadhesion can be the low ‘kiss pressure’ used during the lamination or a toolow lamination temperature. The delamination made it possible for the waterto diffuse through the TPU and to create a water film between the coppertracks and the TPU. This entrapped water was detected by an increase inleakage current, proving the effectiveness of the measurement. During thedrying period (3) the current decreased again. Except on channel 6 wherewater was still trapped in the sample after the drying period.
WET D measurement: solder mask.
In this test the flexfoils in the WET-samples were completely covered withsolder mask, so too were the copper tracks. No other additional encapsulationwas applied. The measurement data is plotted in Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15: WET D.
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Also during this measurement the water temperature was monitored, caus-ing the AUTO RANGE function of the SMU to fail. Therefore, the measure-ment range was fixed again from the moment the samples were in the water.There was a very quick increase in the leakage current when the sampleswere put into the water. This rapid response is probably due to the smallthickness of the solder mask (∼ 20µm). Overall we can say that the currentsof the samples on channels 1,2,4,6 and 8 are more or less in the same rangeas the best samples of the WET C test (range 10−7A to 10−5A). This shouldmean that there was water leakage through the solder mask at some spotsbut not everywhere. The larger currents measured on channels 3 and 5 in-dicate that there was a lot more water leakage on these WET-samples. Thepictures in Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17 confirm these findings, based uponvisual inspection.
(a) Pinhole on channel1. (b) Crack on channel2. (c) Pinhole on channel2.
Figure 5.16: Pinholes and cracks in the solder mask causing an increase in leakagecurrents.
In the pictures of Figure 5.16 we see two types of small defects in thesolder mask; pinholes and a scratch or crack. Because of these defects weobserve an increase in current, which is larger if more defects are present.The pinholes are present due to bad solder mask printing. The WET-sampleswere made on 9*12 inch (228*305mm) substrates. The solder mask printingon this substrate size appeared not to be ideal in our lab. During printingthe boards were fixed in the screen printer on a vacuum table. This vacuumwas not strong enough to hold the boards during screen release. Thereforetape was used at the corners of the board to improve the fixing. Howeverthe board was still able to bend up during release, which resulted in unevenprints and pinholes. Some zones on the board were printed better than othersand the best printed WET-samples were selected for the WET-measurements.These badly printed samples were still very useful because they showed theeffects of the water in case of a bad solder mask print. Solder mask printingis a mature and well know process step in the industry, where even printsare a must. In our lab we need some changes to the machine and additionaloptimization to achieve good solder mask printing on the 9*12 inch substrates.
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Figure 5.17 shows pictures of the WET-samples on channel 3 and 5, wherethe largest leakage currents were observed. The sample on channel 3 shownin Figure 5.17(a) had a very bad, uneven solder mask print. The copper trackswere affected by the water over the whole WET-sample surface. A detail isshown in Figure 5.17(b). The sample on channel 5 had a badly etched spotas can be seen on Figure 5.17(c).
(a) Uneven solder mask on chan-nel3. (b) detail on channel3. (c) Bad etched on chan-nel5.
Figure 5.17: Samples on channels 3 and 5 were showing highest leakage currents dueto bad solder mask printing and a bad etched spot.
WET E measurement: solder mask and PDMS encapsulation.The WET E samples were made in the same way as the WET B samples, butwith an additional solder mask. Solder mask printing was done in the sameway as with the WET D samples resulting in a print which was acceptablebut not perfect. The leakage currents are plotted in Figure 5.18
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Figure 5.18: WET E.
Also during this measurement the water temperature was monitored, caus-ing the AUTO RANGE function of the SMU to fail. But this time the temper-ature measurement was stopped before the end of the measurement and the
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laptop was removed from the setup. After removing, the measurements weremore stable than before. Later on the range was set again to the auto rangewithout any problem. This taught us that it was the presence of the laptopthat was causing the additional noise on the measurements. After laptop re-moval the temperature effect of the hotplate regulation was again visible inthe leakage current data.
If we compare the graph of the WET E measurement with the one of theWET B measurements (Figure 5.13), the following observations are made:
• The initial leakage current before immersing the WET E samples was afactor 100 to 1000 lower compared to the WET B samples.• The leakage current measured during the period the WET E sampleswere in the water was around 10−9A. In the case of the WET B samplesthis was around 10−6A.• In both measurements the leakage currents remained stable when thesamples were in the water.
From this we can conclude that the leakage current of PDMS encapsulatedWET samples was lowered by adding the solder mask. This is not relatedto the additional protection from water due to the solder mask, but becausethe leakage currents were also lower prior to water immersion. A possiblereason for the higher leakage currents of the WET B samples was alreadygiven. Nevertheless, we can assume that the solder mask will also give anadditional protection in case the PDMS encapsulation would have a defect.
WET F measurement: solder mask and TPU encapsulation.In the last of six WET measurements, the WET F samples were protected bya solder mask and a TPU encapsulation. No water temperature measurementwas performed, avoiding the problem with the auto range function. The datais plotted in Figure 5.19.These leakage currents were comparable with the good result of the previ-ous WET E measurement, but compared to the WET C measurement this wasa big improvement. Without the solder mask there were delamination prob-lems with the TPU encapsulation. With the soldermask the TPU adhesionwas better. This ensured that the solder mask + TPU provided a good pro-tection for the copper tracks, resulting in low leakage currents when immersedin water.
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Figure 5.19: WET F.
5.3.6 Conclusions.
The water resistance of stretchable modules was investigated by tests basedon leakage current measurements. Six different WET-sample types weretested; without encapsulation, with PDMS and TPU encapsulation and thesame but with an additional solder mask. These samples mimic a stretchablemodule because they were made in the same way, with the same materi-als. Attention was given to the importance of the test sample design to avoidfaulty current measurements caused by leakage currents at the contact pads.Increases in leakage current, indicating bad water resistance, could be relatedto visual damage of the sample in all cases. This proves the effectiveness ofthe developed test method. The following conclusions can be drawn:
• The test sample design is very sensitive for leakage currents. Withoutencapsulation currents up to 100 mA were reached during water immer-sion. With encapsulation the temperature regulation of the hotplate wasvisible in the current measurement.• Overall we can say that all encapsulation types have the potential ofbeing a good encapsulation with respect to water resistance. In allcases the leakage currents were lowered significantly compared to thereference sample without encapsulation.• The WET B samples with a PDMS encapsulation had a higher initialleakage current compared to the others. One of the reasons for thishigher value can be that the primer + the PDMS lowers the electricalisolation between the copper tracks. Another possible explanation is thefact that the PDMS encapsulation was done outside the cleanroom, thusincreasing the risk of contamination and dust collection prior to encap-sulation. Besides that, the leakage currents during the water immersionremained stable, indicating good protection of the PDMS encapsulation.
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• Bad adhesion of the TPU to the FCB was found to be the problem ofincreased leakage currents on the WET C samples. Some of the samplesshowed better adhesion than others, leading to less increase in leakagecurrent. However this adhesion problem should be solved first, prior toformulating a conclusion on the protection of the TPU encapsulation.• The solder mask on its own has proven to be an additional protection forthe water during the WET D measurements. However, uneven printingand pinholes caused increases in leakage currents, proving the impor-tance of an even solder mask print.• Best results were obtained with either PDMS or TPU encapsulationin combination with the solder mask. In both cases the leakage cur-rents remained stable around 10−9A. This proves good water resistanceduring water immersion, measured up to 55 hours.
5.4 Mechanical reliability during washing
5.4.1 Introduction
In the previous sections, water resistance of stretchable electronic modules wasanalyzed. Next to water resistant, these modules should be robust enough tosurvive the mechanical ‘abuse’ they encounter during typical textile clean-ing processes. The mechanical reliability of the stretchable modules duringwashing will be referred to as ‘washing reliability’. During this PhD, differentwater-based cleaning processes were used with different test sample designs.All cleaning procedures were performed at Centexbel, in accordance to an ap-propriate textile cleaning standard. We will discuss the washing reliability oftextile integrated blinking LED modules and of a test sample for SMD contactreliability assessment.
5.4.2 Blinking LED test sample5.4.2.1 Test sample description.
The blinking LED module presented here was originally designed as a tech-nology demonstrator to illustrate the concept of interconnecting different PDMSencapsulated modules with a textile integrated electric wire. In a later phasethese blinking LED modules were also used to conduct a first number of wash-ing tests which are described in the next section (5.4.2.2). Every blinking LEDmodule is a flexible island with four LEDs that are blinking two by two. Infor-mation on the design is found in section 6.3). Figure 5.20 shows a test samplewith two blinking LED modules on a knitted fabric. The substrates were fab-ricated using the laser structuring method described in section 2.3.2, starting
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from a 25µm thick PI FCB with 9µm Cu. The components were soldered withlead free solder in a vapour phase reflow oven. Encapsulation of the circuitwas done with Sylgard 186 using the process described in section 2.4.1. Aftermodule placement on textile, the electric wires were soldered and the contactopenings in the PDMS were sealed with PDMS (3-4241 dielectric gel, DowCorning). The LED module with the corner shape of Figure 5.20 has twoplaces for interconnecting the power. At one side the power arrives and at theother side the power is further distributed to another module.
Embroidered electric wires for power
Screenprinted PDMS
10cm
Figure 5.20: Blinking LED test sample on knitted fabric.
5.4.2.2 Washing procedure.Three blinking LED samples of the type shown in Figure 5.20 were used forwashing tests. They are referred to as L1, L2 and L3. Given the fact thatthese were the first washing tests with PDMS encapsulated electronics ontextile, these three samples were used to explore different washing tests. Thewash test history of each sample is given in Table 5.5.
Test sample Washing testsL1 and L2 Immersion in hard water, 3 hours, 60◦CImmersion in hard water + soap, 3 hours, 60◦CGyro wash, 30 min, 60◦CL1 5x domestic washing, protective bag, open air drying5x industrial washing at 40◦C, tumble drying1x industrial washing at 65◦C, tumble drying -> L1 brokenL2 5x domestic washing, without protective bag, open air drying-> L2 broken after the sixth timeL3 1x domestic washing, protective bag, tumble drying-> L3 broken after 2nd time
Table 5.5: Overview of the different washing tests each test samples went through.
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Immersion tests of blinking LED samples.
• Step 1: immersion in water.In a first step, two samples (L1 and L2) were immersed in hard waterat 60◦C. The recipient with samples was horizontally shaken (ca. 25cycles per minute - amplitude of 2cm). After 3 hours, the samples wereremoved from the liquid and dried overnight. When testing the driedsamples it appeared that all LEDs on both samples were still working.
• Step 2: immersion in water-soap mixtureBased on the positive results of Step 1, the same procedure was re-peated using again L1 and L2 but this time soap was added to thewater. The soap was of the type used for standardized textile washing(so called ECE Soap), the concentration was 2.5g/l as this is also theconcentration used in the actual machine washing tests (see further).Again the samples were removed from the liquid after 3 hours and sub-sequently dried overnight. When testing the dried samples it appearedthat all LEDs were still working.
Gyro washing tests of blinking LED samples.
In the next step, samples L1 and L2 were subjected to a gyro washing insteadof immersion. The term ‘gyro washing’ refers to a simplified washing method,used for evaluation of e.g. color fastness of textile materials. The equipmentconsists of several separate vessels, per vessel only one sample was put intogether with the water-soap mixture (800ml hard water, 2g ECE soap). Thesample was positioned around a plastic tube that fitted in the vessel in orderto limit the mechanical action on the sample. The vessels were swung aroundand kept at the washing temperature of 60◦C via the ‘au-bain-marie’ method.This washing was performed during 30 minutes. After this gyro washing, thesamples were dried overnight. Again all LEDs on both L1 and L2 remainedfunctional.
Standardized domestic washing of blinking LED samples.
Given the encouraging results obtained with the immersion and gyro wash-ing, domestic washing was performed according to the standard ISO 6330 -method 5A. This means washing at 40◦C, together with other items. Two moreparameters were varied: (i) the samples were added to the washing load withor without a protective bag and (ii) the drying method was varied: open air ortumble drying. During tumble drying, the temperature goes up to a maximumof 50◦C.
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The results for the different tests:• With a protective bag and with open air drying: Sample L1 was washedand dried this way, it was still functional after repeating five times thewashing and drying procedure. Then, the test was stopped and sampleL1 was used for a different type of testing (see further).
• Without protective bag and with open air drying: Sample L2 was washedand dried this way. It was still functional after repeating the washingand drying procedure for five times. But after the 6th washing anddrying cycle, the sample was no longer functioning.
• With a protective bag and with tumble drying: Sample L3 was testedthis way, after the 1st time the sample was still fine but already after the2nd washing and drying cycle, the sample was no longer functioning.
Standardized industrial washing on blinking LED samples.Next to the domestic washing, the goal was also to perform industrial washing.This was performed according to the standard ‘Textiles - Industrial washingand finishing procedures for testing of workwear’ - ISO15797. The temper-ature during washing was either 40◦C or 65◦C. However, compared to thedomestic washing, the total load in the washing machine is larger, implyingthat stronger mechanical forces are working on the sample. In this case onlytumble drying was performed, with temperatures reaching up to 80◦C. To dothe test, sample L1 was simply added to another washing load. After repeat-ing the industrial washing at 40◦C and drying for five times the outcome ofthe test was that both LED groups of L1 were still functioning. Given thisgood and somewhat unexpected result, a washing test was performed at 65◦C.After the first washing, one group of LEDs did not function anymore. Betweenthe 2nd and 5th time washing, the other group of LEDs was also affected:instead of blinking, the LEDs of that group were now burning continuously.This indicates a serious defect in the circuitry, so a decision was made to stopthe testing on sample L1.
5.4.2.3 Analysis and evaluation of blinking LED samples after failure.After the LED modules were not blinking anymore, the samples were subjectedto failure analysis. At first the conductivity of the interconnections to thepower module were tested. This was done by putting needles through thePDMS to make contact with the pads. When powered up, all the LEDswere blinking again, indicating that the samples suffered damage only at the
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interconnections. X-ray imaging revealed that some of the electrical wires atthe interconnection were broken. Optical and X-ray images of a broken wireat the interconnection are shown in Figure 5.21.
(a) Module interconnection. (b) Detail (c) X-ray of the broken wire.
Figure 5.21: Images of the broken contact.
This result teaches us that the electronic circuit is still functional afterwashing and that the failure arises at the interconnection. It is not the solderball that releases from the copper pad, but the wire that breaks at the solderball. One of the causes of a broken wire at this position can be bad strippingof the insulation around the wire. The insulation stripping was done manuallyand if the wire was cut to deep, this can induce a weaker zone in the wireat the position of the cut. If the wire is placed in a static application thisis less of a problem, but when the wire is bent multiple times it can crack.Nevertheless, this means that the forces on this weak spot should be loweredto prevent failure. This can be done by using a PDMS (or other material) witha higher hardness as a sealant or by creating a stiffer zone at the transition.Also a small SMD connector can be used to make a more reliable connection.
5.4.2.4 Conclusions on washing tests of blinking LED modules.
Different washing tests were performed on textile integrated blinking LEDmodules. During the immersion in water or gyro washing no or limited me-chanical forces are applied to the test sample. After these gentle tests nodamage was observed on test samples L1 and L2. The other tests have shownthat the PDMS encapsulated LED modules can withstand up to a certaindegree standard domestic or industrial textile washing. However there weredifferences in sample lifetime: sample L2 survived 5 domestic washing cycleswhereas sample L1 also survived 5 additional industrial washing cycles. Tum-ble drying on the other hand seems, not surprisingly, a harder process thanthe washing itself and sample L3 was broken after the second cycle. Still,one sample (L1) managed to survive five cycles. Reasons for these differences
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in lifetime can be found in the random nature of a washing or tumble dryingcycle, but also in the observed failure mechanism. On all test samples thefailure was found at the interconnection between the blinking LED moduleand the electric wire for powering the modules. The wire was broken at theinterface with the solderball, which is the weakest point when bending thewire. Keeping in mind that the LED modules themselves were still functional,we can conclude that these first washing tests are very promising with respectto the washing of PDMS encapsulated modules.
5.4.3 Washing reliability of component contactsAfter the evaluation of the first washing test with the blinking LED test sample,it became clear that more dedicated tests where needed. This section includesthe different tests that were designed and evaluated to test washing reliability.These tests are used to detect the different (mechanical) failure modes whenwashing textile integrated stretchable electronics. Test samples are namedusing the following naming convention: WR1_R2S4 which stands for washingreliability test number 1, run 2, sample 4.
5.4.3.1 Test sample description.The purpose of the WR tests is to evaluate the solder contacts of SMD com-ponents on a flexible island when a molded module is washed several timesin a standard washing machine.In order to avoid problems with broken wire interconnections the samplewas designed with measurement pads that can be accessed through openingsin the PDMS. Figure 5.22 shows the names of the measurement pads.Four different types of SMD component packages which are often usedin electronic circuits are tested: 0402, 0603, TSSOP28 and QFN32. Onetest sample contains 50 SMD resistors and four dummy IC’s. In total thereare 220 contacts that can cause failure during washing. It makes no senseto measure all contacts on each sample individually. Therefore the contactswere grouped in daisy chains to reduce the number of measurement pads. The0402 (R1-R25) and 0603 (R26-R50) components are 0 Ohm resistors whichare interconnected in series. Between every 5 resistors there is a measurementpad to detect if there are discontinuities in the chain. These pads are namedP1 to P11. The TSSOP28 (Dummy 1 and 3) and QFN32 (Dummy 2 and4) components are dummy IC’s from Practical Components (A-TSSOP28T-4.4mm-DC-Sn and A-MLF32-5mm-.5mm-DC-Sn). The pins of these IC’s areinternally interconnected in groups of 2. A daisy chain with measurementpads is created to detect broken contacts. Figure 5.23 shows the layout ofthe daisy chains in the dummy IC’s.
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Dummy 1
Dummy 2
Dummy 3 Dummy 4
R26-R50
R1-R25
Figure 5.22: Measurement pads of the wash test sample.
Dummy 1 Dummy 2 Dummy 4Dummy 3
Figure 5.23: Daisy chains in the different dummy IC’s
The samples were made using the laser structuring method described insection 2.3.2. A FCB with the test pattern was laminated with wax on arigid carrier board. This FCB was laser cut to define flexible islands. Thecomponents were soldered with lead free solder in a vapour phase reflow oven.The component islands were encapsulated using sylgard 186 PDMS. Finallythe modules were attached to a fabric using the screen printing techniquedescribed in section 3.2. Figure 5.24 shows a picture of a WR1 test sample.
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Figure 5.24: Wash test sample (WR1) on a knitted fabric.
5.4.4 WR1WR1 represents the first of two wash tests with different test designs thatwere developed during this PhD. The differences between these designs areexplained in section WR2 5.4.5.
5.4.4.1 WR1 assembly informationIn the washing reliability tests the SMD solder contacts are evaluated. There-fore it is important to know how the solder joints were established. An overviewof the assembly information of the WR1 test samples is given in Table 5.6. Thetest samples were processed individually on 10cmx10cm FR4 carriers. Solderpaste dispensing was done manually, followed by manual placement of thedifferent SMD’s. Reflow of the solder paste took place in a vapour phase ovenat the cleanroom facilities of CMST.
Board size 10cm x 10cm (=one WR1 sample)Solderpaste dispensing ManualComponent placement ManualSoldering Vapour phase @ CMST
Table 5.6: Assembly info for WR1 samples.
5.4.4.2 WR1 test informationTen WR1 test samples were used in the first wash tests. The molded testmodules were attached on a knitted or woven fabric. These two types offabrics were used to make a difference between stretchable (knitted) and less
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stretchable (woven) fabrics. The test samples were subjected to an industrialor domestic washing cycle, followed by a tumble drying cycle. These sampleswere not put in a protective bag. An overview is given in Table 5.7.
Test sample Fabric Wash testWR1_R2S1 to S3 Knitted Industrial washing - 65◦C - ISO15797 (no bag)Tumble drying (up to 80◦C)WR1_R2S4,S5,S12 Knitted Domestic washing - 40◦C - ISO 6330 (method 5A, no bag)Tumble drying (up to 50◦C)WR1_R2S8 to S11 Woven Domestic washing - 40◦C - ISO 6330 (method 5A, no bag)Tumble drying (up to 50◦C)
Table 5.7: Wash test information for WR1 samples.
5.4.4.3 Wash test results
The test patterns on the wash test sample (see Figure 5.22) are grouped indifferent daisy chain types. Table 5.8 gives an overview of the different types.Type A and B are the chains with SMD resistors. There are 5 resistorsbetween each pair of measurements points, resulting in 10 contacts in thechain. Type C,D,G and H are chains on the contact pads of the TSSOPdummy IC’s, type E,F and I representing the chains of the QFN dummy IC’s.Differences in these chain types are based on the number of IC contacts inthe chain.
Chain Type Package Contacts in chain Measurement pointsA 0402 10 P1-P2, P2-P3, P3-P4, P4-P5, P5-P6B 0603 10 P6-P7, P7-P8, P8-P9, P9-P10, P10-P11C TSSOP 2 P12-P13, P6-P17D TSSOP 4 P13-P14, P14-P15, P15-P16, P17-P18,P18-P19, P19-P20E QFN 2 P21-P22, P23-P24, P24-P25, P26-P27,P27-P28, P29-P30, P30-P31, P32-P33F QFN 4 P22-P23, P25-P26, P28-P29, P31-P32G TSSOP 6 P34-P35, P36-P37H TSSOP 8 P35-P36, P37-P38I QFN 4 P39-P40, P40-P41, P41-P42, P42-P43
Table 5.8: Different daisy chain types in the WR sample.
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Figure 5.25 gives an overview of the chain status of 3 samples (S1 to S3)with the WR1 design on a knitted fabric after one industrial washing cyclefollowed by a tumble drying cycle. For each chain type it is shown howmany of the chains are still conducting and how many are broken due to amechanical failure. Averages in percent of the number of conducting chains foreach chain type are placed in labels onto the graph. All resistor chains areopen (type A and B). There is little difference between the results for QFNand TSSOP packages. Contacts in the chains of the QFN IC’s (E,F,I) survivedthe test better than the contacts in the chains of the TSSOP IC’s (C,D,G,H).
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Figure 5.25: Chain status after one washing and tumble drying cycle (WR1, industrial,knitted).Figure 5.26 gives an overview of the chain status of 3 test samples withthe WR1 design on a knitted fabric after one domestic washing cycle followedby a tumble drying cycle. Only one resistor chain survived the first washingand tumble drying cycle. In this test the difference between the QFN andTSSOP packages is more visible. Less of the chains of the QFN IC’s (E,F,I)were open in comparison with the contacts in the chains of the TSSOP IC’s(C,D,G,H). The overall results for the QFN and TSSOP packages are betterthan the results of the industrial washing shown in Figure 5.25.
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Figure 5.26: Chain status after one washing and tumble drying cycle (WR1, domestic,knitted).
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Figure 5.27 gives an overview of the chain status of 4 test samples with theWR1 design on a woven fabric after one domestic washing cycle followed by atumble drying cycle. The woven fabric gives more strength to the encapsulatedtest modules, which leads to less broken chains in comparison with the resultsof the test modules on knitted fabrics. Looking to the different chain types,the resistor chains are again most prone to failure. Almost all resistor chainsare open (type A and B). Also in this test the QFN IC’s (E,F,I) are scoringbetter than the TSSOP IC’s (C,D,G,H).
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Figure 5.27: Chain status after one washing and tumble drying cycle (WR1, domestic,woven)
Test samples WR1_R2S8 to S11 are showing the best results (Figure5.27) and were subjected to two more domestic washing and tumble dryingcycles. As an example Figure 5.28 shows the chain status of sample S8 aftereach cycle. The graph shows that it is not only during the first washing anddrying cycle that the weak connections are broken. The trend observed isthat the number of broken connections increases with the number of washings,indicating a progressive destruction of the sample. The same trend was foundfor the other test samples after multiple washing cycles.
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Figure 5.28: Chain status of S8 after multiple washing and tumble drying cycles (WR1,domestic, woven)
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5.4.4.4 Test sample failure analysisFirst we consider the chains with the 0 Ohm resistors (chains A and B). Theconductivity was lost here between almost all measurement pads. Analysisshowed that failure occurred near the contact pads of the SMD resistors, atthe transition between pad and track. A crack in the copper track led to a lossin conductivity. The crack arises when the substrate bends too much duringwashing (Figure 5.29(a)). The SMD resistor together with the thicker part ofthe solder creates a rigid zone. Next to it, on the track, the solder is thinner.Because the solder is brittle and this zone tries to bend, a crack propagatesthrough the solder and the underlying copper track. In Figure 5.29(b) one canalso see that the (rigid) pad lifts from the polyimide when the sample is bent.
(a) Crack in solder and copper track. (b) Copper pad lifting from polyimide.
Figure 5.29: Failures at SMD resistors
Secondly, when we look to the interconnections of the TSSOP package,another problem becomes visible (see Figure 5.30). The leads, together withthe solder and copper pad, are pulled from the FCB, starting at the corner ofthe package. At the moment the sample is bent, there is too much force on theleads because the large rigid TSSOP package cannot bend. Also the QFNpackages have broken contacts due to this bending.
(a) Lifted pad at the TSSOP lead. (b) Detail of the lifted pad.
Figure 5.30: Failures at the TSSOP leads
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5.4.4.5 Conclusions on the WR1 testsSeveral washability tests using the WR1 design on textile substrates wereperformed. Briefly summarized, the following main conclusions can be de-duced:
• Most of the connections with the SMD components in the WR1 designfailed already after one washing and tumble drying cycle.
• The resistor chains are most prone to failure. No difference was observedbetween the 0603 and the smaller 0402 package.
• The pad layout of the SMD resistors should be redesigned to preventthe cracking and pad lifting.
• The contacts in the chains of the QFN IC’s survived the tests better thanthe contacts in the chains of the TSSOP IC’s.
• The TSSOP and QFN contacts need additional reinforcement to lowerand shift the stresses on the contact pads when bending.
• WR1 test structures on a woven fabric are better suited to cope with thecleaning process than structures on knitted fabrics. The woven fabricgives more strength to the encapsulated test modules.
• Domestic washing shows better results than industrial washing becauseit is a milder washing cycle, inducing less forces on the solder contacts.
• Electrical contacts are gradually destroyed by the mechanical actionduring washing, i.e. the effect becomes worse per washing cycle.
• Tumble drying is a step with a severe impact and should be replaced byline drying in the next washing tests.
5.4.5 WR2The purpose of the WR2 test was to improve the WR1 test design. Changeswere made to the 0402 and 0603 pad layout and FR4 stiffeners were used toreinforce the TSSOP and QFN contacts. The samples were processed on a9inchx12inch (22.8cmx30.5cm) board instead of a 10cmx10cm board. Compo-nents were placed automatically instead of manually.Figure 5.31 shows the 9x12 inch FCB. The FCB was made at ElectronicApparatus using DuPont AP8515 (= 25um PI + 18um Cu). Each FCB con-tained 6 wash test samples. The one in the lower right corner served as areference sample and had the same design as the WR1 test samples. Theother 5 contained the improved design.
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Figure 5.31: 6 wash test samples on a 9inchx12inch FCB (22.8cmx30.5cm).
5.4.5.1 Changes in the design.The aim was to change the pad layout to avoid fragile zones where a crackcould be formed. In the WR1 design, the solder mask opening was biggerthan the size of the copper pad (see Figure 5.32(a)). This is to create somemargin for aligning the solder mask. But because of this bigger opening size,the solder flowed onto the track (visible in Figure 5.29(a) ). This created thefragile zone where the crack was formed. To solve this, the solder mask wasreduced to the original pad size. The pad size itself was increased in the newdesign (see Figure 5.32(b)). This resulted in a smaller solder mask openingcompared to the copper area. This is called a solder mask defined pad. Thisway the solder did not flow onto the thinner track any more. Also the widthfrom the copper track to the pad was changed gradually to distribute thestresses.
5.4.5.2 FR4 stiffenersThe solder contacts of the TSSOP and QFN packages were reinforced bymaking the board substrate stiffer. A thin FR4 board was placed underneaththe components. This should support the contacts and shift the bending zonefurther away from the contact pads. The difference is illustrated in Figure 5.33.The FCB bends now at the edge of the FR4 stiffener. Because everything isencapsulated in PDMS the bending radius of the FCB is limited and avoidsfolding around the stiffener edge.
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• Without smooth transitions• Non-solder mask defined padsolder mask
component
copper pad
(a) Reference design (WR1).
• With smooth transitions• Solder mask defined pad
(b) Improved design (WR2).
Figure 5.32: Difference between the WR1 and WR2 designs.
FR4 stiffener(a) TSSOP FR4 stiffener(b) QFN
Figure 5.33: FR4 stiffeners underneath TSSOP and QFN components.
In this WR2 test an FR4 stiffener of 200um thickness was used. Doublesided Nitto Denko tape (No.585) was laminated manually with a roller. TheFR4 + tape stack was cut to the desired shapes with a steel rule die. Apicture of the steel rule die is shown in Figure 5.34.
(a) Picture of the steel rule die.
PlywoodSteel ruleRubber
FR4 + tape
Cardboard
CutFR4 + tape
(b) Steel rule die build up.
Figure 5.34: Steel rule die for punching out FR4 stiffeners.
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Steel rule die cutting is a process used to cut sheet materials includingpaper, cardboard, rubber and plastic. Most standard cardboard boxes andpackages are made using this technique. This cutting process was used tocut the FR4+adhesive tape laminate. Milling was tried but did not showsatisfying results. The FR4 was milled out fine, but the tape laminated on itwas not. The die is constructed out of a substrate which is made of high-gradeand high-density plywood. The steel rule itself is essentially an elongatedrazor blade made out of hardened steel. The steel rule is bended to positionit into slits in the substrate. Rubber pads are adhered to the substrate to helpeject the material after it is cut. Without the inclusion of ejection rubber, thematerial may tend to get stuck amongst the steel rules. Figure 5.35 showspictures of the FR4 stiffeners that were used in the WR2 test. The stiffenerswere placed underneath the TSSOP and QFN packages after molding the toppart of the samples. Placement and alignment of these stiffeners was donemanually.
(a) Stiffeners punched out. (b) Stiffeners for TSSOP andQFN support.
Figure 5.35: Stiffeners punched out of FR4 + tape stack.
5.4.5.3 Assembly information
The first board (sample 1 to 6) was assembled manually. The next four boards(samples 7 to 30) were assembled at Page Electronics. Details of the auto-matic assembly are given in Table 5.9.
Board size 9inch x 12inch (=6 samples)Solderpaste dispensing Mydata MY500 pasta-jetterComponent placement Juki KE-2050 chip shooterSoldering Reflow, max temp 241◦C
Table 5.9: Assembly info for WR2 samples.
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5.4.5.4 Problems when molding the WR2 test samples.To create contact openings in the PDMS it was necessary to close the moldtightly onto the pads. The mold was closed with screws and bolts making itdifficult to obtain a uniform clamping force. In case the clamping force ontothe pads becomes to low, PDMS can flow onto the pads. With the WR1 testsamples this problem was avoided by using additional clamping on the centerof the mold. This was possible because the mold was only 10cmx10cm. Themold for the 6 WR2 samples had a larger size of 22.5cmx30.5cm, which madeit difficult to use the additional clamping. Eventually, the molding of the WR2samples was done without additional clamping, resulting in PDMS migratingonto the contact pads. Figure 5.36(a) shows a worst case scenario where thePDMS layer on the pad is rather thick. The excess PDMS was scratchedaway to reopen the contact opening as shown in Figure 5.36(b).
(a) PDMS on contact pad after molding. (b) PDMS scratched away.
Figure 5.36: Contact pads covered with PDMS.
5.4.5.5 WR2 test information30 WR2 test samples were made for the WR2 tests. As was done in the WR1test, the test modules were attached to a knitted or woven fabric. WR2 testsamples were subjected to domestic washing, followed by drying on a line.Distinction was made between washing with and without a protective bag.The samples were washed in batches of six where each batch contained onereference sample with the previous WR1 design. Test conditions for the firstand third batch were identical to check the reproducibility of the test. Anoverview is given in Table 5.10.
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Test sample Fabric Wash testWR2_R1S1 to S6 Woven Domestic washing - 40◦C - ISO 6330(S6=reference) (method 5A, in protective bag)Open air line dryingWR2_R1S7 to S12 Woven Domestic washing - 40◦C - ISO 6330(S12=reference) (method 5A, without protective bag)Open air line dryingWR2_R1S13 to S18 Woven Domestic washing - 40◦C - ISO 6330(S18=reference) (method 5A, in protective bag )Open air line dryingWR2_R1S19 to S24 Knitted Domestic washing - 40◦C - ISO 6330(S24=reference) (method 5A, in protective bag)Open air line dryingWR2_R1S25 to S30 Knitted Domestic washing - 40◦C - ISO 6330(S30=reference) (method 5A, without protective bag)Open air line drying
Table 5.10: Wash test info for WR2 samples.
5.4.5.6 WR2 wash test resultsEach WR2 test sample contained the same components at the same position asin the WR1 samples. Therefore the same names for the chain types previouslypresented in Table 5.8 were used.Figures 5.37 and 5.38 give an overview of the chain status of the firstbatch of six test samples on a woven fabric after every multiple of five domesticwashing cycles. The samples were dried on a line between subsequent cycles.Washing was continued up to 25 washing cycles. Test samples S1 to S5 weresamples with the new WR2 design including stiffeners to support the IC’s. Testsample S6 had the previous WR1 design and was used as a reference.In Figure 5.37 the data of the 5 improved WR2 test samples is plotted, thusexcluding the reference sample. Each vertical bar, in a group of five, showsfor each sample (S1 to S5 from left to right) the number of conducting andopen chains. Averages in percent of the number of conducting chains for eachchain type are placed in labels onto the graph. Only the differences betweenthe subsequent multiple of five cycles are plotted. After the maximum testedamount of 25 cycles, the status of all chains is plotted. Most of the changesin number of conducting chains took place for chain types A and B (SMDresistors). The percentage of conducting chains went down from 100% to 68%and 88% for type A and B respectively. In this test the chains with the larger0603 SMD resistors (type B) showed less failures compared to the chains withthe smaller 0402 SMD resistors (type A). Sample 5 showed an early failure
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after the first washing cycle on one chain of type D (TSSOP contact). Besidesthis broken chain no other chains on TSSOP packages (C,D,G,H) were brokenafter 25 cycles. For the QFN packages (E,F,I) only two chains of type E werebroken on sample S2 after 15 cycles.Figure 5.38 contains the results of the wash test for reference sample S6.As expected these results are far worse and after 25 washing cycles only afew chains maintained conductivity. Comparing the percentages with those ofFigure 5.37, it is clear that the WR2 design is a major improvement. Becausesample 6 is a reference sample, having the previous WR1 design, it shouldfollow the trend of the results of the WR1 tests. Indeed also here all SMDresistor chains (A,B) are broken in an early phase and the contacts in thechains of the QFN IC’s (E,F,I) survived the tests better than the contacts inthe chains of the TSSOP IC’s (C,D,G,H).
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Figure 5.37: Chain status after every multiple of five washing cycles (WR2, woven,domestic, line drying, in bag).
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Figure 5.38: Chain status of reference S6 after multiple washing cycles (WR2, woven,domestic, line drying, in bag).
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Wash test results of the second batch of six samples are given in Figures5.39 and 5.40. These samples were identical as those in the first batch, butwere washed without a protective bag. The data in Figure 5.39 indicates thatdomestic washing without protective bag is more severe. More changes in thenumber of conducting chains can be observed as compared with washing usinga protective bag. Also the percentages of the number of conducting chains foreach chain type are lower than the ones of the first batch in Figure 5.37.Resistor chains of type A are showing more broken chains than chains of typeB. A result which was also observed in the test data of the first batch.Figure 5.40 shows the results of the wash test for reference sample S12.Looking to this graph it is again clear that the WR1 design of the referencesample scored a lot worse than the improved WR2 design. Also this referencesample S12 has a lower number of conducting chains after 25 washing cyclesas compared with reference sample S6 which was washed in a protective bag.
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Figure 5.39: Chain status after every multiple of five washing cycles (WR2, woven,domestic, line drying, no bag).
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Figure 5.40: Chain status of reference S12 after multiple washing cycles (WR2, woven,domestic, line drying, no bag).
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The third batch was used to evaluate the reproducibility of the wash testperformed on the first batch. This was to determine if domestic washing ina protective bag indeed leads to less broken chains compared to washingwithout a protective bag. Therefore test samples S13 to S18 were washedusing the same conditions as samples S1 to S6.The data plotted in Figures 5.41 and 5.42 is very similar to the data inthe plots of the first batch (Figures 5.37 and 5.38). Most changes in numberof conducting chains are again seen in types A and B, with type A showingthe most broken chains. Only a few chains are broken on the QFN packagesand no chains were broken on the TSSOP packages. Also the percentagesare again higher than those of batch 2 where no protective bag was used.Therefore it can be concluded that for woven fabrics the use of a protectivebag had a positive result on the contact reliability of the WR2 test samples.
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Figure 5.41: Chain status after every multiple of five washing cycles (WR2, woven,domestic, line drying, in bag).
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Figure 5.42: Chain status of reference S18 after multiple washing cycles (WR2, woven,domestic, line drying, in bag).
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The test modules of the fourth batch were placed on a stretchable knittedfabric instead of the less stretchable woven fabric. These samples were againsubjected to domestic washing, using a protective bag. The test results arepresented in Figures 5.43 and 5.44. The graph of Figure 5.43 indicates thatafter 25 washing cycles the 5 test samples in this batch were only showing 3broken chains out of a total of 190 chains. Important to mention is the fact thatthese 3 defects were present prior to the washing test and were caused bypoorly soldered contacts. This means that not a single defect was introducedduring the 25 washing cycles.Figure 5.44 shows the chain status of reference sample S24 which was amember of the fourth batch. We see a progressive destruction on all chaintypes after the different washing cycles. Comparison of the graphs in Fig-ures 5.43 and 5.44 illustrates again the big improvement the WR2 designintroduces.
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Figure 5.43: Chain status after every multiple of five washing cycles (WR2, knitted,domestic, line drying, in bag).
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Figure 5.44: Chain status of reference S24 after multiple washing cycles (WR2, knitted,domestic, line drying, in bag).
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The test samples in the fifth and last batch in the WR2 test were identicalto the samples of the fourth batch (on a knitted fabric). But now the sampleswere washed without a protective bag to investigate if this would induce morebroken chains. The data in Figure 5.45 shows that this was not the case.Again there were some defects prior to the washing test (4 defects). Washingup to 25 cycles did not introduce more defects, similar to the results obtainedwith batch four.Figure 5.46 shows the chain status of reference sample S30 of the lastbatch. There were a lot more broken chains in comparison with the results ofsample S24 (Figure 5.44). This indicates that washing without a protective bagis more severe, but did not seem to have influence on the samples containingthe improved WR2 design.
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Figure 5.45: Chain status after every multiple of five washing cycles (WR2, knitted,domestic, line drying, no bag).
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Figure 5.46: Chain status of reference S30 after multiple washing cycles (WR2, knitted,domestic, line drying, no bag).
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5.4.5.7 Test sample failure analysisThe data of the WR2 test series presented in the previous section 5.4.5.6 hasshown that, compared to the WR1 design, there were less broken chains evenafter 25 washing cycles. Nevertheless, every failure should be considered asunwanted. Therefore the WR2 test samples were visually inspected after the25 washing cycles to detect the different failure mechanisms. There was aclear difference in the amount of broken chains between test samples withmodules on a woven fabric and test samples with modules on a knitted fabric.In the case of a knitted fabric (batch 4 and 5), no defects were introducedduring washing. For samples with a woven fabric (batch 1, 2 and 3), the mostbroken chains were detected on chain types A and B, where type A showedthe highest failure rate. Figure 5.47(a) shows that this conductivity loss inthe resistor chains is due to cracks in the FCB. No defects were found on thesolder contacts of the SMD resistors. Also the smooth transitions from coppertrack to copper pad were free from cracks. Some of the measurement padshad also cracks in the middle of the pad as can be seen in Figure 5.47(b).These cracks do not contribute to the loss of chain conductivity between twomeasurement pads, but are of course unwanted if such a pad is needed in areal application.
(a) Cracks in the FCB of the resistor chains. (b) Cracks in the measurement pads.
Figure 5.47: Failures in the SMD resistor chain types A and B.
In the data analysis of the WR2 modules on a woven fabric it was noticedthat type A was more susceptible to breakage than type B. It was expectedthat visual inspection would reveal more broken contacts on the smaller SMDresistor packages compared to the larger packages in the type B chains. Butas mentioned before no evidence of broken contacts were found and failure inchain conductivity was caused by cracks in the FCB. Therefore the differencebetween A and B should be found somewhere else. The data in Table 5.11shows the percentage of broken chains for each chain of types A and B, aver-aged over all the tested samples with a woven fabric, excluding the referencesamples. This means that this average was taken over 3x5 = 15 samples.
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Type A B
Chain P1- P2- P3- P4- P5- P6- P7- P8- P9- P10-P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11% broken 93.3 20 13.3 13.3 46.6 13.3 0 0 6.6 33.3
Table 5.11: Overview of the percentage of broken chains of type A and B for eachchain after 25 washing cycles (15 samples, reference excluded).
It can be seen that chains of type A were indeed more often broken thanthe chains of type B. The P1-P2 chains had the highest failure rate. Onlyon one out of 15 samples did the P1-P2 chain survive, resulting in 93.3 %of broken P1-P2 chains. Also the P5-P6 and P10-P11 chains had a higherfailure rate compared to the rest. The positions of these chains are highlightedin Figure 5.48.
P1 P2
P3 P4
P5 P6
P7 P9
P8 P10
P11Figure 5.48: Positions of the chains of type A and B.
The three chains with the highest failure rate are located at the outerboundaries of the ‘snake’ between P1 and P11. It is believed that these outerboundaries are more likely to deform during washing than the ‘more protected’inner chains. Bending, twisting, stretching these outer chains more often thanthe rest of the chains could be the reason for the differences seen in failurerate. It is remarkable that the P1-P2 chain was broken on almost all testsamples. This chain is one of the ends of the snake. Compared to the otherend of the snake (P10-P11), the P1-P2 chain is positioned further away fromits neighboring chain P2-P3. This could lead to a higher degree of movementof freedom compared to the P10-P11 chain and could be the reason for thedifference in failure rate. The same reasoning can be used to explain why theP7-P8 and P8-P9 chains have a much lower failure rate. They are betterprotected by their close neighbors than the other chains.Chain types other than A and B are located on the TSSOP and QFN ICislands. The dummy IC’s are supported with stiffeners to prevent bending atthe solder contacts. No clear evidence of broken solder contacts like those
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seen on the WR1 samples (Figure 5.30) were found on the WR2 samples.Instead the flexes showed folds, causing cracks in the copper tracks becauseof the small bending radius. An example of such a fold is shown in Figure5.49(a). On the sample visible in Figure 5.49(b) such a fold eventually leadto rupture of the FCB.
(a) Fold across multiple copper tracks. (b) Fold in the FCB which resulted in a crack.
Figure 5.49: Folding of the FCB on the dummy IC islands.
The folds could only be created if the FCB was bent to a very small bendingradius. Normally this is not possible because the FCB is encapsulated witha ∼0.4mm PDMS encapsulation on each side. Only if the FCB delaminatesfrom the PDMS it is possible to achieve a bending radius small enough tocreate a fold. This is illustrated in Figure 5.50.
Delamination and foldingRadius large enough
TextilePDMSFlex
Figure 5.50: Left: Bending radius is large enough to prevent folding. Right: Whenthe FCB delaminates the FCB can bend in the opposite direction and create a fold.
Bending a sample with the textile on the inner side keeps the bendingradius of the FCB large enough to prevent folding. When the encapsulatedmodule is located on the inner side, the radius of the FCB becomes smallerbut is still not small enough to create a fold. Because the FCB is on the innerside of the bended sample it is under compression. The compression forcecan lead to delamination of the FCB from the PDMS encapsulation and theFCB can bend in the opposite direction with a bending radius small enoughto create a fold.
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In the pictures of Figure 5.49 the sample was slightly bent with the encap-sulated modules on the outer side of the sample. In Figure 5.51 the samplewas bent with the encapsulated modules on the inner side, showing the de-lamination of the FCB and formation of the fold.Besides the cracks and the folds another failure mechanism was observed.After about 15 washing cycles some of the FCB corners protruded throughthe PDMS encapsulation (Figure 5.52(a)). Once these corners come out ofthe PDMS encapsulation, further washing can cause more damage (Figure5.52(b)). The sharp FCB corners should be rounded to overcome this problem.
(a) Fold due to inward bending. (b) Detail of the fold.
Figure 5.51: Local delamination resulting in a fold.
(a) Corner of the FCB sticking out of thePDMS encapsulation. (b) Complete destruction of the PDMS toplayer at a FCB corner.
Figure 5.52: PDMS rupture at some of the FCB corners.
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Finally the reference samples underwent examination to determine whetherthe same failure mechanisms of the WR1 test run were present. Indeed thereference samples had again cracks at the solder contacts and measurementpads as can be seen in Figure 5.53.
(a) Crack at the weak transition between cop-per pad and copper track. (b) Crack at the weak transition between mea-surement pad and copper track.
Figure 5.53: Typical cracks in the copper on reference samples.
Measurement data showed that the washing reliability of the WR2 testmodules on the knitted fabric was better than when the same modules wereplaced onto the woven fabric. For the modules on the woven fabric, cracksin the FCB were the cause of conductivity loss in the chains. In the caseof modules that were placed on a knitted fabric, no conductivity loss wasmeasured even after 25 washing cycles. Also the visual inspection of thesesamples revealed no cracks or other defects. The difference is found in thedifferent stress levels that were present in the modules when they were bentusing a certain force. The picture in Figure 5.54 illustrates this in a visualway.
Figure 5.54: Illustration of the different resistance to bending in WR2 test samples.From left to right: knitted fabric and outward bending, knitted and inward, woven andoutward, woven and inward.
The modules shown in Figure 5.54 were cut out of a larger 30x30cm fabricand a rubber band was used to hold them during bending. It is clear thatthe highest stress level is present in the module on the woven fabric when
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bended inwards. This has led to the folding and eventually cracking of theFCB as described before. Replacing the woven fabric with the knitted fabricchanges the composition of module and fabric stack. The knitted fabric is ableto stretch when the module is bent inwards, allowing the stack neutral axis torun closer to the electrical layer, and thus relieving the stress on the FCB. Asa result, it requires less force to bend the module & knitted fabric combinationas is seen in Figure 5.54.
5.4.5.8 Conclusions on the WR2 testsThe purpose of the WR2 test was to improve the WR1 test design. Thiswas done with success by changing the 0402 and 0603 pad layout and byintroducing FR4 stiffeners to reinforce the TSSOP and QFN contacts. Out ofthe WR2 wash tests the following conclusions could be made:
• It was clear that the WR2 test samples were a major improvement com-pared to the WR1 samples. While most of the chains of the WR1 sampleshad broken contacts after one washing cycle, most of the WR2 chainssurvived up to 25 cycles.• The conductivity loss in the different chains of the WR2 samples wasrelated to folds and cracks in the FCB and not because of broken con-tacts. The defects were only found on samples where the modules wereplaced on a woven fabric. This was due to stresses in the module whenbending inwards.• WR2 test samples with the modules on a knitted fabric were showing thebest results. No defects were introduced during the 25 washing cycles.• Domestic washing without a protective bag was more severe than wash-ing with a bag. For samples with a woven fabric the use of a protectivebag had a positive result on the reliability. For samples on a knittedfabric there was no influence, because no defects were introduced bythe washing procedure.
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6Technology demonstrators
Electronics Textiles
Design principle
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Figure 6.1: Chapter overview.
In previous chapters the main focus was on technology developments torealize textile integrated stretchable electronics. These developments weredone to create a kind of ‘toolbox’ to support the creation of stretchable andwashable electronics for textile products (Figure 1.3). By ‘filling’ this toolboxwith design principles, processes for stretchable modules, integration methods,interconnection technologies and test methods, it becomes possible to actuallydesign and realize textile applications with integrated stretchable circuitry.Some technology demonstrators were already shown in previous chapters asexamples for technology steps (LED array, 7x8 LED display, blinking LEDmodules). These demonstrators were mainly used to test and improve the new
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technology developments. In this chapter we will give more information ontheir design. In the period of this PhD also other demonstrators were designedand realized in projects and master theses related to the PhD subject. Someof these applications of the technology will be shown in this chapter; an RGBcolor display, a party shirt and a wireless battery charger. The electroniccircuitry of the different demonstrators presented here, was designed usingthe meander design tool described in section 2.2.2.
6.1 LED array
The LED array of which the design is shown in Figure 6.2, served as a simpletest vehicle for different tests. It was mainly used for encapsulation tests bymeans of TPU lamination or industrial injection molding (see section 2.4). AllLEDs in the 4x4 array are lighting up together when powered.
Gnd
Vdd 9VD1D2D3D4
D5D6D7D8
D9D10D11D12
D13D14D15D16
Pad1
Pad2 R1 8.2
Ω R2 8.2Ω R3 8.2Ω R4 8.2Ω
(a) Scematic
Pad1
Pad2
8cm
8cm
LEDs
Resistors
(b) Layout
Figure 6.2: LED array design.
The design has 16 SMD LEDs and 4 SMD resistors on flexible islands,interconnected with each other via copper meanders. Meander width (W ) is100µm, their horseshoe angle (α) is 0◦ and they have a radius (R ) of 500µm(for info on meander parameters see Figures A.14 and A.15). Componentinformation is given in Table 6.1. The circuit is powered by a 9V source.
Component name Package DescriptionD1 - D5 0603 Red SMD LED (Avago HSMZ-C190)R1 - R4 0603 8.2Ω current limiting resistor
Table 6.1: Components for the LED array.
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The design fits on a 10cm x 10cm carrier board and six of them fit on a9inch x 12inch carrier (Figure 6.3(a)). Figure 6.3 depicts realizations of thisdesign.
(a) Functionality check after substrate fabrica-tion. (b) Detail of the LED dome.
(c) Stretching (d) Crumpling
Figure 6.3: LED array pictures.
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6.2 7x8 LED display
To evaluate the different process developments on an actual electronic design,a simple but attractive demonstrator was designed in this PhD. This technol-ogy demonstrator shows a stretchable 7x8 single color LED-matrix, which canbe used for example in wearable signage applications. The use of LEDs pro-vides a visual feedback in case of circuit malfunction. The electronic circuitwas built up around a MSP430F123 low power microcontroller from TexasInstruments [1]. The microcontroller was programmed to show a scrolling textmessage on the 7x8 LED-matrix.It was the aim to design a single color LED matrix of which the LEDs canbe turned on and off individually. There are several electronic designs possibleto accomplish this. The aim was to realize the design with the minimum ofelectrical components to drive the LEDs. In a more traditional way this canbe done by multiplexing. In Figure 6.4(a) one can see a simple representationof multiplexing with LEDs. The anodes (+) of the LEDs in one column areinterconnected with each other to define the columns. The rows are defined byinterconnecting the cathodes (-). As an example LED2 and LED3 are turnedon by putting a high voltage (logic 1) on the signal line of the first columnand on the signal lines of the second and third row. The appropriate LEDsare turned on one column at a time. When going fast enough, it appears tothe eye that every LED is lit at the same time. The number of signal lines isdetermined by the sum of the number of columns and the number of rows. Inthe case of a 7x8 LED matrix 15 interconnections are needed from the LEDmatrix to an island with the driving electronics when using this multiplexingscheme.
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(b) Charlieplexing a 3x4 matrix with 4 signals.
Figure 6.4: Multiplexing and Charlieplexing schemes for LED matrices.
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In order to further reduce the number of interconnections, a more unusualmultiplexing technique called ‘Charlieplexing’ was used [2]. Figure 6.4(b)illustrates how Charlieplexing was used to drive an LED matrix. A name hasbeen given to each column (A to D). This are also the names for the used signallines. For driving the LEDs of column A, the signal line which interconnectsthe cathodes of the LEDs is pulled low to ground (L). The other signal linesB, C and D are used to turn the LEDs in the column on or off. In the exampleLED2 and 3 are turned on by putting a high voltage (H) on lines C andD. Signal line B is connected to high impedance (Z) to turn LED1 off. Theother LEDs in columns B, C and D are off. LED7 for example is off becauseits reverse biased (A low, C high). LED5 is off because line B is at a highimpedance so no current can flow through LED5. To display a complete imagethe columns are selected in sequence by pulling the corresponding signal lineto ground. The remaining lines are used to turn the column LEDs on or off.By alternating the function of the signal lines between selecting a columnand driving the LED’s on or off, the number of signal lines is reduced withrespect to the more traditional multiplexing. With this Charlieplexing scheme,n signal lines can be used to drive n(n− 1) LEDs. In the case of a 7x8 LEDmatrix this means 8 interconnections instead of 15. This makes it possible todrive the 56 LEDs with one 8 bit I/O port of the microcontroller. A drivingalgorithm was developed and programmed in C to drive the 7x8 LED matrix.This algorithm was used to program the microcontroller in order to show ascrolling text on the display. The interconnection scheme of the circuit for the7x8 LED display is shown in Figure 6.5. An overview of the used componentsis listed in Table 6.2.
Component name Package DescriptionLED1 - LED56 0603 Red SMD LED (Avago HSMZ-C190)R1 - R36 0603 0Ω resistor used as a jumpersR37 0603 47kΩ pull-up resistor on the reset pinC1 0402 100nF decoupling capacitorIC1 TSSOP28 MSP430F123IPW microcontrollerMolex 1mm/8way Molex FFC/FPC socket for JTAG programming
Table 6.2: Components for the 7x8 LED display.
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Figure 6.5: 7x8 LED display design.
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One can see 2 parts in the schematic of Figure 6.5. The part with the LEDswas layouted in a stretchable matrix and the part with the microcontrollerwas placed on a flexible island. Figure 6.6 shows the actual layout of thestretchable circuit. The LED islands are interconnected with meander shapedconductors to achieve stretchability. Meander width (W ) is 100µm, theirhorseshoe angle (α) is 45◦ and they have a radius (R ) of 300µm (for info onmeander parameters see Figures A.14 and A.15). Every LED island containsa 0Ω resistor, used as a jumper, so all tracks could be routed in a single layer.The interconnections between the microcontroller and JTAG connector at thebottom were routed in such a way that the connector could be cut off afterprogramming, to size down the controller island.
8cm
8cm
Cut off
Stretchablematrix
Controllerisland
LEDR
Figure 6.6: 7x8 LED display layout.
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Figure 6.7 shows some pictures of realisations of this technology demon-strator.
Figure 6.7: Pictures of the 7x8 LED display.
6.3 Blinking LED modules
The blinking LED module design was made to test the creation of openings inthe encapsulation to access contact pads and to show the principle of inter-connecting modules with embroidered and soldered electric wires. Eventuallythe samples were also used to carry out a first series of washing experiments(see section 5.4.2). Different blinking led modules were grouped on one designas can be seen in Figure 6.9. Every blinking LED module was layouted ona flexible island with four LEDs that are blinking two by two. The electroniccircuit on each island was based on an astable multivibrator circuit to ob-tain the oscillation required for turning on and off the LEDs, which lead to theblinking. The basic working principle of the astable multivibrator can be foundon the internet [3]. The schematic of a single blinking LED module is shownin Figure 6.8. Besides the four LEDs this circuit has only two transistors, twocapacitors and four resistors. The components are listed in Table 6.3.
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Figure 6.8: Blinking LED module schematic (astable multivibrator).
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Figure 6.9: Blinking LED module layout.
Component name Package DescriptionLed1 - Led4 0603 Red SMD LED (Avago HSMZ-C190)Q1,Q2 SOT-23 Transistor BC847BR1,R2 0402 47Ω resistorR3,R4 0402 6k8Ω resistorC1,C2 Case A 33µF capacitor
Table 6.3: Components for a blinking LED module.
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Figure 6.10(a) shows the blinking LED modules after PDMS encapsu-lation. The design was made in such a way that powering one module alsopowered the other modules, providing a fast and easy way to check functional-ity of all modules at once. Figure 6.10(b) shows the modules after separatingthem from each other with a knife.
(a) All modules powered together. (b) Modules after separation.
Figure 6.10: Blinking LED modules.
Two different types of blinking LED modules were included in the design;‘corner modules’ and ‘end modules’. The corner modules had two intercon-nection points for power, while the end modules had only one. These twotypes could be used together to make a chain of interconnected blinking LEDmodules. Figure 6.11 shows the combination of a corner and an end moduleon a knitted fabric.
Figure 6.11: Blinking LED corner and end module interconnected on a knitted fabric.
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6.4 RGB color display
First technology demonstrators, showing textile integrated stretchable elec-tronics, like the 7x8 LED display were a great success. They triggered theinterest from people not only active in textile research but also from otherdomains. As an example the textile mobile project was born [4]. The projectaimed at creating a mobile set-up to demonstrate the on-going research atGhent University that focuses on the production of Intelligent Textile. Theproject combined work in microelectronics with textile development, and mu-sic applications. Results were demonstrated at various public events. In thisproject a flexible 8x8 RGB LED display module, produced by CMST, was in-tegrated in a vest. The design contained a wireless module to send imagesfrom a computer to the display. PDMS encapsulation and textile integrationwas done using the methods developed and described in this PhD. In a the-sis to obtain her bachelors degree in fashion technology, Nikky Vlaemynckdesigned a vest to integrate the display [5]. Pictures of the final result areshown in Figures 6.12 and 6.13.
Figure 6.12: Textile Mobile demonstrator: RGB color display integrated in a vest.
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Figure 6.13: Textile Mobile demonstrator: RGB color display integrated in a vest.
6.5 Party Shirt
The party shirt was developed in the frame of a multidisciplinair master the-sis cluster, which received financial support from BiR&D [6]. The aim was todevelop a social game, in which music was played to two teams. During thisgame the team members danced according to the music. The movements of theparticipants were registered using wireless movement sensor nodes. The levelof synchronisation of the participants to the music and between the members ofthe same team were calculated in real-time and a proper visual feedback wasgenerated, wirelessly sent, and shown on the wearable stretchable and textileintegrated LED display, worn by each of the participants. The movement sen-sor information was also used off-line to analyse the interaction (co-operationand competition) between the participants, as well as the influence of thegame settings (especially the LED display) on this interaction.This Master Thesis was a co-operation between the electronic engineer-ing research group CMST (Centre for Microsystems Technology) from GhentUniversity Faculty of Engineering and the human sciences research group
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IPEM (Institute of Psychoacoustics and Electronic Music) from Ghent Univer-sity Faculty of Arts and Philosophy. The work was split up into two mastertheses:
• Thesis at CMST: Development of a stretchable multifunctional LED ma-trix for integration in textile [7].• Thesis at IPEM: The Social Gaming Partyshirt - An Interactive Ap-plication using Music, Movement and Luminescent Textile in a SocialGaming Context [8].
Here we will discus briefly the realization of the Party Shirt which isshown in Figure 6.14.
Figure 6.14: Pictures of the Party Shirt (P4 on the display means ‘Player 4’).
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The Party Shirt has a stretchable 5x10 RGB LED display (Figure 6.15(b))which is integrated into the sleeve of a T-shirt. Stretchable substrate fabri-cation was done using the laser structuring method described in section 2.3.2.PDMS injection molding was done, using a PMMA mold to encapsulate thestretchable circuit (Figure 6.15(a)). After encapsulation the stretchable dis-play module was attached to a 10cm x 20cm knitted fabric, using the screenprinting integration method described in section 3.2. The fabric, containingthe display, was sewn into the sleeve of a T-shirt.
(a) PDMS encapsulation, using a PMMA mold. (b) stretchable display module.
Figure 6.15: Stretchable 5x10 RGB LED display.
The 50 RGB LEDs in the display were multiplexed column by column. APWM LED driver was used to drive the 5 color LEDs in one column. Columnswitching was done using p-mos transistors at the common anodes of the LEDs.The display circuit contained an RF chip and a loop antenna for wirelesscommunication with a PC. The different ICs in the circuit were controlled bya microcontroller, programmed in C. Prior to the start of this master thesisa microcontroller test board, containing the RF circuit together with otherfeatures, was designed and realized to assist the students in circuit and systemdevelopments. This test board was also helpful for other developments usinga microcontoller during this PhD and is still used in other projects. Moreinformation on this test board is found in appendix C. The layout of the PartyShirt display is shown in Figure 6.16. The meander design tool, describedin section 2.2.2, was used to route the different meanders in the design. Formore information on the design of the stretchable display module in the PartyShirt, we refer to the master thesis [7].
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Figure 6.16: Circuit layout of the stretchable RGB led matrix used in the Party Shirt.
Four Party Shirts were made and used to demonstrate the dance gamedeveloped during the master thesis at IPEM. The social game adopted thename BeatLED and more information is found in Nies et al. [9]. From thesix financially supported projects in the Call MSc2009, BiR&D selected twoprojects receiving a student-award of which this thesis cluster was one.
6.6 Wireless battery charger.
An important part in every textile integrated electronic system is its powersupply. It was not the intention to provide a fixed solution for textile integratedbatteries during this PhD study. However, the subject received some attentionduring research, as a power source was needed in the different technologydemonstrators we described before. For these demonstrators, stand alonebattery packs were used. These packs could be attached to or detached fromthe stretchable circuits with a connector. No special attention was given tothe textile integration as they were simply sewn into a pocket on the garment.While this solution could be acceptable in some cases, a solution with a higherdegree of textile integration could be needed in others. The type of batteryand the integration level is application dependent. Questions related to theselection are:• What is the amount of power the circuit needs? What is the maximalvoltage and current?
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• Should the battery be rechargeable or only replaceable?• How long should the battery last before recharging or replacing?• Should/can the battery be rigid, flexible or stretchable?• Should the battery be permanently integrated in the textile product orshould it be detachable?• Is there need for a waterproof or even a washable battery?• What types of battery packs are currently available on the market thatcould fit the needs?It is clear that depending on the targeted product requirements, the searchfor a suited power solution can become a real quest. An example of a chal-lenging case is a conformable, permanently integrated power solution. A firstattempt to tackle this case was done during the SWEET project. In collabo-ration with the ESAT-MICAS group at KU Leuven, a wireless battery chargerwhich supplies power and supports bidirectional data transfer during rechargewas realized [10]. The concept underlying the design is shown in Figure 6.17.
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Figure 6.17: Block level schematic of the wireless battery charging system (top) andits subdivision in functional islands for implementation in the SMI technology (bottom).
On the top, a block level schematic of the developed system is depicted.The left (primary side) and right (secondary side) parts are respectively theexternal base and the embedded battery charger which are connected by aninductive link. A microcontroller (MCU) monitors the battery status, manages
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the communication process and drives the load. For demonstration purposes,the load consists of a LED array.The circuitry of the secondary side was implemented in the SMI technologyusing the techniques described in this PhD. The circuit was split up in twoflexible islands, interconnected with each other by four meanders (Figure 6.17bottom). The first island contains a planar coil, together with the powerregulation and data communication sub-modules. A second island contains athin flexible rechargeable battery, a microcontroller, a battery charger and theload. Stretchable substrate fabrication was done using the laser structuringmethod described in section 2.3.2. Encapsulation was done by liquid injectionmolding, using Sylgard 186 PDMS (info in section 2.4.1). Figure 6.18 depictsthe conformable, wireless chargeable battery module. This module was lateron integrated in a suit using the screen printing technique described in section3.2. More information on the design and performance of this demonstrator isfound in Carta et al. [10].
26cm
5.2cm
Figure 6.18: PDMS encapsulated conformable, wireless chargeable battery module.
With a module size off 26cm x 5cm it is clear that this solution is too bigto implement in a real application. The main reason for this oversized designis the fact that the charging module was built for research and demonstrationpurposes. Research was done on the inductive charging and bidirectional data
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transfer by the ESAT-MICAS group. Later on the design was used by CMSTto demonstrate the textile integration possibilities of the SMI technology.In a real product design the inductive charging circuitry should be imple-mented using a more integrated solution. This would reduce the number ofcomponents and consequently also the overall circuit dimensions. In the endthis would lead to a design containing only the coil and the battery, togetherwith a small island holding the additional circuitry.A good starting point for the design would be to use the Qi 1.0 standard,developed by the Wireless Power Consortium (WPC)[11]. In this standard,similar principles as those for the stretchable, inductive chargeable moduleare used. Established in 2008, the WPC is a group of Asian, European, andAmerican companies in diverse industries, including electronics manufactur-ers and original equipment manufacturers (OEMs). More than 100 companiesare currently member of the consortium (e.g. ConvenientPower, Powermat,Texas Instruments, ST Ericsson, Philips, Energizer, Sony, Samsung, Pana-sonic, Nokia). The WPC standard defines the type of inductive coupling (coilconfiguration) and the communications protocol to be used for low-power wire-less devices. Any device operating under this standard will be able to pairwith any other WPC-compliant device. Under the WPC standard, ‘low power’for wireless transfer means a draw of 0 to 5 W. Systems that fall within thescope of this standard are those that use inductive coupling between twoplanar coils to transfer power from the power transmitter to the power re-ceiver. The distance between the two coils is typically 5 mm. Regulationof the output voltage is provided by a digital control loop where the powerreceiver communicates with the power transmitter and requests more or lesspower. Communication is unidirectional from the power receiver to the powertransmitter via backscatter modulation [12].As one of the founding members, Texas Instruments develops controllerICs for transmitters and receivers, which are WPC compliant. Figure 6.19illustrates how their components can be used in a typical inductive chargingtopology. If we look to the receiver side, the system is integrated in anadvanced receiver IC for wireless power transfer (e.g. bq51013 and bq51011).This makes it the only IC required between Rx coil and 5V DC output voltage.The device provides the AC/DC power conversion while integrating the digitalcontrol required to comply with the Qi v1.0 communication protocol. The deviceintegrates a low-impedance full synchronous rectifier, low-dropout regulator,digital control, and accurate voltage and current loops. The entire powerstage (rectifier and LDO) utilizes low resistive NMOS FETs to ensures highefficiency and low power dissipation [13]. Only a small amount of additionalSMD passives are needed next to the IC to complete the circuitry at thereceiver side. Figure 6.20 depicts how all receiver side circuitry fits on a 5mm x 15 mm PCB [14].
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Figure 6.19: Typical wireless-power functional diagram, using TI controller IC’s.
Figure 6.20: 5mm x 15mm PCB with all receiver side circuitry.
6.7 Conclusions
The different demonstrators presented in this chapter illustrate the use ofthe developed stretchable technology for textile integration. In the designphase, the meander design tool was used to route the meanders. The laserstructuring method was used to fabricate the stretchable substrates, whichwere encapsulated by liquid injection molding or lamination. Both the textilescreen printing technique and the textile lamination technique were used tointegrate the encapsulated modules with fabrics. The successful realizationshave led to the demonstration of a stretchable LED array, a 7x8 LED display,blinking LED modules, an RGB color display, a party shirt and a wirelessbattery charger. These demonstrators can be considered as building blocks,possibly leading to some first real applications in the future...
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7Conclusion and outlook
This final chapter discusses the main achievements obtained during this PhDstudy, together with some suggestions for future work.
7.1 Main achievements
In this thesis it was the objective to provide solutions that contribute in today’sefforts on the creation of products with textile integrated electronics. It wasnoticed, that the missing link in most research on smart textile products couldbe attributed to the absence of a well suited integration method for electronicsin textiles. Most electronic based research projects for smart textile productsare application driven. While they provide new electronic systems, they oftenneglect the proper integration of these systems, which is usually limited tosewing rigid modules into the textile. Textile driven research projects on theother hand create fabrics with added functionality. Typical examples includetextile based sensor elements or antennas. However, these projects often ne-glect the fact that also the interfacing electronics should be designed andintegrated to achieve a practical solution. In order to bridge the gap betweenthe electronic and textile industries, the concept of a technology toolbox fortextile integrated electronics was created. This toolbox should contain so-lutions for the electronic industry, allowing them to design and manufactureelectronic circuits that are well suited for textile integration. Additionally,this toolbox should provide solutions for the textile industry, so these elec-tronic circuits can be easily integrated in textile products. The main topics
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that defined the toolbox structure were described: design principles, circuitmanufacturing processes, textile integration processes, interconnection meth-ods and washability testing. Washability was a target that was set especiallyfor this PhD, but will not always be required. Generally, the toolbox shouldcontain a set of tests that evaluate the reliability of the textile product andthe developed washablility tests are an example of that.During this PhD work, the toolbox was filled with different solutions, ofwhich the developments were based on technologies for stretchable electron-ics. The characteristics of these type of circuits allowed textile integration ofelectronics in such a way that the typical flexible/stretchable of typical textileproducts is preserved. At the beginning of this work, these stretchable tech-nologies were still in an early development phase. Realizations were limitedto encapsulated meandering copper tracks, which was still far away from acomplete functional circuit. With the challenge of creating a technology forrobust and washable textile integrated electronics as a driving force, the laserstructuring fabrication method was developed. This stretchable substrate fab-rication method makes use of standard flexible circuit boards and should beeasy to adopt by printed circuit board manufactures. Next to the developmentof this new stretchable substrate, also advances were made in the encapsula-tion part of the stretchable technology. In this part, the stretchable circuit isencapsulated in an elastomer, to obtain a stretchable module, which is lateron used for textile integration. Liquid injection molding techniques have madeit possible to create openings in the encapsulation of stretchable modules.These openings are important to improve the conformability and breathabilityof the modules and make it possible to access contact pads. Additionally, anew encapsulation method that is based on TPU lamination was developed.Normally, there is a wax adhesive layer on the temporary carrier that is usedduring the stretchable substrate fabrication step. Since this layer melts be-cause of the heat during lamination, the wax was replaced with a pressuresensitive adhesive tape to bring this new encapsulation method to a success.The developed fabrication methods make the realization of functional stretch-able modules possible. The next goal of this PhD was the integration of thesemodules into textiles. To facilitate industrialization of the processes in a laterstage, the target was to develop integration methods that are easy to adopt intextile manufacturing. The use of two different encapsulation material types(thermosetting and thermoplastic) have led to two different integration meth-ods. The first method uses the screen printing of a PDMS glue layer to bondPDMS encapsulated stretchable modules and fabrics together. A lamina-tion step is used in the second method to bond TPU encapsulated stretchablemodules to fabrics. While the developments resulted in lightweight stretchablemodules, attaching them to a fabric will always change the fabrics propertiesto a certain extent. This aspect was investigated and it was was found that
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the change in stretchability they cause, is in the same range of changes in-troduced by typical color prints in todays textile products. Therefore, it canbe concluded that the developed technology makes it possible to integrateelectronics in textiles without compromising user comfort.It is possible that applications require different textile integrated stretch-able modules, which are interconnected with each other. The creation ofopenings in the encapsulation makes it possible to access contact pads. Thisallows the interconnection of textile integrated stretchable modules, by usingone of the many textile based interconnection methods. Different realizationswere given as examples. These included the interconnection of blinking LEDmodules with a textile integrated electrical wire and the interconnection of astretchable module with an embroidered conductive yarn.Besides technology developments, also a large part of this PhD was de-voted to the washability assessment of the textile integrated stretchable mod-ules. It was stated that there are two major challenges to obtain washabilityfor stretchable electronics: sufficient water resistance and good mechanicalreliability. Research on the first aspect has led to the development of theWater Effect Test. This test is based on the measurement of leakage cur-rents between encapsulated copper tracks, while they are immersed in a hotwater/soap mixture. It was proven that a soldermask in combination with aPDMS or TPU encapsulation provide protection for the copper tracks during55 hours. Washing reliability of the textile integrated modules is the secondaspect that was investigated. The developed Washing Reliability test (WRtest) evaluates the solder contacts of SMD components on a flexible islandwhen an encapsulated module is washed several times in a standard washingmachine. Two different WR designs were used in the tests. It was shown thatthe WR2 design, which is an improved version of the WR1 design, was ableto survive the maximum tested amount of 25 domestic washing cycles. Therewas conductivity loss in some of the chains, but only in the case that theseWR2 modules were attached to a woven fabric instead of a knitted fabric. Thedefects were related to folds and cracks in the flexible board and were notcaused by broken contacts.The different technology developments have led to various functional demon-strators in projects and were also used to produce the different test samplesdescribed in this dissertation. These successful realizations include a stretch-able LED array, a 7x8 LED display, blinking LED modules, an RGB color dis-play, a party shirt and a wireless battery charger. To come to the realizationof a demonstrator, it should be designed first. The layout of a stretchable cir-cuit contains meander shaped stretchable tracks. This implies that PCB CADdesign software should contain a toolset to route these meandering tracks. Ameander design tool for the EAGLE PCB design software was developed forthis purpose.
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7.2 Future work
A large number of technical innovations were made during this PhD research.With the new developed technologies, it is now possible to actually realizetextile integrated stretchable electronic circuits, which was not possible at thebeginning of this work. However, the multidisciplinarity that makes the inte-gration of electronics into clothing so challenging, ensures that there is stillmuch research needed to achieve a technology mature enough for industrialproduction and to manufacture fully characterized and reliable products. As aresult, new solutions should be added to the technology toolbox and existingitems must be developed further. This section lists some recommendations forfuture work.
A first topic that requires further research is the use of the wax adhesiveon a temporary carrier. The use of this wax was introduced in the work ofBossuyt F. (PhD) and is good to use in a lab environment, but can introduceproblems when used on an industrial scale. The main problem with this waxcan be found at the carrier release step. After the injection molding of thetop part of the module, this carrier is removed by heating up the wax. Thisstep should be fast in order to be feasible in an industrial injection moldingprocess. This means a fast heating up of the wax, peeling off the carrier andremoval of wax residues that are left on the module. In the current process,the heating up of the wax before removal takes 3 to 5 minutes at a hotplatetemperature of 150◦C, which might be too long. The removal of wax residuescan only be done with acetone. A solution should be found to remove thisresidue while the module stays in the injection molding machine or a methodshould be foreseen to take the half encapsulated module out of the moldand replace it after residue removal. These problems are not existing whenthe solution with the pressure sensitive adhesive, that was developed in thisdissertation, is used. Peeling off the carrier is fast because it does not requirean additional step like heating and no residue removal is needed. However,this new method is only a solution for encapsulation materials that do notadhere to the tape. Up to now this has proven to be possible for TPU andother thermoplastic materials that can be injection molded or laminated, butnot for PDMS materials. So for PDMS materials the use of the wax is stillthe only possibility.The developed textile integration methods have proven to be good solu-tions. Currently, the stretchable modules are aligned and placed manuallyonto the fabrics. It would be worthwhile to investigate if this step could beautomated.For some applications, the interconnection of stretchable modules withtextile based interconnection methods might be important. While this was not
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the main goal of this work, some advances in a good direction were made andadvice was given. The development of the connection techniques itself is stillopen for future research.Different results related to washability were shown, but also here muchremains to be tested. The washing reliability of soldered SMD contacts onfunctional islands was evaluated, but the combination of functional islands andstretchable meanders has not yet been subjected to washing tests. It is alsoimportant to mention that the washability of a certain module will depend a loton several design aspects, like the shape and size of the module, the locationof the functional islands and the density of the electrical components. We canassume that the textile integrated module design should result in a device thatis as conformable as possible, without the introduction of high stresses in themodule during deformation. However, more experience is needed to translatethis assumption into a set of practical design rules.An interesting challenge for the future is to find applications that can re-ally benefit from textile integrated stretchable electronic modules. From themoment that the circuitry can be designed as a single and small circuit, thereis probably no need for stretchability and a flexible or even rigid module canbe sufficient. Nevertheless, the developed encapsulation and textile integra-tion methods can also be used for these type of modules. In order to benefitfrom stretchability, the application should contain electronic circuitry that isdistributed over a large surface. Examples of such a circuit are the LED dis-plays presented in this work. These circuits really need the stretchability, sothat user comfort is preserved when integrated in textile. Another interestingfeature that the developed stretchable technology can bring, is found in de-vices that can be shaped by thermoforming. The developed method with thepressure sensitive adhesive on the carrier plate can be used to encapsulatea stretchable circuit in a rigid thermoplastic material, instead of in an elasticmaterial. It might be possible to do a one time deformation of such a module,where at the positions at which the module is deformed, the stretchable inter-connections would be subjected to a one time stretch. Research on this topicmight lead to a new set of applications.

AMeander tool for Eagle PCB designsoftware.
A.1 Getting started with the tool
To launch the tool:• Startup Eagle• Type ‘run meandertool’ in the command line of the board window.• Hit enter.• The meander tool will pop up.
Figure A.1: Launching the meander tool.
A.1.1 Draw meandersMeanders can be drawn directly into the board layout. The shape of themeander is defined by the number of turns (n), the width (w), the radius (r)
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and the angle (a) (see Figure A.2). The angle between the meander andthe x-axis is set with the direction (d) parameter. Angles are given in degreemeasurement. The drawing layer can be chosen by changing the layer number(e.g. 1=Top, 16=Bottom). Every track in Eagle has a signal name. Changethe signal name for the meander you want to draw, to add it to the right signalin the netlist. The begin point of the meander is defined by its x-y coordinate.This begin point is automatically updated with the endpoint of the last drawnmeander (or other structure).
Enter meanderparameters
Flip meanderif necessary
Add begin and endstructures if neededPress Draw
The meander is drawnand the begin point isupdated, makingchaining of meanderspossible.
Figure A.2: Steps to follow for meander drawing.
Begin and end shapes can be added to the meander if necessary. Theseshapes are commented in Figure A.3.
(a) Begin pad. (b) Begin meander (c) begin pad + begin meander
Figure A.3: Illustration of the begin shapes that can be added to the meander.
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A.1.2 Draw other shapes
The other shapes one can draw are illustrated in the Figures A.4, A.5 and A.6.
Arc angles
Figure A.4: Arc: Draw one turn of a meander, defined by two different angles.
Horseshoe angleAngle first directionAngle second direction
Begin point is: or
Figure A.5: Corner: Draw a corner to go from one direction to another.
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Select which brancesto draw
Flip branches if neededSelect begin and endpoint (for chaining)
(
Press DrawExample settings give:
)
Figure A.6: Split: Draw a split with two, three or four branches.
A.1.3 Calculations tab, how to use...The use of the meander tool will be explained using a simple design example.The first thing to do, is draw the schematic and create the board from thisschematic (example in Figure A.7).
Schematic Board
Figure A.7: Example of a schematic and board layout.
The yellow lines in the board layout are ‘air wires’ which are unrouted.It is the intention to route these wires with meanders. Without the meandercalculations section in the meander tool this would be a hard job to do. This isbecause we need to determine the number of meander turns and the meanderradius to exactly fit the length between the components. In the calculationstab of the meander tool one can see the list of unrouted signals, togetherwith the x-y coordinates of the begin and end points. It is advised to giveproper names to signals in the schematic editor, making it easier to recognizeunrouted signals.
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Figure A.8: Meander calculations for signal LINE1.
• Select the signal you want to route. If you’re not sure if it is the correct signal,press ‘show signal’. This highlights the selected signal in the board editor.• Set up the parameters for the meander you want to draw between the begin andend point of the unrouted signal (angle, radius and width).• Check the boxes if you need begin or end shapes attached to the meander.• Press calculate. After calculation the window is updated (Figure A.9).
Figure A.9: Calculated values for the LINE1 meander.
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The tool calculated:
• The total length of the meander (+ endings).• The direction of the meander.• The number of meander turns.• The adaptation of the radius to have a perfect fit between begin and end pointof the unrouted signal.
Go back to the ‘draw meanders’ tab. The calculated parameters are auto-matically filled in (Figure A.10).
Figure A.10: Calculated values are automatically filled in.
Once you press the draw button, the meander is drawn (Figure A.11(a)).This can be repeated for the other signals (Figure A.11(b)). During this pro-cess, the unrouted signal list is updated every time.
(a) First meander routed. (b) Using the same process for other meanders.
Figure A.11: Drawing meanders using the calculator option of the meander tool.
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In case you have to make a turn (here from LED3 to PAD4) you can performthe following actions:• First draw a corner with the same signal name.• New airwires will be created.• Exit the meander tool and move the corner to the desired position.• Press the Rastnest button in the board layout to let eagle recalculatethe airwires.
Figure A.12: Making a turn.
Now you can run the meander tool again to calculate the meanders inorder to route the unrouted signals (Figure A.13).
Figure A.13: Routing the last signals completes this layout design.
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A.2 Goniometric calculations
This section gives an overview of the goniometric calculations used in themeander tool to draw the different shapes.
Meander W
Figure A.14: Meander width W .
The drawing in Figure A.14 shows the definition of the width (W ) of themeander. In the rest of the drawings in this section, only the centerline of themeander is drawn. Figure A.15 shows the coordinates of one meander turnwith (x, y) the coordinates of the begin point p.
p p1α
2Rcos(α) α = horseshoe angle
p1coordinate :x1 = x + 2R cos(α)y1 = yR
R = radius
Figure A.15: Coordinates of one meander turn.
Pad h
b R
Figure A.16: Pad dimensions.
Figure A.16 illustrates the begin and end pad dimensions. Note that theheight (h) and the width (b) are defined here on the centerline. In the endthese dimensions are increased by the meander width (W ).
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Begin meander
p1coordinate :x1 = x + R cos(α1)y1 = y+ R (1− sin(α1))p2coordinate :x2 = x1 + R (cos(α1) + cos(α))y2 = y1 + R (sin(α1)− 1)
α1 R p1
p2 αp
α1angle :R = 2R sin(α1) + R sin(α)
α1 = arcsin(1− sinα2
)
Figure A.17: Coordinates of a begin meander.
Figure A.17 shows how the begin meander is defined. The begin pointp has (x, y) as coordinates. Calculation of the coordinates is done step bystep because there is also a rotation implemented in the meander tool. Thisrotation is done in the ‘locale coordination system’ with the start point of thearc as the orgin:
xrotated = x cos(αrot)− y sin(αrot)yrotated = x sin(αrot) + y cos(αrot)
So first we calculate the end coordinate of the arc without a translation.Then we do the rotation and next the translation.Example:
x1 = R cos(α1)y1 = R (1− sin(α1))xrotated+translated = x1 cos(αrot)− y1 sin(αrot) + xyrotated+translated = x1 sin(αrot) + y1 cos(αrot) + y
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Meander turn
α p α1 p1 p2 α2
p3
αα = horseshoe angleα1 = first directionα2 = second direction
Figure A.18: Meander turn
Figure A.18 illustrates how a meander turn is used to go from one meanderdirection (α1) to another (α2). A turn can be drawn starting from two differentstarting points (p or p3).
Calculations beginning from p(x, y):p1 coordinatex1 = x + R (cos(α − α1) + cos(α1))y1 = y− R (sin(α − α1)− sin(α1))
p2 coordinatex2 = x1 + R (cos(α1) + cos(α2))y2 = y1 + R (sin(α1)− sin(α2))p3 coordinatex3 = x2 + R (cos(α2) + cos(α − α2))y3 = y2 − R (sin(α2)− sin(α − α2))
Calculations beginning from p3(x3, y3):p2 coordinatex2 = x3 − R (cos(α2) + cos(α − α2))y2 = y3 − R (sin(α − α2)− sin(α2))
p1 coordinatex1 = x2 − R (cos(α1) + cos(α2))y1 = y2 − R (sin(α1)− sin(α2))p coordinatex = x1 − R (cos(α − α1) + cos(α1))y = y1 − R (sin(α1)− sin(α − α1))
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Meander calculations
b R
h α1
α
L
Figure A.19: Total meander, including begin and end structures.
Algorithm used in the meander calculations:• Calculate length (L) of the unrouted air wire.• Calculate number of meander turns (N) (function of L, radius (R ) andhorseshoe angle (α)).• Calculate the correct value of R (because N is rounded to nearest in-teger).α= horseshoe angle; E=number of endings (0,1 or 2); Ep=number of endpads (0,1 or 2); N=number of turns
α1 angle: α1 = arcsin(1− sinα2
)
Number of meander turns (N):
L = ER (cos(α) + 2 cos(α1)) + 2NR cos(α) + Ep(h+ R )
=> N = round(L− ER (cos(α) + 2 cos(α1))− Ep(h+ R )2R cos(α)
)
Radius (R ) in function of L, N and α :
R = L− EphE(cos(α) + 2 cos(α1)) + 2N cos(α) + Ep
Remark: In the meander program Ep and h are split up (begin-pad, end-pad,h1, h2).

BPeel test graphs
B.1 PDMS adhesion
Graphs of the Sylgard 186 peel test results.
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(N) Cu, no primer #1Cu, no primer #2Cu, no primer #3Cu, 1200 OS #1Cu, 1200 OS #2Cu, 1200 OS #3
Peeling
Breaking
Figure B.1: Sylgard 186 - Copper adhesion results, with and without 1200 OS primer.
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Figure B.2: Sylgard 186 - Polyimide adhesion results, with and without 1200 OSprimer.
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Figure B.3: Sylgard 186 - Soldermask adhesion results, with and without 1200 OSprimer.
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Figure B.4: Sylgard 186 - Sylgard186 adhesion results, with and without 1200 OSprimer.
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B.2 TPU adhesion
Graphs of the Krystalflex 429 peel test results.
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Extention (mm)
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(N)
Figure B.5: Krystalflex 429 TPU - copper adhesion results for TPU laminated atdifferent temperatures.
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Figure B.6: Krystalflex 429 TPU - polyimide adhesion results for TPU laminated atdifferent temperatures.
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Figure B.7: Krystalflex 429 TPU - soldermask adhesion results for TPU laminated atdifferent temperatures.
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C.1 Introduction
The development board has been designed to allow quick prototyping andtesting of a new application using a Texas Instruments MSP430f2132 micro-controller. Several frequently used components, such as a USB controller andwireless module, are incorporated on the board and can easily be connectedto the microcontroller using switches. Pin headers provide easy access to allpins and external functions of the microcontroller. Several LEDs and pushbuttons are present to allow visual feedback and testing of interrupts whiledebugging microcontroller code. The board can be powered through varioussources: USB, battery, DC adapter or external power supply.
C.2 Microcontroller
The MSP430f2132 is an ultra-low-power 16-bit microcontroller from TexasInstruments [1]. It features two built-in 16-bit timers, a 10-bit A/D converterwith integrated reference and a data transfer controller (DTC), a comparator,built-in communication capability using the universal serial communicationinterface, and 24 I/O pins [2].
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C.2.1 ProgrammingLoading code into the microcontroller can be executed via a JTAG-interface[3]. A 14 pins JTAG connector can be connected to the board using the JTAGpin header, located on the upper left side of the board. Make sure the boardis powered on, as the design does not allow for the JTAG to power the micro-controller.Writing code for the MSP430 microcontroller family can easily be donewith a software tool called IAR embedded workbench. This program alsosupports realtime debugging of code, which can greatly reduce the amount oftime for implementing an application. A kickstart version of this program canfreely be downloaded from the Texas Instruments website [4]. Example codewhich demonstrates the use of several of the functions of the microcontrolleris also available online.Figure C.1 lists the connections between the JTAG pin header and themicrocontroller.
Figure C.1: Connections between JTAG pin header and microcontroller.
C.2.2 ResetThe development board is equipped with a manual reset circuit for the mi-crocontroller, illustrated in Figure C.2. Whenever the reset-pin of the micro-controller is pulled low, a reset is executed. This can be manually forced bypressing the reset-button. In normal operation, the RC-circuit will slowly pullthe reset-pin high, allowing the microcontroller to start all its functions in acontrolled way.
Figure C.2: Microcontroller reset circuit.
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C.2.3 Pin headersAll of the microcontroller pins can easily be accessed through the two 34-waypin headers on the lower left side of the board. The connections between thepin headers and the microcontroller are listed in Figure C.3.
Figure C.3: Connections between the pin headers and microcontroller.
C.2.4 CrystalThe development board is equipped with a high precision watch crystal oper-ating at 32.768 kHz with a ± 20 ppm accuracy. The user can choose to enableor disable this crystal by sliding the switch as is illustrated in Figure C.4.Optionnally, a different crystal can be used by disabling the watch crystaland connecting the other crystal via the pin headers to the microcontroller.
Figure C.4: Microcontroller crystal circuit.
C.2.5 LEDsEight LEDs have been placed on the development board that can individuallybe connected to one of the port 1 pins of the microcontroller by setting the ap-propriate switch as indicated in Figure C.5. To light up a LED, the appropriate
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switch must be set in the on position and the corresponding microcontrollerpin must be set high. The LEDs can be used for visualization or debuggingpurposes.
Figure C.5: Available LEDs for debugging or visualisation.
C.2.6 Push buttonsFour push buttons have also been incorporated in the development boarddesign. These buttons are connected to several pins of the microcontroller,which support interrupts, as indicated on Figure C.6. The buttons allow for theuser to manually pull one of the pins of the microcontroller low. By activatingthe internal pull-up resistor of the microcontroller for the appropriate pin, ahigh-to-low transition could then trigger an interrupt on the correspondingpin. This way, the buttons can be used for testing and debugging purposes.
Figure C.6: Available push buttons for debugging or interrupt.
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C.3 Communication
The microcontroller is equipped with two Universial Serial Communication In-terfaces (USCI), which support a number of standard communication protocols.The USCI A supports SPI and UART while USCI B supports SPI and I2C.
C.3.1 SPIBoth USCIs support the SPI protocol in two forms: 3-wire and 4-wire. Thelatter is used when multiple masters are present on the bus to ensure noneof them transmit data at the same time. All pins that are required for 4-wireSPI, including the supply voltage and the ground, are available at the topof the board via two pin headers. The connections to these pin headers aredisplayed in Figure C.7. This allows to easily connect a device to the boardusing the SPI protocol via one or both USCIs. Take care however, that noneof the pins is in multiple use, as some pins of the SPI interfaces are sharedbetween USCIs and different communication modes.
Figure C.7: Connections to the SPI pin header.
General information on the SPI protocol can be found in several places onthe internet [5]. More specific information on the bytes that should be sendvia SPI to achieve a variety of functions can be found in the datasheet ofcomponents that are used.
C.3.2 I2CThe USCI B supports the I2C protocol. A pin header is present at the top of theboard, which is connected to the necessary pins for I2C communication (dataline SDA and clock line SCL), the power supply and ground. The connectionsare illustrated in Figure C.8. Note that before the interface can be used, thepin header must be enabled by sliding the switch in the correct position.
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Figure C.8: Connections to the I2C pin header.
The I2C protocol requires both communication lines (SDA and SCL) to beconnected via a pull-up resistor to the voltage supply. Some components havethese pull-up resistors build-in their circuits, yet sometimes, these resistorshave to be added externally. Therefore, pull-up resistors are present on theboard which can individually be enabled or disabled with a switch. FigureC.9 shows the circuit around these pull-up resistors.
Figure C.9: Circuit around the I2C pull-up resistors.
The basic working principle of the I2C protocol can be found on the internet[6], as well as the official I2C bus specification [7]. More specific information,as for example device slave address and register addresses, can be found inthe device specific datasheets.
C.3.3 UARTThe USCI A supports the UART protocol. The pins for this communication busare available at the top of the board, together with the voltage supply and theground. The schematic with the connections is displayed in Figure C.10.
Figure C.10: Connections to the UART pin header.
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The UART protocol is the most simple protocol to connect two devices witheach other. This two-wire interface is the basis for various standards as forexample the RS232 standard, also known as the serial port of a computer.More information on the UART protocol can be found on the internet [8]. Formore specific information concerning the actual data format of the transmittedinformation, check the datasheet of the used component.
C.4 Interfaces
The development board is equipped with two independent interfaces, a USBand a wireless RF interface, which can be used to communicate with the board.
C.4.1 USBThe USB connection is implemented using a USB to UART bridge IC by FTDI.This IC will translate incoming USB signals to standard UART signals andvice versa. The circuit that is used is displayed in Figure C.11 and is mainlybuilt around the FT232R from FTDI [9].
Figure C.11: FTDI USB to UART bridge circuit.
ResetAs with the microcontroller, this chip has a reset pin which must be pulled highin normal operation. A similar circuit as in Figure C.2 allows for a manualreset of the chip by pressing a button, while an RC circuit will slowly pull thereset pin high when the button is released.
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LEDsThree different LEDs are present in this part of the circuit. A green LED,located very closely to the USB socket, will illuminate as soon as the boardis connected to a pc via USB. The other two LEDs indicate if data is beingreceived (CBUS1, green LED) or transmitted (CBUS0, red LED) via USB.
UARTThe communication with the microcontroller is executed using UART commu-nication. This protocol is supported by the microcontrollers USCI A and aconnection can be realized by setting the switches in the on position. Makesure however, that no other device is using one or both of the required pinsfor the UART communication, as this might result in malfunction.
C.4.2 RF WirelessA wireless interface is implemented on the board using an nRF2401 RF radiochip from Nordic Semiconductor [10]. This radio chip communicates via SPIwith the microcontroller and is able to transmit or receive information usingGaussian Frequency Shift Keying (GFSK) in the 2.4GHz ISM frequency band.Figure C.12 illustrates the circuit around the radio chip. The ANT1M andANT2M terminals are connected to a PCB antenna which is designed tomatch to the impedance of the RF chip.
Figure C.12: RF interface circuit.
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SPI
The communication between the microcontroller and the RF chip is imple-mented as an SPI interface. It is however a modified version of the standardprotocol, as only one pin is present on the radio chip for data communication,combining both the SIMO and SOMI lines from SPI. Therefore, care must betaken in programming the communication between both devices, as both pinsof the microcontroller are actually shorted in the design. Example code forthe communication is available within CMST.
The selection circuit for the SPI communication is displayed in Figure C.13and can be found on the board within the area bounded by the dotted lineand marked Wireless Select. The RF chip is actually a dual receiver and thusfeatures two SPI interfaces. The selection circuit allows the user to connecteither of these interfaces with either of the USCIs of the microcontroller. Thetwo dip switches allow individual enabling of each of the pins of the RF chip,by connecting them to the microcontroller. The other big switch allows choiceto connect the first SPI interface with USCI A and the second with USCI Bor vice versa.
Figure C.13: RF-chip SPI interface selection circuit with switches.
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C.5 Power Supply
The development board is equipped with separate circuits for 3.3 and 5V. Eachcircuit can be powered from a variety of sources.
C.5.1 DC adapter
On the upper right side of the board, a connector for a DC adapter is present.Once a DC adapter is connected, the LED close to the socket should light up.It is assumed that the output voltage of the adapter is 5 V. Figure C.14 showsthe regulator circuit using an LD1117AV33 from ST Microelectronics, whichsupplies a 3.3 V source with a maximum output current of 1 A [11].
Figure C.14: DC adapter 3.3 V regulator circuit.
C.5.2 USB
Below the DC connector, a USB type B socket is present. A 5V power supplycan directly be accessed from this USB connector when it is plugged into acomputer. When a cable is correctly attached to the socket, the LED close tothe socket should light up to show power is present. When using this supplyfor power, check the maximal amount of current the USB port can deliver, asthis depends on the port configuration. A 3.3 V power supply is also availablethrough the FTDI chip, as can be seen on Figure C.11. The internal regulatorof the FTDI allows for a maximal output current of 50mA [9].
C.5.3 Battery
Below the USB socket, a two pin header is present, which allows for con-necting a battery to the board. The output voltage of the battery connectedto this pin header is regultated by a Micel MIC5209 3.3 V LDO with a maxi-mum output current of 0.5 A [12]. The circuit around this LDO is illustrated inFigure C.15.
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Figure C.15: DC adapter 3.3 V regulator circuit.
C.5.4 External power supplyBelow the battery pin header, a 3-way pin header is present to allow con-nection for an external power supply. Both the 3.3 and 5V circuits may bepowered by an external power supply.
C.5.5 SelectionThe selection of the source for each of the circuits is possible through switches.The circuit of the switches is displayed in Figure C.16. The left switch allowschoice between the DC adapter and the USB interface. This switch will assignboth the 5V and the 3.3 V power circuit to one of the sources. The secondswitch allows to choose between the selected source from the first switch ora battery as a power source for the 3.3 V power circuit. The 5V circuit cannot be powered from the battery as a lithium polymer battery is assumed,which only delivers voltages around 3.7 V. When powering the board throughan external power supply, make sure that no other power source conflicts withthis external supply.
Figure C.16: Switch circuit for source selection.
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C.6 Full schematic
Figure C.17: Full circuit schematic (best viewed in digital format of the dissertation).
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C.7 Board layout
Figure C.18: Top board design.
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Figure C.19: Bottom board design.
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